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Summary 

An important element for the integration of CAD/CAM is the representation and handling 

of data used during the design and manufacturing activities. The use of features and product 

modelling techniques bring a better handling of this data and provide CAD/CAM with an excellent 

platform for integration. The thesis explores the use of a predefined set of features in a product 

modelling environment for the design and machining of rotational components. 

Theword features in this research implies a set of functional, geometrical and technological 

information with a unique form. Those features are pre-defined and comprise of a limited number 

of elements which carry the information related to design and manufacturing activities. 

The thesis is divided into three main parts. The first part contains a review of topics related 

to the research e. g. group technology, component features, CAD/CAM and also contains a 

literature survey of related research works. 

In the second part the "features" are defined and presented. Also the product modelling 

environment is explained and the basic rule based procedures which are used to automatize 

the operation planning activities are presented. 

In the last part a description of the case-studies used for automatic NC code generation 

is presented followed by a discussion of the results. Lastly, the conclusions are drawn and ideas 

for further work presented: 
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Chapter 1 

1- Introduction 

The utilisation of computers to assist engineers in manufacturing activities, has increased 

steadily in the last few decades. Several advantages have been achieved by the use of elements 

such as Numerically Control machines (CNC), Robots, Computer Assisted Design (CAD), Computer 

Assisted Manufacturing (CAM). However, the difficulties encountered in the integration of these 

systems has also been noticed and it restrains the potential benefits that could be achieved. An 

answer for that lack of integration is the pursuit of a CIM ( Computer Integrated Manufacturing) 

system where, for example CAD systems would be linked with CNC machines, Robots and handling 

systems; an integrated data base would provide instant and reliable access to information related 

to CAD, CAM and MRP to really integrate their activities. 

With CIM fully implemented, manufacturing will return to total integration similarto that existing 

in the days of the craftsman. It would /)avoid the production of designs which cannot be economically 

manufactured by the existing manufacturing capabilities of the factory, II) proven plans which take 

into account machine tools, cutting tools and stock which are not economically viable would not be 

generated, III) products which do not meet with the design specifications would not be manufactured 

and Iv) the products would have a minimal cost in a highly productive environment. 

However, if the activities of design and manufacturing are looked at closely nowadays, one 

can see, that powerful supported CAD/CAM graphics systems are not fully integrated to the accurate 

and flexible CNC machine tools. Unfortunately the functional data and its associated geometric data 

used in most geometric modelling systems cannot be integrated to the geometric data and its 

associated technological data most needed by the CAM systems. 

The ability to design for both function and manufacturing or i. e. concurrent design and 

manufacturing is an indispensable element in a complete CIM system and it relies on an integrated 

and reliable data structure, i. e. integrated technological, functional and geometric data, achievable 

in a Product Data environment. An assessment of the current researchworks related to an integrated 

CAD/CAM system point decisively to the use of features as an "integrator" of technological, functional 

and geometric information. However, problems exist in the current features definition and utilization, 

and they must be understood and solved before a truly feature based system can emerge. 

Therefore the current research work aims to explore the use of features in both design (in 

particular geometric modelling representation), inthe generation of planning decisions and NC code. 

Contributing to an understanding of the use of features, and their importance for a CIM system and 
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in particular CAD/CAM. That aim is going to be achieved by the use of a pre-defined set of features 

(associated geometric, functional and technological data) for design (geometric modelling repre- 

sentation) and manufacturing (tool selection, fixing, operation sequence and in particular NC code 

generation) of rotational-components. It is 'also important to highlight the importance of group 

technology/family philosophy for this research in the sense that NC machining code can be auto- 

matically generated for components belonging to a family, however efficient tools are provided for 

the user for non-family components. 

It is necessary to draw attention to a very specific terminology which has been implemented 

in this thesis and permeates through it. The term in question is the word region. Region is defined 

as the body of knowledge which results from taking a decision when reconciling and utilizing multiple 

source of knowledge. Basic examples are found in sections 13.6,13.7 and 13.8 where different 

instances of regions are presented. 

The work was developed in parallel with the GM P-3 project and especially with Mr. Bob Young 

and Mr Paul Bell who have worked with the planning for manufacturing of prismatic components. 

Following this introduction, the four first chapters present an overview of the main theories 

and subjects related to this work. In chapter 2 there is a review of concepts related to GT/family, 

and the importance of this philosophy for the success of CIM systems is highlighted. In chapter 3 

a quick overview of CAD, NC, CAPP and Product Modelling is presented and emphasis is laid on 

the importance of the integration of these different elements on the modern manufacturing envi- 

ronment. Chapter 4 provides a discussion and review of features concepts and definitions and a 

brief discussion of the current use of features is also presented. Finally, in chapter 5a review of 

different related research works is presented. Chapter 6 presents a concise discussion of the NC 

code generation methods and the considerations regarding the present research work. 

Chapter 7 presents the objectives and context of this research. The features used in the work 

are presented in chapter B. A feature based approach towards NC code generation is discussed in 

chapter 9. Chapter 10 introduces the concepts of a feature based data model structure which are 

further explored and partially implemented in chapter 11 with the use of the SE. 

An overview of the logic used to manufacturing planning and NC code generation based in 

a feature based component model is given in chapter 12. Chapters 13 and 14 explain in more detail 

the ideas discussed previously and give a greater detail of the different application packages a 

production rules used in the present research aiming the manufacturing planning and NC code 

generation. 
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Chapter 15 presents the experimental system developed to deal with the generation of the 

NC code based and three different approaches towards manufacturing planning i. e. user orientated, 

rule-user orientated, rule-family orientated. In chapter 16, four case-studies are discussed, three 

following the GT/family approach and the other of a non-part family component. 

The major issues arising from the research work are discussed in chapter 17. Finally in chapter 

18 specific conclusions are drawn plus the recommendation for further work are given. 

The data used in the present work are presented in appendix A. The tooling, fixing and machine 

tool parameters are presented in appendix B. Appendix C brings the data structures related to the 

test-cases discussed in chapter 16. A user-friendly interface is presented in appendix D with details 

regarding data management and component visualization. 

The research which is reported in this thesis lead to the demonstration of its potential impact 

trough the modelling, operation planning and machining of a range of work pieces (chapter 16). 

The experimental software developed and used for such a task brings evidence of the validity of 

the principal issues i. e. feature based component modelling and the potential power of the different 

rule based applications which form the experimental system. 

When aiming to achieve realistic demonstration of the experimental system and the ideas 

which lead to its development it has been necessary to use a series of utilities i. e. code generation 

system, small scale machining data base, restricted material and tool data base and a limited number 

of machine tools and work holding evaluator package which were not the subject of the present 

research work. The research has its foundations on the issues of features based modelling and 

feature based rule structures which are part of an integrated design and manufacturing facility for 

rotational components. A more detailed discussion of the scope of the work is given in section 6.6 

and in chapter 7. 
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2- Group Technology 

2.1 - Introduction 

The present chapter is intended to discuss issues related to Group Technology (GT) and 

to highlight its importance as a philosophy for CAD/CAM integration. 

2.2 - History and Concepts of Group Technology 

Despite the recent works related to GT, the technique/philosophy is not new and it has 

been used or presented in different ways, different countries, at different times. 

Flandres in 1925 presented a paperwhere he suggested the utilization of a group of machine 

tools to manufacture some parts rather than the conventional way, because among others 

advantages it would be ease to keep control of the parts [fland25], [snead89]. 

In 1937 Sokolovsky postulated the real premise base of GT where he suggested that parts 

of similar configuration and features should be manufactured by a standard process. His ideas 

were implemented and spread by work carried out by Mitrofanov [mitro66], considered by most 

as the father of GT. In 1949 a reorganization of a Saab Scania factory in Sweden was reported 

by Arn Korling; this reorganization used the so called group production [snead89]. 

Opitz in the early sixties gave a big impetous to GT by the development of a code system 

forthe classification and codification of rotational components [hawor68], [opitz70], and following 

his work several other codification systems appeared specially in USA MICLASS [houtz75], 

[anon. a], [anon. b], CODE [MANUF77]. In England Burbidge pursued the use of GTas a philosophy 

by starting with a rationalization of the shop floor, the so called Production Flow Analysis [burbi7l]. 

Some of the definitions of GT/family encountered in the literature, which illustrate the many 

different influences and even "origins" of GT are quoted below: 

"... method of technological process development, equipment planning and efficient setting 

of the machine tool, so as to insure the most profitable technical planning of production in the 

shortest time" [mitro66]. 

"... is the realization that many problems are similar, and that by grouping similar problems, 

a single solution can be found to a set of problems, thus saving time and effort" [solaj73]. 
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"... or part family manufacture signifies a method which endeavours to analyse and arrange 

the parts spectrum and the relevant manufacturing process according to the design and machining 

similarity so that basis of a group and families can be established for rationalizing the production 

process in the area of small and medium batch sizes" [arn75]. 

0 ... parts are grouped into families on the basis of features such as shape, size, material, 

tolerances, finish and required production operations" [desai8l]. 

"... means that the workpiece within a certain production programme are ordered according 

to rationalization viewpoints in design and/or production" [tuffe83]. 

"... is a manufacturing philosophy in which similar parts are identified and grouped together 

to take advantages of their similarities in manufacturing and design" [groov84] 

"... a manufacturing philosophy based on a fundamental organizational principle : Identify 

and bring together related or similar parts and process (and other pertinent data entities) to take 

advantage of their similarities in design and manufacturing" [milla84]. 

"... this is simple a method of eliminating duplication and redundancy by identifying similar 

parts and grouping then according their processing (design, manufacturing) requirements" 

[baer85]. 

" ... is a manufacturing philosophy or principle with the basic concept of identify and bring 

together related or similar parts and process, to take advantage of the similarities which exist 

during all stages of design and manufacture" [gatlag86]. -, 

" ... the identification of subsets or families of similar product within the population at large 

for the purpose of design and manufacturing efficiencies through the constant application of the 

best practice technology to the characteristic attributes of the family" [nolen89]. 

As seen in the above definitions and concepts, the principle which is the base of GT is 

simply to identify and bring together related or similar parts, elements or/and activities to take 

advantage of their similarities, where they exist, to rationalize methods at all stages of design, 

manufacturing and planning, including the systematic development of computer aided tools. 

Normally the similarities used to gather the components, forming a family, would reflect 

manufacturing or design affinities and therefore it is possible for a component to belong to different 

families, one at design level and other at manufacturing level. Such a fact would result in a certain 

loss of advantages inherited by the use of GT. The existence of basic elements (features) which 
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may carry information related to the whole range of activities regarding design/manufacturing, 

and can be used in the modelling of components, would allow the integration of those two different 

conceptualized families. 

The GT philosophy has a major impact on the information handling and manufacturing 

organization providing the right platform for the integration of CAD/CAM and the implementation 

of CIM. 

It is important to considerthat despite the help given by the development of coding systems 

to the spread of GT, the coding systems are only a tool for the retrieval of information, and are 

therefore only an element of GT, and not the entire philosophy. 

In the present research the importance of the following aspects regarding GT are 

emphazied: 

- The existence of basic elements (features) with a relational data structure allow a greater 
flexibility when the family is defined. 

- Complex processing activities can be accelerated once the most probable successful 

alternatives can be encapsulated in a family based set of solutions. 

2.3 - Influence on Design 

The average cost of a new engineering drawing, obtained by dividing the annual cost of 

design engineering department by the number of designs per year, is often reported to be in the 

range of US$ 500 to US$ 1500 [nolen89]. If the cost of manufacturing related activities is added 

to that, the figures are much higher. Also it is known that several parts have small modifications 
in comparison to others and even that 5% to 10%, and in some cases 20% of the parts are 

duplicates of existing parts [gombi69]. 

Consequently the improvement in design conditions, productivity and savings which could 

be achieved by a rationalization and standardization of design are considerable. 

2.3.1 - Rationalization 

Numerous similar or near similar parts will have been designed at different times by 

different designers. This is due mainly to the fact that the retrieval of past information is inefficient 

. GT tends to provide the designer with excellent tools for the retrieval of information and data 

related to the components which are being designed. Therefore the "reinvention of the wheel" 

can be avoided. 
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The retrieval of information can be done through a code system or a search among the 

existing families. Both ways have their limitations and disadvantages. The code systems tend 

to be expensive, large, sometimes cumbersome to use and may "hide" some useful information. 

On the other hand the family approach can be complex, since the designer must have a clear 

view of the characteristics related to the families. 

An alternative would be a mix of both (code/group) where basic information, functional 

or/and form features, could be represented in a code system. Therefore, once the part is coded 

the family is found or vice-versa, once the part is represented by the features the code is 

defined. An example of this idea applied to the manufacturing principles is shown by Peters 

using Opitz code [peter74]. 

2.3.2 Standardization 

Another advantage of GT during design is to have a better control of design associated 

attributes. Unnecessary variation in surface finish, tolerances or other requirements bring a 

increase in manufacturing costs. 

Normally the family database provides the designer with information related to the 

standard requirements for the achievement of certain functions. For example cases such as 

the accurate machining of a part of an axle which is not in contact with any other element, 

would be avoided. 

Therefore standards may be related to functional features keeping the manufacturing 

requirements in accordance with the real necessities avoiding unnecessary operations or 

special manufacturing procedures. 

2.3.3 - Value Analysis 

GT provides also a base for value analysis, once the components can be represented 

by a grouping of features. The constancy in the use of geometric elements/form features for 

the achievement of required functions/functional features may be easily achieved and mapped 

during the different stages of the design. Also future modifications due to technological advance 

can be easily implemented to all parts and not only in the new parts. 
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2.4 - Influence on Manufacturing 

The influence of GT on manufacturing of medium and low volume batch production is 

considerable since it completely changesthe environment in which the products are manufactured 

in comparison to the "normal" functional routine. One of the most noticeable modifications is in 

the lay-out of equipment and the flow of components. 

Several works, for example, [mitro60], [sidde66], [burbi70], [knay70], [opitz7l ], [ evers74], 

[peter74], [desai81], [baer85] and others show the importance and impact of GT in the manu- 

facturing environment. Here some considerations will be presented with regard to tooling, 

jigsifixtures in NC machines and also NC code generation. 

2.4.1 Tooling and Fixturing 

Despite the flexibility and versatility of the actual NC machine tools different tools are 

still necessary and the part must be correctly fixtured on the machine tool. 

The grouping of parts according to certain characteristics, that is manufacturing features, 

may provide an answer for problems related to the scheduling of jobs into machines and flow 

of materials, tools and jigs in the factory. Since the number of tools available in the machine 

tool are not infinite and also time is spent in setups it would be advisible to use the smallest 

number possible of tools for the greatest number of operations in different components. It would 

also be possible to fix a greater number of parts in one fixture. The use of GT brings a con- 

siderable rationalization and standardization of tools and fixtures. 

The existence of manufacturing features which can be assembled to form a complex 

component relative to a group of parts is an element which brings consistency to operations 

planning and tool definition. This can be achieved by the design of workholding devices with 

special adaptors which convert a general fixture or jig in to one which can accept each part of 

the family [varva86]. 

Jig and fixture elements can be designed in such way that they may be used by all the 

elements of one family or even several families and as result a drop in the setup time of up to 

69% can be achieved [Devri76]. 

As a consequence of this procedure the flow of tools and jigs is reduced, therefore the 

control on the tolling systems becomes less complex in consequence of the reduction of the 

number of different tools. 
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2.4.2 - Utilization and Programming of NC Machine Tools 

The relative advantages of the use of NC machine tools and*GT are enhanced when 

they are associated [toffe83], [ham85], [groov84] and [varva86]. 

Part programming of NC machines tends to be simplified and its productivity increased 

once GT is applied. Haynes [haine69] used a Part-family Programming techinique, where an 

NC program system groups common or similar program elements for machining of part families 

into a master computer program. The master computer program is a permanent base from 

which an NC tape can be prepared for any part in the part family. 

An example of EXAPT macros associated with manufacturing features is shown in 

[varva86], where macros stored in a library can be called to assemble a program for the 

manufacturing of a component belonging to a certain family. 

The macros used by Round [round9l] may also be used in a GT environment improving 

the productivity of the NC code generation. 

2.5 - Advantages of Group Technology 

The advantages brought by the utilization of GT are considerable. It would become endless 

to list them and the relative research works, but it is important to highlight the following works 
[mitro66], [sidde66], [burbi7l], [groov84], [ham85], [galla86], [hyer87] and [snead89]. Further- 

more, some important points raised by those and others research works will be listed. GT brings: 

- more effective and rationalized design 

- simplification and rationalization of manufacturing 

- reduction of tools and setups 

- improved planning and control activities 

- employee satisfaction 

- base for an efficient process planning 

-a platform to integrate data related to different components and activities 

-a base for a CIM system. 
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2.6 - Systems Integration 

To achieve the integration in a system it is necessary to integrate the information system, 

integrate the control system and integrate the material flow system. GT provides the right 

conditions for this total integration by application of family related concepts based on geometrical 

functional and processing similarities among parts and activities -> the GT environment <- 

[ham85], [shunk85]. 

A data-base related to predefined and identified attributes (features) is the foundation of 

an efficient and rationalised integrated system. Part classification systems can be used as a tool 

for integration into a computer data base structure that links all activities bringing to reality CIM 

based in GT and component features. 

As development of CAD/CAM goes more towards a generative approach for process 

planning, concurrent design for manufacturing and the appearance of product modelling systems; 

GT should emerge as an important element in the implementations of such techniques. A path 

to this evolution is by the definition of component related features that are not related only to 

specific activities (design, manufacturing, process planning) but carry associated information 

(Data, Knowledge) related to the whole spectrum of CIM activities and in particular design and 

manufacturing. 
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3 -'CAD/CAM an Overview 

3.1 - Introduction 
.. f'ý 

The present chapter intends to give an overview of the use of computers as a tool to assist 

the engineer in activities related to. design and manufacturing and their evolution towards 

Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM). 

3.2 - The Design Process 

The process of design is a complex activity which could be divided in several phases. The 

fig 3.1 presents the design process as defined by Shigley [shigl86]. 

Once someone realizes that a problem exists and some corrective action should be taken, 

he/she is recognizing a need. As a designer specifies the item/component to be designed a 
definition of the problem is being made. 

Afterwards there are two closely-related phases. Synthesis which is interactive with the 

analysis and optimization. At these stages, in particular, the component is conceptualized by the 

designer, subjected to analysis, improved through this analysis procedure and re-designed. The 

process is repeated until the design has been optimized within the constraints imposed on the 

designer. It is important at this stage for the designer to be able to use an efficient database for 

access of information and procedures related to design knowledge (an efficient retrieval of the 

company/public domain information ). The use of design features has proved to be valuable at 

this stage [cutko87], [dixon88], [shaw88. e], however they lack a more complete data information 

structure once they are still limited mainly to form. 

Evaluation is the next and penultimate stage and it is where the design is measured against 

the specifications established in the problem definition phase. Finally the design must be pres- 

ented and this is done through drawings, material specifications, assembly lists, etc. Thus, a 

design database must be created. 

3.3 - Computer Aided Design 

As stated before and well represented in the figure 3.1 the design is a highly interactive 

activity, where effort and time are expended retrieving information, evaluating results, calculating, 
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representing the results, getting a better match between the resources available and the spec- 

ifications. Those activities are time consuming and the computers have been brought in to assist 

and automate where possible. Therefore the computer assisted/automated design area of 

research emerged. 

Groover (groov84) presented the tasks performed by/with CAD systems grouped into four 

functional areas: 

a) geometric modelling, 

b) engineering analysis, 

c) design review and evaluation, 

d) automated drawing. 

The figure 3.2 [groov84] shows a parallel between Shingley's design process and the modern 

CAD. 

Despite the actual research efforts those four major functional areas have not been inte- 

grated in a way that is desirable. Most CAD systems can competently bring automatization for 

the drawing, great assistance for the geometric modelling, some engineering analysis and maybe 

provide useful tools for design review and evaluation; however not in an integrated way. This lack 

of integration is due, mainly, to a lack of common internal geometric representation (sub-systems 

with different geometric representation) or a common standard to transfer information between 

different systems (different developers). 

The issue related to the lack of a standard format for representing data and therefore 

communicability among different systems (developers) and even sub-systems (applications) has 

been attacked by inumerous relatively successful standardization procedures (neutral data for- 

mats)[penni90]. The principal proposals are: GKS (Graphical Kernel System) [hopgo83], IGES 

(Initial Graphics Exchange Specification) [NTIS82], [smith83], [owen87], PDES/STEP [PDES88], 

[PDES91]. Holt [hoft90] provides a good overview of the actual achievements and future trends 

and also lists the advantages of PDES project. 

On the other hand figure 3.3 [requi82] shows a generic "geometric system" where internal 

representations (models) of objects are built using data supplied by users (computers or humans) 

and procedures are evoked by user commands to do useful work. The power of a such system 

is relative to the power of its internal representation schemes - what can be represented and with 

what fidelity - and by procedures developed to carry out useful tasks. 
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3.4 - Computer Modelling 

Figure 3.4 [requi82] presents a summarized view of the evolution of modelling technology. 

Where the roots can be traced to the invention of computer graphics and the advent of NC machine 

tools. There are four main areas of action. 

3.4.1 - Wireframes 

The wireframe stream was the base for nearly all commercial CAD/CAM systems 

supplied, until solid modelling emerged, and it is now close to its potential limits [voelc88]. 

However, it has offered essentially paperless drafting as well as electronic data management 
for handling revisions. Figure 3.5 shows two cases of ambiguous representation when using 

wireframe models [voelc88]. 

3.4.2 - Polygonal Schemes 

The main goal of this current is to provide "visual effects" ranging from real-time scenes 

for flight simulators to research into visual perception passing through commercial animation. 

Itworks through the use of collections of polygons that approximate the boundaries of objectives 

which are being displayed. 

Research has focused on to development of special computer hardware and fast 

algorithms for generating displays from polygon lists. Recently some of this technology has 

been incorporated in the industrial solid modelling systems to build approximate boundary 

representations [newma79]. 

3.4.3 - Sculptured Surfaces 

The sculptured surface route emerged in the early 60's where computerized descriptions 

of doubly curved surfaces were used to replace the lofting and clay techniques used in the 

aeronautic, automotive and marine industries [coons67], [bezie72]. 

3.4.4 - Solid Modelling 

This is the latest mechanical modelling technology and almost certainly will replace 

wireframes technology as various systems problems are resolved [voelc88]. Requicha defines 

the term solid modelling as encompassing the emerging body of theory, techniques, and 
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systems focused on "informationally complete" representation of solids-representations that 

permit (at least in principle) any well-defined geometrical property of any represented object 

to be calculated automatically [requi82]. 

Figure 3.6 shows the two schemes that are most frequently used; Boundary Repre- 

sentation (b-rep) in which solids are represented by a set of faces that enclose them completely, 

and Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) in which Boolean combinations of simple primitive 

solids are used. 

There are also four other schemes which are frequently used in conjunction with CSG 

or B-rep for certain kind of applications [voelc88]. 

i) Spatial enumeration 

ii) Cell decomposition 

iii) Sweeping 

iv) Primitive Instancing 

3.4.5 - Current Research Efforts 

Voelcker [voelc88] and Requicha [requi83] point out the development of numerous 

applications for solid modelling in different related areas such as : finite-element analysis, NC 

machining, user interfaces. However some limitations and current research frontiers are pointed 

out as well , such as : system technology, theory (where in particular the importance for a 

tolerance representation must be researched). The importance for an integrated modelling 

system is also highlighted where design and manufacturing activities would be perfectly 

integrated. As a result, function could be perfectly represented and integrated to manufacturing 

activities. 

3.5 - Computer Assisted Manufacturing 

As mentioned by Groover(groov84], Kochan[kocha86] and Boothroyd[booth89] the advent 

of NC machines in the late 40's and early 50's was the beginning of a new era in the manufacturing 

environment and the basis for computer assisted manufacturing. 

The first NC machine was developed basically aiming at the achievement of reliability and 

accuracy in the machining of complex shapes. However, with the development of computers and 

control/motor mechanisms the NC became a common element in modern factories bringing 

numerous advantages [grov84], [besan86], [nolen89] 
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An NC machine tool (fig. 3.7) receives its instructions by a part program which consists of 

a set of commands defined by alpha-numeric "words". Figure 3.8 show the basic elements existent 

in a program and examples of commands encountered in a program (PEPS)[camte90]. The basic 

information necessary to generate a part program for the machining of a component is shown in 

figure 3.9 . 

The activity of part program generation is influenced by decisions taken basically at design 

level (geometry, functions). Subsequently and consequently it is influenced by decisions taken 

at manufacturing level, process planning and in particular operation planning. Where operation 

planning is comprised of the definition of cutting parameters (speeds, feeds) tool selection, 

sequence of operation definition and auxiliary functions. Despite the fact those activities are 

inter-related they may be discussed independently. 

There are three basic forms to generate a part program and the following sub-sections 

explain them and discuss actual trends. 

3.5.1 - Manual Part Programming 

This is the basic and primary form of getting a part program. The part programmer does 

all the activities related to the NC code generation activity not using the assistance of computer, 

in particular when handling geometric informations. The program is not understandable by 

someone not familiar with NC codes and the use of macros is a difficult task, and is now being 

superseded by other methods. 

3.5.2 - Manual Data Input 

Also in the late 70's early 80's, as consequence of the reduction of size and increased 

power of the computer systems and capabilities of the graphics displays, more research has 

been directed to the improvement of the controllers of NC machines aiming at the simplification 

and consequent increase of productivity of the part program generation at machine shop floor 

level, in particular for non-complex components. Simulation of the machining was aimed at, 

and achieved, using graphics CRTfacilitatingthe checking of the part program against collisions 

and other program errors. 

It is important to mention works done in turning operations at TUBerlin by Spur [spur82], 

[spur83] and milling operations at LUT by Queiroz [queir83]. As actual commercial products 
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following this trend one can point to TRAUB-IPS [traub88], [hekel89] and Mazatrol T32 and 

Mazatrol M32 [mazak86] GE Tanuc P-Model [fanuc] among others. Fig 3.10 shows the basic 

functions of a workshop programming system as presented by Spur[spur86]. 

3.5.3 - Computer Assisted Part Programming 

Almost at the same time as the advent of NC machine tools the computers became an 

element used to assist in the handling of complex and routine calculations related to the 

definition of the geometric contour of the component and the tool path. In the middle 50's APT 

( Automatically Programming Tools) started to be developed at MIT (Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology) aiming to simplify the handling of complex and/or cumbersome geometric 

calculations. An early version, used in production by 1959, mainly designed to be used in the 

handling of geometric information relating to the milling of complex paths was subsequently 

expanded incorporating other operations such as turning, drilling etc. A large number of subsets 

of APT (EXAPT, NELAPT, IFAPT, ADAPT) were introduced and they improved different 

aspects related to the NC part program generation. 

Figure 3.11 provides an overview of the structure of the APT-family languages, althought 

other computer-aided programming languages follow the same approach. The standard 

structure and the clear division of activities provides an excellent platform for further devel- 

opments and interfacing/integration with other systems, in particular by the existence of two 

standard neutral interfaces for the exchange of data (CL-data 1 (geometric) and CL-data 2 

(technological)). 

Initially the intention of such a system was to assist the user/programmer in the task of 

translating the design/manufacturing drawings in the geometry type code representing the 

component and the tool path necessary to generate it. Technological information such as tools, 

speed, feeds etc. were also translated to an appropriate code type once extracted from the 

relevant tables, books etc. The system was relatively large allowing complex geometry defi- 

nitions, it main emphazies and aim (nowadays it allows sculptured surfaces representations). 

However it lacked a ability to process technological informations and was also relatively large 

and an expensive hardware platform was needed. As result of those initial characteristics, 

several attempts were made to expand/enhance certains characteristics as well as withdrawing 

others in an attempt to achieve a better compromise which would suit specific needs [weilt), 

[kocha86] technological process cabalities were also introduced in particular in EXAPT. As 

consequence inumerous systems emerge such as UNIAPT, MINIAPT, ADAPT, NELAPT, 
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IFAPT, PC-APT [marls], [weill], [cox88], [kocha86]. However the most succesfull derivate 

product was EXAPT EXAPT ( EX tended sub-set of APT ) developed in Germany by the 

Universities of Aachen, Berlin and Stuttgart. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show EXAPT modular 

structure and its division of procedures [burde], [kochan86], [weill], [rembo84]. EXAPT is in a 

constant evolution [weill] and intend to concentrate in expand/enhance technological assist- 

ance. 

However, APT-family languages are not the only ones which are being used. Numerous 

other languages appear up to the present time and it is worth mentioning COMPACT, PROMPT 

[grov84] and other languages developed to attend a restrict group of users, the so called small 

languages PICNIC, MINIFAPT, MINITURN [weill] and PEPS [camte90]. 

Computer assisted NC programming languages, either APT- family or not, normally 

provide the possibility to develop macros. This facility brought the possibility of a great 

improvement in productivity, specially when used based on group technology philosophy. 

MITURN, developed by TNO Netherlands, is an example [koloc7l], [weill]. 

In the late 70's a new trend emerged, specially, as a result of the evolution of the CAD 

systems (hardware and software). An interface between the CAD systems and the generation 

of part-programs was pursued. This was done basically to improve the productivity and simplify 

the job of the part programmer by the use of interactive graphic facilities. The user was able 

to use interactive graphic tools to define the geometry of the component and/or to define the 

tool path in previous "CAD" defined geometry. The possibility to check the part program was 

made possible by the simulation of the machining in graphic terminals, so that "optimum" tool 

paths could be achieved and checked. Macros related to specific common manufacturing 

features started to be widely used. 

An interfacing between design and manufacturing was achieved but the real integration 

was far beyond this simple interface, once the designer was not able to interact directly with 

the manufacturer or vice-versa. 

3.5.4 - Contemporary Trends in Part Program Generation 

Actually it is possible to divide the part program generation into two basic categories. 

The stand-alone systems, which are a part of the controller and used basically for 

programming at the shop floor level. Numerous improvements are being achieved in this 

category not only at the component geometry definition but also in other aspects more related 
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with operation planning and cutting parameters definition such as special macro routines, tool 

libraries, machining parameters libraries, data mangement, user interface, etc. [traub88], 

[henek89], [mazak86], [besan89]. 

The other basic category is based on the generation of a part program automatically or 

semi automatically. The geometric definitions are extracted from a solid modelling system (CAD 

sub-system) manually or automatically (using techniques such as design by features orfeatures 

extraction/recognition, (see section 4.3.2) [wong86], [wang87. b]. 

Technological information can be obtained either automatically (rule orientated based 

systems or variant systems) or semi automatically where the user (human element) interacts 

to a certain degree, with different sub-systems (operation sequence definition, cutting para- 

meters definition, etc. ). As a result of a greater integration/expansion of NC code generation 

into the CAD/CAM research area the research topic has become part of ComputerAutomated 

Process Planning (CAPP) research. For examples it is possible to mention works such as 

AUTAP-NC [evers82], MINICIM [shyu87], TECTURN [hindu86] and other research works as 

presented by [evers85] Alting [altin89] in their survey. 

It is important to mention the approach suggested by Eversheim and Rozenfeld [evers89] 

for the real integration of NC part program in the product model environment. Where a more 

complete and new standard for NC code is suggested within the STEP effort which would 

enhanced the integration to the different other activies of the CAD/CAM spectrum. 

3.6 - Computer Automated Process Planning 

3.6.1 - Process Planning Activity 

Process planning has been defined by the Society of Manufacturing Engineers as "the 

systematic determination of the methods by which a product is to be manufactured, econ- 

omically and competitively". Process planning is a task which requires a considerable amount 

of experience and time. Since it is responsible for the definition of the production operation 

sequence, definition of tools, etc. making possible the transformation of a crude raw material 

into a finished component which meets the design specifications. 

As process planning is a labour intensive activity which is based mainly on the previous 

experiences, background and skills of the planners, it is almost certain that different plans are 

generated when the same or a similar component is given to different planners generating a 
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multiplication of unnecessary plans. As an example of problems which result from this situation 

the rationalization of the shop floor movement of materials, tools, etc. becomes more complex 

and difficult. Also planners are becoming a scarce resource. 

The research in CAPP was stimulated as a consequence of those points stated above 

and the necessity that companies have to be competitive by increasing productivity and 

eliminating ineff iciencies. 

Fig 3.14 [booth89] shows the basic stages of process planning. The first three steps are 

related to the design activity and the output in an integrated system should interact directly 

with the manufacturing stages. 

Stages 4-9 define the conversion of design information, in particular geometric and 

tolerance data, into a sequence of appropriate machining sequences and associated tech- 

nological parameters, steps 6-9, in particular are related to detailed planning (operation 

planning, manufacturing parameters determination). The output is a detailed work plan which 

lists all the sequence of operations and the processing parameters . 
Furthermore 10 - 13 is 

concerned with part program generation. However as mentioned before some NC computer 

assisted generation part program systems incorporate activities of the steps 7-9 and vice- 

versa, where CAPP systems incorporate the steps 10 - 13. Therefore the integration of those 

activities and their union is indisputable. 

3.6.2 - Computer Automated Process Planning 

Initially, CAPP systems were diverted to the generation of routing sheets and operations 

sheets and retrieving of manufacturing information saving considerable time during the process 

plan task. However, recent developments have attempted to eliminate human interaction by 

capturing the logic, judgement and experience needed for generation of process plans. 

Evershein [evers85] and Alting [altin89] have presented excellent surveys of use, 

evolution and research related to CAPP. Ham [ham88] points out the actual challenges for the 

research community committed to CAPP research projects highlighting primarily the necessity 

of integration of design and manufacturing activities in a broad and complete sense. However, 

it is important to present the two basic approaches which have guided the development of 

CAPP systems. 
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3.6.2.1 - Variant Process Planning 

As the name suggests this initial approach towards CAPP was based on the existence 

of a basic plan, fig 3.15-a [chang85], often associated with a family of components. The plan 

would be modified or adjusted according to the characteristics relative to the new component 

fig 3.15-b [chang85]. More detailed discussion on variant systems can be found in Chang 

[chang85] and Nole [nolen89]. However is possible to highlight the following basic points: 

- Existence of a master plan associated with a group of components, 

- Editing capabilities for the adjustment of the plans regarding "new" components, 

- Based on information rather than data-processing ( knowledge, rules, algorithms ), 

The main disadvantage of this approach is that it lacks the capacity to generate plans 

for components which escape the, often, narrow boundaries of the master plan. However, 

most of the commercial process plans on the market are of a variant nature; CAPP from 

CAM-I, GENPLAN and others as mentioned in surveys done by Chang[chang85], 

Round[round88], Alting[altin89] and Nole[nole89]. 

3.6.2.2 - Generative Process Planning 

This approach aims at the generation of process plans by the capture of the real 

knowledge related to the process planning activity. A standard plan is not necessary and 

the plan is formulated based on the stored manufacturing decision logic (rules) in parallel 

with information about the product to be manufactured and appropriate data on tooling and 

equipment. 

As mentioned by Corrigal[corri90] generative CAPP systems have embraced and 

attacked a broad range of manufacturing related areas: 

- CAD/CAPP interface [chang8l ], [joshi88], [iwata87], [wang87. c], [grave88], [chan86], 

[bard89]; 

- feature extraction/recognition [chang8l], [grave88], [joshi88]; 

- process selection [chang81], [joshi88], [chang86]; 

- process sequencing [hindu86], [chang86], [iwata87]; 

- dimensions and tolerance interpretation [requi86]; 
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- fixture design [boerm89], [lim87]; 

- operation sequencing [iwata87], [hindu89]; 

- tool selection [hindu86], [chang88], [chan86], [marap90]; 

- cutting parameters determination [hindu86], [wang87. c]; 

- cutter path generation [chan86], bard[89]; 

- inspection [chang88]. 

Although considerable progress has been made in the research area of process plan 

[altin89], [eversh85], a true and completely generative process plan is not yet a reality. Most 

of the process plan systems presented up to now are semi-generative once the user has to 

intervene in one way or another during the process of generating the plan. This is due mainly 

to the complexity of the process plan activity and the number of inter-related areas. 

3.7 - Integration of Design and Manufacturing Activities 

As presented previously design and manufacturing have been extensively affected by the 

use of computers. However, this does not necessarly bring an effective integration. Further 

research work is necessary to minimize and/or eliminate the existence of the so called Islands 

of Automation [ralst87], bringing full data integration, where data can flow in any direction, and 

making possible the existence of a concurrent design/manufacture system. The technology of 

the integration and the integration of the information data are equally important. 

3.7.1 - Concurrent Design and Manufacturing 

The existent CAD/CAM systems provide the designerwith excellent tools forthe physical 

visualization of the component, and considerable improvements have been achieved in 

computer aided tools (Finite Element Analyses, Graphic Simulation, etc. ). However it is not 

yet possible for the designer to evaluate precisely and quickly which is going to be the influence 

in manufacturing costs/capabilities of a decision taken by her/him. Therefore, a bidirectional 

flow of information between design/manufacturing would be of enormous value. 

Cutkosky [cutks87] points out "... products should be designed in terms of manufacturing 

plans that can produce them. We assert that constructing manufacturing plans after the fact 

(i. e., after the specified function of the design has been translated to form) is both hard to do 
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and likely to give suboptimal results from a manufacturing stand point. ". Therefore there is a 

need to bring an effective way of interchanging information (data/knowledge) among the dif- 

ferent sub-systems (CAD/CAM/CAP), integrating the previously separated design, planning, 

and manufacturing activities. This would be done by a product information flow (with a product 

modeller) between the different activities in any direction with a greater transparency and 

accuracy [spur86], [kimur84], [juri89], [be[l90]. 

3.8 - Product Modelling 

The search for a truly integrated CAD/CAM/CAP has focussed in the necessity to develop 

a scheme which would allow a wider range of engineering information to be represented in a 

structured and consistent way. Research by Kimura [kimur84], Spur [spur86], Shaw[shaw89], 

has been directed towards Product Modelling which howeverdoes not yet have a clear definition. 

However for the purposes of the present research work the following definition has been adopted: 

Product modelling is a method by which the information (data/knowledge) related to a 

product can be represented in such a way (structured) that the acquisition and availability of the 

necessary information during the entire cycle of design-planning-manufacturing is allowed. It also 

covers the product life cycle. 

It is consider in the work the following information needed to be contained in a product 

model and divided into three main categories: Design information (functional) which is related to 

function and geometry (form) of the component; Manufacturing information (technological) related 

to the component and highly influenced by the design decisions and lastly the production infor- 

mation (managerial) which describes the resources, availabilities and needs related to the pro- 

duction of the component . 

Product Model research has expanded basically from the realization that solid modelling 
does not bring the necessary information to allow an integration between CAD/CAM [kimur84), 

[spur86]. The following section is going to make a brief comment on some product model related 

work. 

3.8.1 - Research at Tokyo University 

The research work which has been carried out at Tokyo University has been constantly 

reported in the literature. At first in [kimur84] the realization that solid modelling systems can 

not represent all the information necessary for an integrated environment (fig. 3.16), stimulated 

the researchers to lay down the basic requirements and features of a product model. In [sata85] 
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a basic structure is presented, (fig. 3.17) which comprises three layers: the basic model, used 

to describe the fundamental characteristics and properties of a object (geometry, FEA mesh, 

design constraints etc. ); the engineering model, which represents all the basic engineering 

knowledge (dimensions, tolerances, assembly and kinematics relationship, materials, etc. ) and 

application models, which are previously defined models which can be used to assist the 

modelling of future products. Further work [kimur86] was related to the design of components 

by a variational design, where products are designed based on previously designed similar 

products but are modified according to given constraints. In [kimur 87] the theme of variational 

geometry is continued in a new modelling system designed to overcome the limitations of 

GEOMAP III, incorporating geometric constraints in a prolog-like sub-system. In a later work 

[kimur89] the issue of concurrent design/manufacturing is raised and design intent and geo- 

metric constraints are highlighted. A geometric reasoner is suggested as an interface between 

CAD (user interface) and the geometric modeller (fig 3.18) . In [inui86] a process plan, for 

prismatic components, X-PLAN is presented. Form-features are used and they are defined as 

a set of related geometric elements. A relationship between the features is also represented 

by the product modeller by the use of rules. A set of production rules are used to describe the 

manufacturing process and the planning is done starting from the raw material and aiming at 

the final component geometry. It needs a better representation of the manufacturing knowledge 

as a hierarchical structure for the process planning definition. 

3.8.2 - Loughborough University of Technology and Leeds University 

The research described in this thesis was carried out in parallel to the work performed 

in these universities as part of the Information Support System for design and manufacturing 

research, which aimed to investigate product modelling environments. The work was devel- 

opment of previous work carried out in Leeds and Loughborough Universities [be1186], [bell87]. 

The main element of the present work was the Structure Editor (SE), prototype tool for 

handling structured data. It is based on the principle of the meta-structure to define the structure 

of data, which is itself defined by another meta-structure that defines the modelling capabilities 

of the SE [shaw89], [corrig90. a]. The SE facilities include: 

" unstructured objects, 

- relationships, 

- abstractions, 
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- networks of hierarchies, 

- derivation/inheritance, 

- insertion/deletion/modification constraints, 

- degree of expression of relationship semantics, 

- dynamic modelling, 

- sharing, 

- parametrization. 

Three major elements were aimed and achieved by the SE representation scheme: 

i) ability to represent and edit information structures relative to product models to suit a 

pre-defined conceptual need (the features concept structure representation is an example 

(9.2.2)). 

ii) ability to readily interface to applications software, therefore knowledge/data can be 

easily passed to and from an application. 

iii) ability to allow the visualization of the product information available. 

A meta-structure within the SE can be defined using the basic elements within the SE 

which are [shaw89], [young9l]: 

i) Collections - which are equivalent to ADA records and describe the collective attributes 

of an entity. The features as described and defined in chapter 8 are a collection of attributes 

as are other elements which form it such as technological information, geometric data etc. 

ii) Lists - are equivalent to ADA acess types and are used to describe a number of entities 

which are all of the same type. In the present research work the regions (9.7.1) have a list of 

features, and are list in the part. 

iii) Selections - are equivalent of ADA enumerations types and describe entities which 

have a restricted range of pre-defined alternatives. The feature type, macro type (9.4) etc. 

are example of such element. 

iv) Atoms - are the equivalent to some of the pre-defined types in ADA and describe the 

lowest level of the structure the feature_identification, feature_point x1, etc. are example of 

such element. 
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The SE is a general tool to design data structures, however it has been used to define 

a sub-set of product data models and this forms a basis for Production Description System 

(PDS). The PDS allows the definition of product specific data (geometric, etc), company specific 

data (manufacturing facilities, etc. ) and reference data (materials properties, etc). Parametrical 

definition capabilities are also provided and they allow the use of simple (integers, reals, strings) 

and structured (lists, choices, records) parameters. The research has proposed a CIM appli- 

cation architecture (CAA) that represents the long term view of the work (fig. 3.19), where 

closely-coupled applications [corrig90b], [lee90], [young9l] are integrated through the present 

system architecture and they are able to interfacewith existing software available in the market, 

loosely-coupled, through an interface [blor88], [be1190]. 

This research group introduce the concept of loosely-coupled and closed-coupled 

architectures for integrated design and manufacturing systems [blor88]. Using this concept 

can be seen as one major feature of this project through a number of coupled applications I. e. 

applications where data structure required were considered of the outset and were consistent 

with the product data model description. The manufacturing applications developed by Corrigal 

[corri90], Lee [Iee9O], Winckers [winck90] and Young [young9l] are example of earlier indi- 

cations of what it is possible in this area. In particular the work of Corrigal and Young in inspection 

and machining planning introduce the definition of lower levels of the Product Model structure 

for prismatic parts and show how they can be populated. Mckay [mckay89] developed the 

concepts of data modelling and in particular brought out the important point of repeated structure 

which allow a greater coherency in data modelling to be achieved. 

The research in the thesis is of similar form of that reported by Young [young9l] but is 

concerned with the design and manufacturing of cylindrical components. It has echoes in 

similarity in data modelling but it contains concepts of features representation and rules which 

were not explore in the ISS project. 

3.8.3 - Berlin Technical University 

Thework reported by Spur[spur86] mainly investigated the architectural issues of product 

modelling and has defined a concept of product model that presents an information-link layer, 

an information layer and an organizational layer (fig 3.20) . As presented in fig 3.21 there may 
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be several information layers, each of them representing information regarding a particular 

characteristic of either the product or its manufacturing environment such as geometry, 

functionality, manufacturing methods and facilities, historical and statistical data, etc. Each 

information layer can be interrogated/accessed via the information-link layer and the organ- 

izational layer which controls this activity and represents a logical view of the product which 

can be related to the other product models. It is claimed that this architecture is capable of 

supporting hybrid geometric models by installing each representation as an information layer, 

which is interconnected to the other representations by the information-link layer. In the same 

way, variational geometry can be supported by incorporating a variant information layer in each 

part model, which is linked throughout the organization layer to the variant layers of other parts 

in the assembly. Therefore if the product is altered the modifications can propagate through 

the assembly structure to each affected part. A sample case study involving a product model 

based on a machine tool is used to illustrate this concept. 

3.8.4 - Other Work 

Also in Japan, Inamura [inamu88] has implemented a product modelling system using 

the object-oriented approach, which supports a hybrid two and a half dimensional solid modeller 

and a dimensioning capability that attaches dimensional information to geometric entities. The 

dimensional information can be analysed for insufficiency or redundancy and the geometry 

can be modified by altering the dimensions using the constraint propagation method. 

Mantyla [manty89] presented an interesting discussion of product model as a CAD/CAM 

integration throught product modelling and highlighting the importance of features in a product 

model scheme. 

3.9 - Concluding Remarks 

Considerable progress has been achieved in CAD related research, and even commercial 

products, especially in solid modelling, graphic representation, real-time simulation and devel- 

opment of elegant user interfaces among others. However, much is still necessaryand in particular 

a better understanding of functional and conceptual design. On the CAM side, also, a tremendous 

gain has been recently achieved such as highly productive NC machine tools, improvement in 

NC code generation systems, development of computer process planning tools, computer 
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measuring machines and others. However, a lack of integration among the sub-systems and the 

necessity for a full integration with CAD remains. Furthermore, planning and managerial activities 

need an accurate and reliable data base to be expanded and to be really effective. 

The emergence of product model research and the continuing research into features 

(definition, types, applicability) is showing great promise as elements able to break though the 

lack of integration among CAD/CAM systems and sub-systems [ham88], [manty89], [juri90]. 
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4- Features -A Review of Related Work 

4.1 - Introduction 

The current chapter aims to bring an idea of features as seen in the scope of this work and 

also presents some general considerations related to them. A more detailed analysis of features 

and the work related to this wide topic can be found in [shaw88. e] and [gao9l]. 

4.2 - Feature Understanding 

During the design activity is possible to represent accurately in a solid modeller the majority 

of the design geometry, however, it is not possible to represent any information other than this 

spatially related information. Informations related to functions, tolerances, material, manufacturing 

process, etc. can not be represented via a solid modeller. The answer for this problem lays with 

the use of a certain "element" called features which could incorporate this information. 

4.2.1 - Feature Definitions 

Several definitions and explanations forfeatures can be found in the literature, some are 

presented below. 

"... geometry that corresponds to primary machining operations. " [graye76], 

"... a recognizable shape entity in a part. " [hende84. b], 

"... a chunk of surface geometry on the finished part, that is to be produced with some 

associated geometry by a specified machining process. * [voelc861, 

"... a geometric shape defined by a parameter set, which has the special meaning to a 

designer or manufacturing engineer. "[clark87]. 

"Form features correspond to portions of the 'skin' of a shape i. e. are dimension 2 shape 

elements. "[PDES88], 

... information sets related to production engineering "[shaw88. c] 0 

However the definitions of features should not be guided by the combination of words 

used, but by the meaning and function. As the research work in the area has progressed the 

main aim nowadays is the integration of the different manufacturing activities and the features 

are going to be the link element in this integration. 
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4.2.2 - Feature Identification 

Several studies have aim the identification of features which could be used in various 

applications/situations [shah86], [cunni88]. However the most significant study in the area of 

form features identification was conducted by John Deere for CAM-I [butte86], form features 

that can be manufacturing by machining and sheet forming were Identified. Features were 

defined in terms of generic shape, dimensional parameters and attributes. 

There is a difficulty to identify features once the definition of a feature is not clear and 

the product or process is not defined. Also the level of information attached to the feature brings 

confusion to their general identification. 

4.2.3 - Feature Classification 

Itwould be of considerable relevance the definition of a classification scheme forfeatures, 

however the task faces the same difficulties as the ones encountered found when aiming 

features identification. Regardless of this several studies have been presented. 

Pratt [pratt85] presented a scheme with a5 digit-code and it was abstract enough to be 

widely usable, only form features were considered. Other schemes were presented by But- 

terfield[butte86], Shah[shah86], PDES[pdes88]. 

Gindy[gindy89] also presented a hierarchically structure for form-f eatures based on their 

geometric characteristics. 

Other works [cunni88], [shah88. a], classified features related to their information type. 

form features - elements related to nominal geometry; 

precision features - acceptable deviation from nominal size/form; 

technological features- performance parameters, etc; 

material features - material composition, treatment condition, etc; 

assembly features - part relative orientation, interaction surfaces. 

Form features have been also classified further into design features (design significance, 

part function significance) and manufacturing features (manufacturing significance, techno- 

logical significance). 
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4.2.4 - Feature Benefits 

It would be endless to list the research works which point out the benefits of using features. 

However, it has being chosen to present the potential benefits as presented by 

Chung[chung88], Shah[shah88. e]. 

- users can express easily the design intent by manipulating features directly, eliminating 

tedious intermediate steps; 

- features data-base allow reasoning systems to perform tasks such as heuristics opti- 

mization's, manufacturing analysis; 

- features can contain knowledge to facilitate NC machine programming, process 

planning and automatic FE meshing. 

It would be important to add that features are the perfect elements to be used in the 

modelling of a product in a product model environment, therefore allowing a perfect integrated 

computer manufacturing system. The addition of knowledge is an important concept associated 

to the features idea. 

4.3 - Feature Model System 

As the research work using features progressed and applications were emerging, a clear 

division of feature-based system has emerged. They are described bellow, however it is important 

to highlight that the human-assisted is being disconsider as the research works develops. 

4.3.1 - Human-Assisted Feature Recognition 

It was the approach used in several works [chang84], [humme86], [nau87]. The user 

interact with the system supplying missing information (i. e. tolerances, etc) or/and grouping 

geometric entities. 

4.3.2 - Feature Recognition and Extraction 

The solid modeler, normally used during design activities, allows the storage of data 

related to a component's definition in terms of low level geometric entities (vertices, edges, 

faces, etc. ) and containing Boolean operators and primitives. Automatic feature recognition 

and extraction programs try to identify and extract generally pre-defined form-features. The 

method used can be broadly divided into three categories [shah88. e]. 
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a) CSG tree manipulation 

The main problem regard to this technique are that there is many ways to define the 

same form-feature with Boolean operations using geometric primitives [lee87], [woodw88]. 

b) Geometric reasoning or boundary model 

This method brought a considerable success to the feature recognition/extraction 

technique and the general approach comprises of classification of geometric entities, 

determination of geometric relationship between adjacent entities and pattern matching. It is 

possible to mentioned works as [kipri8O], [hende84. a, b], [dong88]. 

c) Volume decomposition 

The segmentation of the part into volumes which correspond to machining operations 

is used by Woo [woo82]. 

A further discussion is found also in (joshi9O]. 

4.3.3 - Design by Features 

This approach, followed in this work, the designer (or/and user) create the models directly 

from features. Therefore, features are incorporated in the product description direct from the 

start. Shah presents four basic approaches[shah88. e]. 

a) Feature data bases unassociated with geometric models 

The method used by Descotte in GARI [desco8l] where user input feature information 

textually using customized syntax. 

b) Destructive solid geometry 

A method where the user build a stock solid and them position the features in the stock, 

those features correspond to material removal [turne88], [cutko88]. 

c) Compositional features models 

In this method features can be added, subtracted and manipulated a predefined solid is 

not necessary as based for the features definition [Iuby86], [chung88] and [shah88. d]. An 

objected-orientated approach is used and as result inheritance properties are supported. 

d) Procedural features language 
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It is a system implemented in which geometric objects where represented hierarchically 

as PL-1 procedures [gross76]. Object procedures call other object procedures until it gets to 

primitive objects, which do not call any procedure. Rossignac [rossi88] have developed this 

further implementing a language for interactive geometric design involving features. 

4.4 - General Remarks 

Features have been associated and used in several pieces of research, and this is a 

recognition of their significance as a key element to the achievement of integration in the 

manufacturing arena, in particular Design, Process Planning and Manufacturing... 

As presented previously and by Shah [shah88. e], features are under a constant evolution 

and several attempts are being made to get a better understanding of their potential, which is far 

from being achieved. An important step to the development of feature understanding and as 

consequence, manufacturing integration is the representation of features not only as geometric 

elements (form features, machined volumes, etc. ) but as a set of inter-related information, where 

form is an element and not the element. 

In chapter 8 some concepts and ideas related to features are going to be adressed aiming 

to achieve a better understanding of the features role to an integrated manufacturing system. 
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5- Related Research Work Review 

5.1 - Introduction 

This chapter aims to bring a brief overview of a series of research published which report 

work that is competitive to the research reported in this thesis. 

5.2 - Juri 

The work was developed at Leeds University [juri90] and aimed to investigate the use of 

a feature-based approach for modelling rotational components to support the product data 

requirements of a product modelling system. A product is modelled using form-features, viewed 

as the shape characteristcs of a product that can be directly related to some manufacturing 

process, containing geometric. It uses a frame data structure to represent the form-features. A 

rule-based technique is used to incorporate problem-solving knowledge associated with the 

selection and sequencing of machining operations. Machine decisions were made by comparing 

the current workpiece with the desired final geometry, as each machining operation is chosen 

the workpiece state is modified and then used in the next reasoning operation. 

The work presents an interesting approach to the modelling of rotational components by 

the use of form-features which can be associated to certain technological informations, however 

the features do not allowed a complex definition of a component once they do not incorporate 

several geometric elements specially for an internal definition. A interesting approach for the 

solving of prismatic features is addressed. 

5.3 - CADROT 

This is a product modelling experiment concentrated in the development of a CAD system 

for rotational parts (CADROT) and is reported by Domazet and Maniac [domaz90. al. Features 

are defined as group of basic elements such as faces, edges, vertices with some functional or 

manufacturing significances. The Product Model describe the parts using two levels i. e. low level 

(vertices, edges etc. ) and an higher level of entities such as features. The Product Model is to 

provide an single part database for several tasks related to design and manufacturing. The 

features are defined first and then their attributes such as dimension, tolerances are imputed. 
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The system is written in FORTRAN and use an ISO specified GKS graphics subroutine for 

component representation. The data model is defined by an array type structure and pre-defined 

codes are allocated to represent certain attribute values. 

The work although interesting is limited in the data structure adopted for the Product Model 

definition. This is result of the form by which the features are represented and defined resulting 

in a explosion of features type. 

5.4 - Turbo-CAPP 

It is one of the most complex knowledge-based process planning system presented up to 

now, it uses production rules and frames for knowledge representation and it was developed by 

Wang and Wysk [87a, b, c], [wang88] consisting of five modules: 

-A machine surface identification module, which is an interactive feature recognizer. The 

features are recognized from 'models' generated using AUTOCAD. There is no interaction with 

the 'modeller' and the module can be expanded to recognize features in 'models' defined using 

other 'modellers'. 

-A process selection and sequencing module consisting of a knowledge base and inference 

engine. The knowledge base has a three layer architecture; a layer of facts (frames), a layer of 

rules and a layer to control the rules with metarules. 

-A NC code generator module which generate the codes in BLC input format, however it 

does not recognize all the features and the user must provide the depth of cut and the feed rate. 

-A knowledge acquisition module by which tolerances and machine descriptions are 

computed interactively. 

-A data base manager which manages the relational data structure linking the systems 

modules. 

The system does not interact with the solid modeller or drawing system (AUTOCAD) and 

the system can 'only handle symmetrical ̀ rotational components. Tolerances and, machine 

specifications have to be input by the user later. 

In parallel a GT code generator is designed [wang87c], being able to generate KK3 code 

and the user is asked to enter certain informations. 
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5.5 - TECHTURN 

It is a system developed at MIST and reported by Hinduja [hindu86. a] with the main 

objective "... to produce, with little or no manual intervention, aturned component from a drawing. ". 

The machine tool and raw material are considered pre-defined. It is divided in several modules: 

geometry, process planning, tool selection, cutting technology, machining and NC post pro- 

cessing. It is one of the most complete systems, regarding the technological evaluation for the 

manufacturing of rotational components, found In the literature. As it is a modular system it has 

been reported in the literature also by the individual view of the different modulos. In [hindu86. b], 

[chen88], [chen89], [marou90] the problems related to tool selection are attacked; in [hindu89b] 

the work holding problem is analyzed. An operation planning module OP-PLAN [hindu89] is 

presented and interesting solutions are posed for the automatization of the operation planning 

activity. Once the system recognize the features, from a model defined preaviously, they are 

"filled" with pre-defined machine operations until a stepped profile is obtain. An analysis of the 

better combination between face operations and turning operations is proceed, the same can be 

achieved for internal profiles. Based in a predefined hierarchical set of operations the final 

operation plan is finalized. 

As mentioned before it is a relatively complete system and an intense research work is 

related to it and the objectives aimed are being achieved. 

5.6 - EXCAP 

EXCAP is a computer aided process planning for rotational components developed at 

UMIST and reported by Davies [davie86]. There are three generations of EXCAP (EXCAP-A, 

EXCAP-Y, EXCAP-P ). The system is feature based and the features are pattern type as defined 

by"... sequence of surface elements. ". The system automatically recognizes the features which 

can be machined in one operation, from a 2D drawing on a graphics terminal. The planning is 

viewed as the inverse of machining and the system examines the recognized patterns to select 

the prefered "filling on" operation as a step towards composing the blank. The knowledge base 

is expressed in terms of rules of the type : if <to certain extent><condition> then <to some 

degree><action>. An IGES link has been defined to accept input from other systems. The 

advances in the research work has been reported by several authors. In [zhang88] the input of 

the geometry model which models the product is reported; [zhang89] brings a overview of the 
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most recent developments in EXCAP a feature recognition knowledge base is presented; [jo- 

sep90] reports the expansion of the process plan knowledge data base and the link with Tech- 

turn[hindu86] for the generation of NC code; [tang90] reports the development of a knowledge 

representation for inspection planning. 

Despite some original contribution to the understanding of the problem it lacks a more 

complete definition and the use of features as key elements for the integration and its product 

model lacks the ability to support other forms of data than the geometric ones., 

5.7 - DMAP 

This system presented by Wong [wong86] enables the interactive design and automation 

of manufacturing of rotational components (turning). The components are defined by their shape 

using 10 (ten) types of segments (lines/arcs). The system comprise of two basic modules: 

MINICAD where the user defines the component using the specific segments and its parameters 

(start, end points); in the MINICAM module. Firstly a decision table is used to select the machine 

tool, then mathematical modules are used to compensate the radius of the tool used. The seg- 

ments are associated to each anterior and posterior segment to calculate the tool path. NC code 

is generated and a graphic simulation of the path is provided for checking the validity of the 

program. 

The basic idea of the work is the use of features to define a component; however any 

technological or functional information can be append to the features. Internal operations are not 

considered, and a simple, but efficient, rule base system related to geometric characteristics is 

used to select an appropriate tool. 

5.8 - PROPLAN 

This is a work presented by Phillips [phill85] and Mouleeswaran [moule86] where rotational 

components are built as a combination of arcs and lines. The part can be described by its internal 

or external profile and features such as slot and keyways can be represented. A rule based 

structure allows the selection of machine tool, cutting tools, machining parameters and coolant. 

A structure for process/operation sequence determination is also provided and it is based in the 

analysis of the mesh built by the extended of horizontal and vertical lines from the start and end 

points of the features, creating a web. The squares and triangles are then analysed following a 

heuristic decision table, which could be expanded allowing better operation planning determi- 

nation. 
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The system is efficient for its purposes but does not address the problems of function and 

technological representation, and NC code is not generated. 

5.9 - MICROPLAN 

This is another system developed by Phillips [phill86] with Aruntharananatha. The system 

consists of different modules: conceptual design module, a component can be designed based 

in predefined geometric elements; a geometric analyser which using a rule based approach 

classifies the component with regard to certain parameters and generates a geometric data base 

which is fed to the process planning module for operation sequencing, machine selection, tool 

selection and selection of machining parameters retrieved from a data base. 

The system addresses some considerations about geometric analysis but further work is 

necessary in the data representation and also a link between the geometry used for the design 

and the geometry necessary for the NC code generator. 

5.10 - AUTAP/AUTAP-NC 

This is a system developed at Aachen Technical University [ever8O], [evers82]. It is a 

conventional process planning system and generates manufacturing documents and NC code 

for rotational components and sheet metal parts (punching). The AUTAP present the following 

basic structure: determination of the raw material, determination of the operation sequence, 

selection of the machine tools for each operations, calculation of estimated time, determination 

of the operation structure. The AUTAP-NC complete the sequence of procedures by: determining 

the manufacturing segments, determining the tools and cutting data, selecting the lathe segments, 

determining the tools and cutting data, selecting the lathe clutchs, determining manufacturing 

sequence, generating a CL data. The system is interfaced with a CAD system and it requests a 

high level of interaction with the user. 

5.11 - X-PLAN 

This is an expert system reported by Alting[altin88] developed at Technical University of 

Denmark, which is orientated towards rotational components and it is implemented using the 

expert system shell DCLASS - tree structures and fortran. The decision tree logics processing 

available in DCLASS are used to build a knowledge base. The data necessary are inputed by a 

user friendly interface (geometrical features, material properties, dimensions, tolerances etc). 

The system works in the following way: part specification, process selection, machine tools 
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sequencing and cutting tools selection and finally time calculation. It is powerful tool for the PP 

activity which can be customer tailored, however more is needed in the CAD integration and also 

NC code generation output. 

5.12 - Other Work 

Li in [li88] presents an interesting approach to the recognition of a predefined set of features 

from CAD systems (CADAM - IBM's). The features are geometric elements and once identified 

and the part profile defined, it is translated to an IGES file representation. The work is interesting 

and the set of geometric elements is one of the most complete found in the literature with regard 

to rotational components, however as with all feature recognition system only geometrical 

information are represented. The system only deals with symmetrical components. 

SOPP [choi85] is a system by which process plans are generated feature by feature. The 

features are machined surfaces (pocket, slot, etc) described as 2D entities. The key elements 

are the set of sub-features called Elementary Machined Surfaces (EMS) and they are defined 

for each feature. Each EMS can be generated by Simple Processing Cycle (SPC), therefore a 

SPC can be defined selecting a cutter of with a profile for an EMS. The methodology is: find an 

EMS, plan an SPC, remove the EMS, store the SPC, if done stop else start again. The main 

limitation of this approach is the lack of "global" view of the component. The system seems 

designed for prismatic components. 

An interesting approach to the manufacturing of rotational components is being addressed 

by research at the Imperial College (London) [besan89], [slatt89], regarding the operation and 

management of turning cells. A considerable effort is being directed towards the integration and 

communication of the human operator with the different tools and activities in the manufacturing 

cell, being the operator the controller of the cell and not a "piece" of hardware. A considerable 

emphasis is given to the aid and optimization of operations/conditions regarding process planning, 

part program management, production and planning control centred in a human based control. 

Other important work is the work developed by Henderson. In [heder84. a, b] a system based 

in B-rep solid model data, and syntatic pattern recognition is used to search in the data base 

looking for specific patterns (geometrical faces, edges, vertices) which comprise a feature. The 

system uses a set of rules written in Prolog. Henderson [hende86] recognizes a set of features 

and based on then generates GT code to which identify the component. The work is similar to 

the work done by Kyprianou [kipri80]. A manufacturing plane is also generated however the work 

is limited, some improvements are reported later [hende88]. 
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TOJICAP is a variant system developed at Tongji University (China) [zhang84]. It uses a 

feature-based approach and they are used to define the component and classify it. A master plan 

is generated for an existing family of components and once the component is classified to a 

certain family the process plan is generated. This simple system brings a considerable set of 

advantages in relation to conventional procedings. 

Several other research works address the particular problem of CAPP and CAD/CAM 

integration related to rotational components bringing interesting contributions or examples [liu86], 

[giust89], [austi86]. Other general works are reported in [humme86], [brook87], [humme89]. 

5.13 - Concluding Remarks 

As seen in some of those related works an emphasis is given to feature recognition/ex- 

traction in the search for an integrated manufacturing environment, however the results are limited 

by an inherited deficiency of those systems to handle data, other then geometric information. Any 

other information, technological and even functional, must be added subsequently. Therefore the 

answer points at the moment into the direction of design (component definition/description) by 

features. Never theless the total answer for the true integrated manufacturing system needs a 

better understanding of many factors involved, in particular regarding the definition and structure 

of features and their ability to carry data. 
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6- The NC Programming Activity, a Brief Discussion 

6.1 - Introduction 

This chapter aims to present a complementary overview of the different approaches con- 

cerning the NC programming and the characteristics associated with them. Also it is intended to 

highlight the basic contribution of this study to the subject area. 

6.2 - Current Approaches 

6.2.1 - Introduction 

The NC programming activity as discussed before (chapter 3rd) is influenced by different 

factors and takes into account different variables. As also mentioned there are three different 

approaches to be considered when aiming at NC program generation (fig. 6.1). 

6.2.2 - The Machine Data Input 

The basis of this approach is to bring as many facilities and processing potential as 

possible to the machine tool (machine floor level) facilitating the generation of NC programs 

for different situations (simple/complex components; medium batch/ one component). 

Therefore as result a stand alone machine tool becomes more flexible, versatile and more 

productive [kelly87], [rembo84]. 

As represented in figure 6.1_a all the necessary information are brought to the machine 

and based upon then and often his/her experience the programmer/operator generates the 

NC program, which is tested in the machine using powerful graphic facilities. Therefore it is 

possible to expect, nowadays, a powerful set of facilities for the generation of NC programmes 

regardless the type of information which is being input. The user-interface of the MDI systems 

provide an efficient set of tools for data input (fig. 6.2; fig. 6.3). 

These facilities include: 

a) Use of soft keys to input particular informations. 

b) Use of efficient and multi optional menu-driven systems when defining geometry, 

operation sequence, technological parameters, etc. 
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c) Use of high resolution/colour CRT allowing an effective and accurate simulation of the 

program generated. 

d) Use of dedicated libraries of operation type procedures, canned-cycles during the 

definition of the tool_path. 

e) Facilities for the edition of the programs and development of tools libraries and etc. 

As mentioned by Queiroz [queir83] the MDI systems emerge from the necessity to 

improve the productivity and flexibility in the programming of NC machine tools and research 

works by Spur [spur82], [spur86] and Queiroz [queir83] among others were overtaken by 

commercial products and nowadays commercial systems such as TRAUB-IPS [hekel89], 

MAZATROL M-32 [mazak86] and FAPT [fanuc86] among others offer a great number of 
facilities for the generation of NC programs at shop floor level. Kelly [kelly8lJ presents a 
discussion of the advantages and considerations of the introduction of such systems in an 

industry. 

The systems are in constant evolution and features which can improve their use and 

productivity are in constant development including the use of stationswhich allow the generation 

of the program which is afterwards transferred to the machine tool [Hekel89]. This avoids the 

necessity of using the machine tool for the programming operations. Interfaces which allow 

the transfer of managerial information such as the part being machined, tools used, etc. can 

be transferred direct to a control or data base system DMS [symon89]. Other example of work 

in this area is presented by Besant and Slatter [besan89], and [slatt89] in their work regarding 

to the development of tools which increase ability of the user to deal with different type of 

information and data at machine floor level. The processing power and therefore deci- 

sion_assisted complexity is increase by such a system and a great flexibility is obtain. 

Although efficient equipments regarding the tasks for which they have being designed, 

the MDI systems are not integrated to other computer based tools used in the design/manu- 

facturing activity. Therefore as the time pass, one is to expect that the process power at 

machine-tool is to increase and a form of integration achieved and implemented. 

6.2.3 - The CAM and CAD/CAM Approaches 

As discussed previously (chapter 3rd) the development of systems/packages to assist 

in NC programming became a reality in the early days of NC programming APT [ITT67], 

[olest70]. In contrast to the stand alone systems the programming activity is done away from 
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the machine tool and the decision making is taken at a distance from the shop floor. Another 

important difference in relation to the previous approach it is its capability to deal with different 

machines or manufacturing operations. This is due basically to the utilization of a post-pro- 

cessing module (fig. 3.11). nowadays CL-data-1 and CL-data 
_2 

have a standard data 

representation structure [kocha86], [rembo84]. 

The basic principle behind the approach is represented in fig 6.1_b where the user enters 

the geometry of the component and others necessary information and he/she is assisted in 

the task of organizing the data (using libraries of tools, machining technological data bank etc. ) 

generating the NC program. The complexity of the geometry capable to be represented has 

increased and nowadays APT-IV for example can handle sculptured surfaces [kocha86]. The 

ability to process technological information is also in a constant evolution in particular with 

EXAPT [weill], [budd], [rembo83] (fig. 3.13). Lastly system such as PEPS [camte9O] are 

incorporating graphic based tools forthe definition of the component and the tool path. However 

as discussed in chapter 3 those systems although used independently, started to become part 

of a more complete system CAD/CAPP/CAM by the integration of the different activities. 

Initially the geometry data of the component already defined in a CAD system (section 

3.3,3.4) started to be used as input to the CAM system or alternatively to generate CL-data 

standard output. The existence of standards such as GKS, IGES (section 3.4) made the task 

easier. Simultaneously the graphic data input scheme used in most CAD system started to be 

used in the definition of the tool-path. Also the CAD visualization tools allowed a correct and 

complete simulation of the machining operations. Additionally tools libraries and machining 

parameters definition packages, such as the ones found im CAM packages, were incorporated 

to the systems improving the tools available to assist the user. 

Systems such as BRAVO 3 [appli87] and DOGS [pafec90) among others [kocha86] were 

example of CAD/CAM base systems. Figure 6.1_c represents the basic scheme in a CAD/CAM 

system where the user is assisted by the computer in a more complete form from the description 

of the component. 

6.3 - General Remarks 

Initially the three different approaches were designed to attend different situations and 

pre-requisites, however with the development of hardware platforms and software structures the 

difference between is narrowed considerably. Therefore the development of hardware char- 

acteristics such as processing speed, storage data(speed of retrieval, volume of stored data), 
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graphic representation capabilities (resolution) and finally size and costs, made the approaches 

converge with a certain degree of difference in relation to the emphasis towards its utilization. It 

is possible to consider at moment two basic NC code generation schemes. 

i) A machine process orientated scheme (fig. 6.4_a), where the manufacturing information 

and knowledge are processed mainly at shoop floor level. There is not a direct linklintegration to 

the design activity or to manufacturing planning computer tools. The user enters the geometric 

data, and then interacts with the system defining/entering the technological basic information. 

ii) An integrated approach (fig. 6.4_b) where the NC code generation activity as part of the 

manufacturing activity environment is linked/interf aced to the design in particularly by the auto- 

matic transfer of geometric information. The designer uses a solid modeller to define the com- 

ponent and thereafter technological information data are fed trough a serie of applications 

packages linked to common data-base. 

Neither of the approaches above offers an answer or the tools which are needed for the 

integration between design and manufacturing when considering in particular the generation of 

NC code. Therefore research has yet to be done in relation to the development of such a tools 

and their integration. Such new scheme should bring a full integration of NC code generation 

activity within a integrated design to manufacturing enviorement, however allowing a possibility 

for dedicated tasks such as the ones found in the actual MDI systems to exist, but as a part of 

the whole system. 

6.4 - The Present Contribuition 

In chapters 3,4 and 5 the subject of integration within the design & manufacturing activities 

was always in a constant discussion and the apparent solution is pointed towards the use of 

features within a product data model structure. This finding can be supported by Bell, Shaw when 

related to product data model [be1190], [shaw89] and Juri, Mantyla, Donazeti when related to 

features data structures [juri90], [manty89], [domaz90. a]. Therefore the author believes that a 

feature based product modelling system provides perfect basis for an integrated environment for 

an NC code generation activity. (fig. 6.4-c). 

The present research work exploits the use of a feature based Product Model system with 

respect to the generation of NC programs for the machining of rotational components (fig. 6.5). 

The data model associated to the product model is to be defined based in the features concept 

discussed at chapter 8. 
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Considering the degree of information/knowledge available to the system it can be used 

in one of the two different approaches mentioned above i. e. as a stand alone system (situation 

similar to the actual MDI systems) or as part of a Product Modelling Environment. 

The following chapters are going to present the basis of such a system initially by the 

definition of the features which are the main base of the work and are used for the modelling of 

a component. A set of applications was developed to process the information stored at product 

level and, therefore, to provide the necessary information/knowledge regarding the manufacturing 

of a component. The processing of the information may be done by a family based route or can 

be user-orientated. Among those applications is the NC code generation module. The NC code 

generation task is integrated with theother different processing activities such astool identification, 

machine selection, tolerance analysis, etc. . 

6.5 - The Contribution Boundaries 

The research work is focussed on central issues involved in the integration of the design 

and manufacture of turned components. Experimental software has been written which provides 

a vehicle forthe evaluation of the stance taken on the use of the features supported by a powerful 

rule based. This software has been written to the status of what might be considered to be 

pre-prototype software which allows the operations planning of turned parts and provides outputs 

which yield machine code. 

The rule base in the software needs to link up with particular utilities, the content of which 

can be considered to be within the scope of the thesis. The primary emphasis is on the ideas 

and concepts embodied in chapters 8,9,10 and 11. The utilities used in the experimental 

evaluation of the research concepts include a proprietary NC code generator (PEPS) and frag- 

mentary data bases for cutting tools, work piece materials and machine tools. In addition algo- 

rithms are used as further utilities to help illustrate the operation of the rule base. 

This experimental facility is used to explore a number of component design scenarios and 

in a limited number of cases to produce turned parts to fully explore the potential of the stance 

taken in this thesis. 
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7- Scope of the Work and Objectives 

7.1 - Introduction 

This chapter presents the objectives of the research and describes the main issues 

associated with it. 

7.2 - The Objectives of the Research 

'The main objective of this work is to make a contribution to the research related to integrated 

design and manufacturing activities assisted by computer, particularly when related to rotational 

components. 

Considering the size of the work related to this subject the present research has been 

concentrated towards the following points: 

I- Use of pre-defined 'elements' (features) as a means of integrating elements between 

design-manufacturing activities. 

H- Exploration of the use of features as basic elements within a product data model 

structure. 

UI - Writing of experimental software aimed at a critical exploration of the use of the 

features in a integrated environment related to the design/manufacturing of rotational compo- 

nents. The software to be developed is concentrated in the areas of machining planning (machine 

tool definition, work holding, tool definition, insert selection, machining parameters definition and 

in particular operation planning) & NC code generation. 

iv - Investigate the use of GT concepts, in particular, aspects related to integrated 

design/manufacturing environment concentrating in machining planning and the generation of 

manufacturing code for turning components. 

v- Present a series of representative work pieces which demonstrate the use of the 

developed softwares and furthermore allows a critical view of the presented ideas. 
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7.3 - Research Context 

7.3.1 - Introduction 

The present research work has been developed within a context basic in five points i. e 

features, product data modelling, machining planing, NC code generation, Group Technology. 

Each of those points is to be briefly discussed bellow as they form the core of the present 

research work. 

7.3.2 - Feature 

Several related research works have explored the use of features in the CAD/CAM 

environment [Ii88], [hende84. a, b], but [wang88] especially has shown an excellent interfacing 

between CAD/CAM by using features. Those works, and others are based in feature 

recognition/extraction approach and they provide a tool for interfacing CAD systems with CAM. 

An alternative method, design by features, is also being used and when associated with product 

modelling is bringing to a reality concurrent design and manufacturing [shaw88. e], [cutko87] 

and [juri90], being a better tool for a real integrated CAD/CAM system [ham88]. A difference 

of opinions is actually occurring as seeing by the two following remarks. 

"We think that such an approach (design by features) has serious drawbacks for several 

reasons. First, designers should work in terms of functional features, and these often are distinct 

from manufacturing features. Second, it is unlikely that we may foresee and define a priori all 

the necessary features, and therefore a designer's flexibility will be restricted it he or she cannot 

manipulate geometry directly. Finally, manufacturing features are closely tied to manufacturing 

process, and restrict one's ability to select the best manufacturing methods, especially for parts 

that remain active long periods of time, during which manufacturing process technology may 

evolve significantly. "[requi90]. 

"... finally the feature recognizer informs the user that it has detected the presence of a 

hole ... but this information which the designer was fully aware of when he created the 

model. "[pratt84]. 

It is important therefore to highlight the following points: 

" recognition is in the majority of the cases is a redundant work; 

- recognition makes explicit what is implicit in the database, it can not generate new 
information. The features and their data related information must be available to the designer 

and not only to the subsequent applications; 
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" the techniques of feature recognition are relatively limited; 

- features interaction can not be always identified; 

- information available at design stage can be imputed into the part model therefore those 

information can be used in subsequent activities. Thus, a concurrent design-manufacturing 

becomes a fact. 

In the present work, a set of features are defined (chapter 8) and they form the foundation 

for the integrated CAD/CAM activity. The main tasks regarding the definition of those features 
are: 

I- to provide a base for a uniform part description environment (product model). 

11- allow the representation of knowledge related to different activities of the 

design/manufacturing spectrum under a common element/structure, bringing, therefore the 

integration of those activities. 

111- to make possible a framework for a flexible set of independent and modularized 

programs associated with the different activities of CAD/CAM. 

7.3.3 - Product Modelling 

The different work related to the use of product modelling concepts associated to the 

integration of design and manufacturing tend to point the necessity of a modelling basic element 

which would be used within the product model to represent the component and the relevant 
information [juri90], [domaz90], [manty90]. 

Within the present research work a experimental modelling structure is to be defined, 

which would allow the modelling of rotational components using the features (refer to previous 

section). 

7.3.4 - Machining Planning 

Numerous and complex activities have to be undertaken after the process of turning has 

being decided, such as machine tool definition, tool selection, work holding definition, and 

operation sequence. [hindu89], [phiII86], [wong86] and others have presented research works 

related to this subject. In the current research a set of modular programs have been written 

(chapter 13 and 14) which make possible the automatization and integration of those activities 

especially through the use of information associated with features used during the design 

process (product model). 
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The main activities associated with those programs, using data related to the features, 

are: 

I- Operation sequencing determination, 

II- Tool definition, 

III - Work holding definition, 

Iv- Machine tool definition. 

The experimental software should be written in a modular structure which would allow 

their link in a family orientated structure or their use in an individually and random form. 

7.3.5 - NC Code Generator 

A better integration between CAD systems and NC code generation has been pursued 

[wong86], [wang87. b], and ways to simplify the entering of geometric data to the NC machine 

were achieved [spur83]. But a major obstacle was always present, the difficulty of attaching 

technological information to the geometric information associated with the solid model 

description. 

As a main task during this project work a way of effectively associating technological 

information to geometric information was pursued making possible integration between the 

product model description and the NC code generation. This isto be achieve by the development 

of a modular software which evaluates the geometric and technological information associated 

to the product model and based on family information/software structure automatically gen- 

erates the NC code. 

Similartothe manufacturing planning packages the modules can be organize in a random 

form which allow the generation of NC code for parts which do not belong to a component. 

To avoid repetition of work and to allows certain flexibility to the NC code generation 

system, PEPS [camte89] is used as an auxiliary tool in the NC code generation activity. 

7.3.6 - Group Technology Approach 

A feature based environment brings the possibility for use of codes, one of the well known 

characteristics of group technology [hende86], [bond88], nevertheless they are not explored 

in the current research work. However, a significant number of advantages which could not be 

easily achieved by the use of GT alone, can be achieved by the use of features within the GT 

environment, as the basic elements to form a family. 
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The current work aims also to demonstrate benefits obtained through integration of 

GT/famity and design by features/product modelling. This is going to be done mainly by the 

following things: 

/-use of the feature data in a GT environment by definition of some test families. 

Il " operation planning in a GT environment other than those obtained by variant 

systems. I'll 

7.3.7 - Complementary Research Activities 

The following activities have also been undertaken in the current research work in order 

to bring a better understanding and integration of the main topics of the work. 

I-A user interface front end must be developed providing a user with a clear and 

concise way to enter and edit the data when modelling the product. 

II- All the programs should be easy to maintained and expanded. 

III - Use of the experimental product data model structure in a series of rotational 

components as case studies. 
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8-A Feature Based Model 

8.1 - Introduction 

This chapter provides a definition of features as they are understood in the context of this 

research. A component definition structure is also presented based on a definition of components 

using the features, followed by a brief discussion on product modelling schemes for rotational 

components. 

8.2 - Related Considerations and Objectives 

The work of Shah [shah88. e] where extensive research in the use of features was carried 

out; Ham [ham88] who presented an impressive overview of the limitations of the current process 

planning systems and pointed outthe importance of integrationfor a successful CAD/CAM system, 

also highlighted the possible future trends in the current research area, Afting [altin89] who 

presented a recent review of the research work done in process planning and Juri [juri90] a work 

where the use of features is discussed in a product model environment, can be used as basis 

for the elaboration of the two following presumptions. 

Firstly, despite the fact that intensive research work has been done in the field of automation 

of design and manufacturing activities, questions still remain, in particular, related to the integration 

of the above activities. Solid modellers, NC code generation software and technological manu- 

facturing decision making systems can be interfaced with some success. However total integration 

is still the subject of research, and for that, a unique and integrated data scheme is required. 

Recently the product model concept is emerging as a solution in the direction of an integrated 

data scheme, although it is not clear how the data are to be structured and inter-related. 

Secondly, the importance of features to the integration of design and manufacturing acti- 

vities is not longer a point of question. Despite the loose definition of features in the CAD/CAM 

environment [shah88. e], [joshi90], they have proved to be a key element for their integration. 

Form features, manufacturing features and other features must be seen as one element in the 

CAD/CAM context of the system and not as a narrowly related activity elementwhich can not be 

used in other activities. One clear example of this misunderstanding of the role of features to the 

CAD/CAM environment is a different approach still existent in their implementation: feature 

extraction/recognition versus design by features 
. Briefly, the difference between these two 
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approaches is the result of a narrow view adopted in relation to features by the current feature 

recognition approach [woo82], [hende84. a], [1ee87], [wang88], [1188], which is restricted by its 

inherent ability to deal mainly with geometric information. 

The present chapter aims to present a feature structure and definition which is not limited 

to a single activity view of the feature but allows the use of the feature as a basic element in a 

structured model system which is to be discussed in the next chapters but is outlined in section 
8.10; i. e. a modular group of pre-defined programs (procedures, packages) gathered to comply 

with certain constraints (family related) aimed towards an integrated and automated CAD/CAM 

environment. 

8.3 - Feature Definition 

Features have been the subject of intensive research work but their definition is loose, as 

a consequence of the different views taken regarding their use and purpose. Therefore, their 

definition should not be taken by the group of words used but by the meaning and function. The 

trend points to features as "link-elements" between different design/manufacturing activities 

although their actual use is limited to single activities in most cases. An example has been the 

use of form-features related to solid modellers and the attempt to recognize them. This approach 

has brought a considerable push to the related research but it can not be seen as an answer for 

the integration problem, but rather an increase in the ability to deal with geometric based infor- 

mation. 

The present work views features on a more developed basis, as opposed to the narrow 

view mostly related to a single activity, as Shah[shah88. e], Mantyla[manty90] and Juri[juri9O]. 

Therefore a definition of feature related to the context of this research is necessary. 

A feature Is considered In the present research as a group of related data/knowledge 

Including a unique geometric representation which Identifies each group. The Information 

within a feature Is related to design (function/form) and manufacturing (technological). 

Fig. 8.1 presents a basic view of a feature based integrated CAD/CAM system. 

8.4 - Feature Knowledge Representation Scheme 

In order to achieve a successful result in their purpose as a carrier of information between 

different design and manufacturing activities the features should be able to represent the 

knowledge associated with those activities. Therefore they should comply with one of the main 

forms of knowledge representation often adopted in computer orientated systems. 
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As considered by Harmon and Kiny [harmo85] there are five different ways to encode 

knowledge i. e. facts and relationship: semantic networks; object-attribute-value triplets; rules; 

frames and logical expressions. 

Frames (fig. 8.2) is'an effective knowledge representation scheme for features and this 

form of knowledge representation is related to its ability to represent objects as a group of slots 

which store information associated with the object. Those slots may also contain default values, 

pointers, set of rules or even procedures by which values may be obtained. 

Therefore frames is the form of knowledge representation used in the present work to 

represent the associate knowledge related to the features as seen in the present thesis. Addi- 

tionally frames are used to represent the knowledge associated to other complex entities such 

as parts, regions, machine tools among others. 

8.5 - Feature Type 

The current research work uses a pre-defined set of features and as highlighted in the 

definition they should be represented by a unique geometric/graphic form. The graphic repre- 

sentation of the rotational features, the only one discussed in this chapter, can be done uniquely 

in the plan. Figure 8.3 brings a view of a component modelled graphically using the feature graphic 

representation. 

The features can be found internally or externally in a component and there is also a 

difference regarding their functionality and/or geometric complexity. 

a) Basic Features, the features with an elementary graphic representation i. e. a single 

segment or arc (fig. 8.4 a, b). Similar geometric representation has been previously adopted in 

works by John Derek Co. (butte85), Li(1i88), Wong(wong86), Joshi(joshi90) among others, 

however they consider the geometric representation without any associated data. 

b) Complex Features, in this case the unique geometric representation fig. 8.4 c, d, e is more 

complex. It consists of a group of lines and arcs, which are grouped based in pre-defined attributes, 

and it is normally associated with a specific function. 

c) Dummy Features, it would bean advantage at certain levels of the design/manufacturing 

activity to provide the designer/planner with the possibility of not specifying a segment of the 

component but still defining/evaluating the whole component. This is possible by the use of the 

facility called dummy feature which does not carry any information other than its location and 

identity. It is represented visually as a line. 
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8.6 - Knowledge Representation Structure at Feature Level 

The present concept of features implies the need of a well defined form of knowledge 

representation scheme, once the feature by definition carries a set of different knowledge/data. 

As discussed before, the frame scheme is the most appropiate form to represent the informations 

associated to the features and also to represent a relationship between them. The following 

sections are to describe the type of knowledge/data embedded in the feature and also describes 

the basic knowledge representation scheme associated to the feature. The scheme used is 

represented in fig 8.5 and the different slots are explained and detailed below, however, only 

rotational features are considered here, non-rotational features, although able to use the same 

knowledge representation structure, are not discussed. 

8.6.1 - Descriptive Information 

Each feature, independent of its type or use, must have a basic set of related information 

such as type, identification, position, situation and related function as represented in fig. 8.6 

and explained bellow. 

a) Type at this slot the feature_type is defined and stored. 

b) Identification it is recommended that each feature should have its own identification. 

This capability would allow access and also the development of a reasoning process regarding 

each individual feature. 

c) Position for purposes of reasoning activities, it is important to know the position of the 

feature regarding the part (first, middle, last, unique) fig. 8.7_a . The component is always 

modelled from right to left, internally or externally. The only exception is with internal features 

modelling a not fully connected internal region at the left side of a component. 

d) Situation a feature can be encountered in the external or internal side of a component 

(fig. 8.7_b). 

e) Function, at this slot a special family related function can be associated to the feature 

and reasoning activities regarding design decisions or manufacturing would be potentially 

simplified. 

8.6.2 - Geometric Information 

Each feature has a unique geometric representation form i. e. line, arc, etc. (fig. 8.4); thus 

this geometric representation must be described in terms of its dimensions and parameters. 
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The geometric description of the different geometric entities can be done by numerous ways 

but same forms have been chosen to be used in the feature knowledge representation structure. 

The line and arcs have an option regarding their geometric description but the other features 

have been limited to a unique alternative. Figure 8.8 a/e brings the form of geometric description 

and the relevant data associated to it. In the case of the definition of a data the select geometric 

description scheme provides the bases for a structured data representation. 

8.6.3 - Surface Finish 

The roughness associated with a particular surface has a direct influence on its function 

and/or cost of generation. The surface finish can also be seen as an important element in the 

design specifications, being normally directly related to the features. It is of great importance 

that an unnecessarily tight specification should not be adopted because it implies extra costs 

and manufacturing operations. Therefore a representation of this form of knowledge at feature 

level opens the possibility to detailed analyses and evaluation of surface-finish related to each 

feature of a component and also relate this information to other indirect related elements such 

as tooling, macros, function and geometry which are also data/knowledge representated at 

feature level. 

The current proposition allows a representation of the roughness in terms of function, 

graphic illustration or defined parameters depending on the user. However considering the 

scope of the present research the surface finish is to be considered in um and considering the 

machining of components in a lathe the range is between 0.4 um - 6.3 um [kalpa89]. 

8.6.4 - Tolerance 

Tolerances characterize, in mechanical design, the geometric uncertainties during 

manufacture. The tolerances aim to ensure that certain characteristics related to assembly 

requirements can be achieved, so that consequently the function is fulfilled. Tight tolerances 

and/orthe adoption of non-essential ones, similar to polished surface finish, have a direct effect 

in the costs and resources required to manufacture a component. Therefore all non-necessary 

tolerances must be avoided, and all the necessary ones must be achieved during the manu- 

facturing process. 

It is important for a reasoning activity related to design and manufacturing, that the 

influence/effects of the tolerances should be evaluated and accessed correctly and at the 
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earliest possible stage. The present knowledge representation structure allows a represen- 

tation of the tolerances, regarding the features, in a form that they can be accessed, allowing 

the processing of the information and any further application (reasoning, evaluation, etc. ) to 

be carried out based upon it. 

As for the purpose of the present research work and experimental procedures the tol- 

erances can be represented with regard to certain parameters and constraints using a frame 

based knowledge representation structure (fig. 8.9_a) . 

a) relationship: regarding the relationship type existent i. e. (concentricity, parallelism, 

etc. ) existent between the feature and another entity. 

b) related feature: regarding the feature which arethe present feature related to. 

c) dimension related to the allowance deviation of the dimension represented as a 

bi-lateral quantity (positive/negative)(fig. 8.9_b). 

Tolerance is related also to the surface finish of the feature and a relationship between 

those two parameters can be established taking into consideration certain design/manufac- 

turing characteristics. 

8.6.5 - Technological Data 

Technological information is represented at features level in the same way that the 

knowledge presented above and can be accessed and evaluated at early stages of the 

design/manufacturing activities. They basically consist of four sets of information (fig. 8.10). 

a) Machine Tool 

At this level information related to a machine tool can be accessed or defined inde- 

pendently of the activity (design/manufacturing). Therefore the existence at this basic level of 

a form of representing machine-tool related information allows the development of production 

rules which can be accessed at earlier stages of the design to evaluate the need for certain 

type of machine tool and also keep this information as part of the feature to be inherited by the 

component which is being build with it. The information at this level can be represented as 

machine model or machine parameters . 

b) Tool 
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The geometry of a rotational component has a direct relation to the geometry of the tool 

which can be used for turning. This has been observed and explored by works such [hindu89], 

[woo86] and turning tooling manuals [sandv88], [herte88] where the contour of the component 

restricts the use of certain holders (fig 8.11). 

Therefore the use of certain tools is sometimes "imposed" by the features selected and 

vice-versa. Although this has always been known as a correct evaluation, an assessment of 

the real implications for tooling management was always difficult because the relationship was 

difficult to represent at design level 
. 

c) Macro 

Certain features can be achieved by the combination of a different set of operations 

turned macro (fig. 8.12). This can be represented and/or evaluated when specifying the feature 

during the component definition. 

d) Measurement 

As the component has been machined a form of evaluation of the end result is needed. 

The component must be measured and the proper data stored in a proper form which would 

allow their use for a future analyzes. 

8.6.6 - Feature Relationship Representation 

As the features are to the used to model a component there are certain data/knowledge 

result of this activity which cannot be represented by a static group of information but instead 

by a defined relationship between the feature and certain data/knowledge which can be for 

example other features, procedures etc. If the ADA language as taken as an example those 

relationship can be defined as pointers. At the present feature knowledge representation those 

are the basic relationship which have been established and are represented: 

a) Relation feature, which represent the relationship with another feature. This rela- 

tionship can be of any type and more of one relationship can be defined; for example a feature 

which is used to model a component has a previous feature and a next feature relationship. 

b) Procedure, present the relation with certain procedures used to define the feature, 

evaluate parameters etc. basically it define the relation bettween the feature and the existent 

application packages. 
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8.6.7 - Feature Related Reasoning Activities 

The opportunity to have clear and concise information represented at the feature level 

allows the utilization of that information in a productive way. The reasoning regarding design 

and manufacturing activities can be done in a structured way and the results evaluated and 

re-assessed allowing a concurrence between these different activities. 

Although a structured representation of data exists at the feature level more information 

can be needed and better represented at part level, information that can be inherited by the 

part or from the part should not be repeated but exchanged. 

8.7 - Part Knowledge Representation Within the Features Scheme 

The knowledge represented by the features would be useless unless a properfeature based 

model for mechanical components is established. 

The convention used to build the part should be compatible with the features structure, 

allowing the transparency of knowledge and the inheritance of information/data in the required 

direction. Reason activities should be based on the knowledge held at partlevel and feature level. 

A part is defined as a group of features assembled in a defined form and where knowledge 

can be represented and inter-related (fig. 8.13). It is possible, however, to encounter at part level 

group(s) of features which have a well defined reason to be associated under a common basis. 

Those groups of features are referred to in this research work as regions, and the basis for their 

grouping could be functional (design level), set-up, tooling access (manufacturing level) among 

others. 

It is important to consider in contrast to the features and even part conceptual existence 

the regions are defined based completely in specified constraints or relations between a Serie of 

data/knowledge. They do not exist only to represent knowledge but instead to illustrate a form 

of knowledge argument. Therefore many type of regions can be found or defined within a 

component related to particular constraints, decisions taking activities. For example the features 

within the external contour are part of a external region as the features in the internal contour 

are grouped in a internal region. 

The regions, like the parts and features, have a structured form and knowledge can be 

entered at this level or inherited from different levels. Figure 8.14 presents the basic structure of 

a part with its regions and features more of a structured model component representation based 

on the features is to be discussed in chapter 10. - 
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8.7.1 - Knowledge Representation Structure at Region Level 

As stated previously, based upon regions decision making, features are grouped by a 

defined relationship concerned with functionality/form or manufacturing similarities (con- 

straints). The grouping allows the division of the part into sub-sets, which can be more effectively 

dealt with. 

The region form of knowledge representation (fig. 8.15) is similar to the features ones 

where a list of features exists associated to a collection of specific related knowledge/data. 

Considering the reasoning approach adopted (top-down or bottom-up) the inheritance of the 

knowledge by the features or vice-versa is present. The designer or process planner may at 

different levels impose or encounter constraints in relation to certain decisions. For example, 

the use of a certain tool may have a restriction imposed at feature level. 

8.7.1.1 - Descriptive Information 

Similar to feature level the region must have basic attributes such as: 

a) identification, (similar to features 8.6.1. b). 

b) situation, the position of the region is important in relation to the part context and 

as the feature alternative can be internal or external. 

c) geometric information, as the region is defined by the features, the location is already 

expressed. However, some region related information such as length, diameter (minimum 

and maximum) can be extracted by processing features based information. The represen- 

tation of this information at region a general level can speed the process of reasoning 

concerning certain productuion rules. 

8.7.1.2 - Functional Information 

As defined previously regions can represent a group of features under certain function 

specific criteria, which would be represented and identified at this slot. As the current work 

explores only the manufacturing aspects of the features this knowledge representation 

capability is not going to be further explored. 

8.7.1.3 - Technological Information 

Regions may inherit from features certain manufacturing constraints and they provide 

a basis for a more rapid reasoning activity. However as stated before, the constraints can 
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be imposed by the region to the feature. Where a feature, as part of a region, must comply 

with the constraints imposed at region level. A conflict between region data and feature data 

must not exist. At section C. 2 an example of technological data associated to a set of 

machining regions defined in the context of the curent research is presented. 

8.7.1.4 - Region Relationship 

By concept the regions are the representation of a certain type of relationship bettween 

a set of features. Therefore this relationship must be well represented and also the pro- 

cedures associated to their definition and/or evaluation identified. The relationship are 

basically as follows: 

a) Feature relation, this is to indicate the first and the last features which existents in 

a region. The other features are automatically by the relationship existent at feature level. 

b) Region relation, a region can be defined based with other regions, therefore similar 

to the feature concept thereis a first region and last_region, also there is the next_region, 

and the previous_region. 

8.7.2 - Region Related Reasoning Activities 

Regions are the first step the use of features for the representation of a complex entity. 

As regions are defined following pre-defined constraints such as form or manufacturing 

characteristics, they provide the first arena for reasoning activities based upon feature 

knowledge aiming at the compliance of certain specifications and/or constraints. Therefore, it 

is important to clearly define the principles used to forma region avoiding un-necessary conflicts 

among features characteristics and region constraints. 

The region based division of the component also offers a potential advantage similar to 

the one offered by the use of dummy features where a certain section of the part can be left 

undefined and only the necessary information fora certain reason activity is supported at region 

level. 

8.7.3 - Knowledge Representation Structure at Part Level 

The part is the ultimate level of knowledge representation concerning this research work 

and it is defined in line with the structure adopted at feature level and region level. A repetition 

of information must be avoided and what can be inferred by knowledge already existent at low 
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level must be done. Most of the knowledge at this level is of a generic class, therefore similar 

to the approach adopted at region level the part level is comprised of a list of features which 

identify the component plus a colection of general data/knowledge related to them such as 

material, code, identity etc. (fig. 8.16). 

8.7.4 - Descriptive Information 

As established at feature and region level that information has the purpose to identify 

the part and to draw the basic characteristics. 

a) Identity 

At part level the identity may be represented by a code, name or function associated 

with identification. 

b) Type 

This information is related to the main form of the part; rotational (only rotational features), 

prismatic (only non-rotational features) and mixed (the existence of rotational and prismatic 

features). 

c) Code 

This slot is reserved for a code which can be generated based upon the features or using 

a system already available. Several research works have associated the use of features with 

codes and the importance of an efficient code as means of retrieving information has been 

documented in the literature [groov86] etc. However, it is important to highlight that coding 

systems are not a pre-requisite to, the utilization of GT philosophy, being instead, an excellent 

tool when properly developed and used. 

d) Family 

At this level the information regarding the family (design or manufacturing) can be stored. 

8.7.5 - Geometry 

As at region level the geometric information is reduced and is mainly based upon features 

data; length (the total part length), diameter (maximum and minimum, internal and external 

diameters). The information, available at this level, can be used for example for the definition 

or selection of machine tools among other reason activities. 
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8.7.6 - Technological Data 

The technological data represented at this level are a clear and simple form of increasing 

the speed of reasonning during design and manufacturing activities by limitating the ele- 

ments/parameters which have to evaluated. The data/knowledge represented can be used as 

a constraint over the features and regions which are to be incorporated/defined within the 

component (a top down approach) or they can be extracted from the features/regions and 

storade at this level for multi use avoiding a waist of time deducting/extracting then another 

time (a down up approach). The data/knowledge which are represented at this level are : 

a) Machine Tool 

This offer the ability of machine tool related knowledge to be represented at this level 

which can be related to a machine tool identity/type or related to constraints impose at part 

level regarding to the use of a particular machine or a number of machines. 

b) Tooling 

Particular constraints regarding tooling are defined at this level such as minimum-number 

of tools, maximum remove of material or more specific the definition of a family of tools or a 

certain tool which must be used. 

c) Macros 

d) Surface Finish 

The range of tolerances existent in the part can be easily accessed or imposed at early 

stages. 

e) Billet 

The billet dimension is represented at this level. 

f) Material 

The material used for the part is represented at this level. 

g) Tolerance 

A basic tolerance value can be reepresnted at this level and it is valid for all the situations 

in the component where a specific tolerance is not defined at feature level. It can be based in 

standard procedures adopted in the company. 
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8.7.7 - Part Relationship 

As already defined a part is a list of features plus a collection of related information, 

however those list of features represent a part because there is a relationship between them, 

also there is the possibility to group those features in regions which are related to certain 

procedurestconstraints which can be associated to certain family. Those relationship are 

defined at this level and they are basically: 

a) Feature relation, where the relation to the first and the last feature in the part are 

identified. 

b) Region relation, where the relation to certain regions are represented such as 

internal-region and external-region. 

8.7.8 - Part Related Reasoning Activities 

A part is designed to achieve certain specifications defined to satisfy a need. The part 

itself could have a different form or constraints regarding the way it was designed. The same 

principle applies to the manufacturing side, where many' options can also be established to 

achieve a certain solution. 

Therefore, as discussed before (chapter 3), the design/manufacturing process is a series 

of inter-related activities and a succession of decisions is taken based on knowledge available 

at the moment. 

The use of computer techniques to solve such a complex problem has to take into account 

many different kinds of knowledge such as data, rules, information. Each one of them is related 

to the above process. In addition only the complete processing and logic integration of their 

different pieces of knowledge can lead to an acceptable solution. 

The representation of the knowledge possible by the use of the structure presented 

previously allows the development of an integrated environment where reasoning activities 

related to simple or complex decision making can be effectively and consistently integrated. 

Therefore a platform for an integrated design/manufacturing may exist and the basis of product 

modelling is presented in the next section. 

8.8 - Product Modelling Approach_, 

The previous structured knowledge representation allows the modelling of a component 

by two different principles: family based model or non-family based model. 
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8.8.1 - Family Orientated Modelling 

One way to search for a solution of a problem (design/manufacturing are activities related 

to search of solutions) is to define the boundaries of the problem avoiding unnecessary 

evaluations of useless alternatives. In other words defining a framework for quick and precise 

evaluation of the basic alternatives defined based on a general solution. 

Group technology philosophy provides an excellent basis for the development of a 

framework of a basic solution and consistent/rapid evaluations. Once similar evaluation pro- 

cedures and variable elements are grouped under a common family related structure they can 

be used for the evaluation and definition of the elements of the family. Therefore unnecessary 

evaluations or even undesireable solutions are eliminated at early stages in the process. 

However if this structure (family orientated) is based on variables which are not flexible enough, 

the constraints imposed on the family structure/general solution would undermine its applic- 

ability. 

As features allow a great amount of knowledge to be represented by them it would be 

a major advantage to use them as basic elements in a modelling environment orientated 

towards the existence of family related structures regarding modelling and/or evaluation of 

solutions. 

Those families would represent similarities based on certain characteristics at 

design/manufacturing process. They are an important element in the inference process once 

they accelerate the reason activities by limiting the reason process to the likely situations. 

8.8.2 - Non-family Orientated Modelling 

If a component can not be incorporated into a pre-defined family its design and/or 

manufacturing planning would be done using the features as basic elements to model it. There 

is, also, the advantage of the potential use of pre-defined regions used in other components. 

Existing decision making programs can be used because of their modularity, stan- 

dardization and ability to process the data/information represented throughout the features. 

These characteristics would allow and facilitate the development of new structures. 

The reasoning activities, therefore, have to be re-arranged in such way that an evaluation 

of the component would be possible. Although more complex than the previous method it still 

allows the existence of concurrent design but not however in a completely automatic form as 

possible with the family based model. 
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8.9 - Concluding Remarks 

The features based knowledge representation scheme as defined and presented in this 

chapter represents a step forward into the understanding of the data structure representation 

necessary for an integrated design/manufacturing process, in particular, concerning rotational 

components. 

The features as defined can be used as a bases for the development of a data model, part 

of a product data modelling system. Their frame based knowledge representation scheme allows 

then to carry information related to different activities in the scope of the design/manufacturing 

of rotational components. They also possess the ability to be easily expanded or enhanced to 

incorporated knowledge which have not been discussed at the present research which was 

concentrated more in aspects of manufacturing. On the other hand they can be partially constraint 

to represent a particular set of data/knowledge necessary for a certain specific activity but 

maintaining full compatibility with a more complex data structure. 

The existence of the features as basic elements in the definition of rotational components 

allows the implementation of the GT philosophy with greater effect because the rules/constraints 

associated to the definition of families can be more flexible and at different levels i. e. part level, 

region level and finally at feature level. 

The next chapters are used to present a feature based structure for component modelling 

and their implementation within the SE of the ISS project (chapters 10 and 11). A set of application 

packages which are designed as part of a experiment to generate NC code automatically within 

a product modelling enviorement are discussed in chapters 12 and 13. 

I 
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9- Features Based NC Code Generation Approach 

9.1 - Introduction 

The product modelling idea associated with the features concept introduced in chapter 8 

form the kernel of this research. However, it is necessary now to consider how this innovative 

concept should be harnessed in the context of the need to produce NC code as a final stage in 

component design/manufacturing activity. At the present time there are a number of possible 

routes to be followed to generate NC code as discussed in chapter 6. However, if these basic 

concepts are re-stated in the context of this research work and in particular in the way that the 

experimental software is implemented and reported later in the thesis three styles emerge: 

i) The user extracts the relevant geometric information from a drawing or any other geometric 

visualization/representation scheme and inputs it with other relevant technological information 

into a programming system (CAPP, MDI) which processes it (fig. 9.1). 

ii) An automatic interface can exist between design and manufacturing and is achieved by 

the use of a neutral format such as (IGES, PDES/STEP (section 3.3)) where the geometry which 

defines the component is transferred from a solid modeller (a design tool) to an NC program 

generation system. The other information necessary is obtained independently from the solid 

modeller (fig 9.2). 

iii) The third and most recent form, is by the use of a Product Data Model, where a data 

model structure allows a common base of design and manufacturing knowledge/data. This is the 

form of integration between design and manufacturing and for example where a solid modeller 

used at design stages, shares geometric information/data/knowledge with an NC code generation 

system (fig. 9.3). 

An experimental implementation is described in chapter 15 and examples illustrated in 

chapter 16. 

9.2 - Related Forms of NC Code Generation 

9.2.1 - CAPP, MDI Configuration 

As summarized and reported in previous chapters (3 and 6) there is well developed 

research work which was the basis for the development of commercial software used to 
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generate NC code. This can be done either, by the transfer of geometric data from a CAD 

system, orwith the use of a heavily interactive processor which uses powerful graphical support 

which is often machine based and has been described as MDI (Manual Data Input). 

In the context of the present research these systems are considered to be variants of a 

theme. It was not considered to be appropriate in this research to consider a features based 

concept (as defined in chapter 8) to be an extension of either of these variations. The view 

adopted is that when developing design to manufacturing experimental systems one can 

improve on the results obtained by the CAPP approach. However the MDI approach can be 

extended to act as a subsidiary but important element of experimental work. It Is necessary 

however to consider certain characteristics and issues of contemporary work. 

Geometric entities i. e. arcs, lines are used in several research works [wang87], [juri90], 

[wong86], [phiII85], [davie84], among others as being the key elements for geometrically 

describing a component which is to be manufactured. Therefore, this geometric representation 

of the component becomes the initial input for a series of processing activities through a series 

of applications packages (CAPP) or hardware systems (MDI) aiming among other tasks to 

define the operation sequence, selecting tools, generating NC code, etc. (fig. 9.1). However, 

because the component is modelled using geometric entities (called features, form features 

or icons) any information other then the geometric ones can not be represented. Therefore, 

as a result of the limitations on handling other types of information/knowledge a high degree 

of user interaction is needed during the non-geometric applications packages processing. 

The works by Wong[wong86] NC code generation for external profiles and Hindu- 

ja[hindu89] operation planning and tool selection, among others are examples of the potential 

of this method of component representation. However, the degree of independent processing 

and integration between different activities is not limited by the application packages but by 

the impossibility to associate other data to the part model. 

It is necessary to mention that works such as [plumm83] and the MDI systems (section 

3.5.2) in use nowadays are, in principle, based on the same method of geometric representation 

of the component as above and therefore can be considered as being part of this approach, 

although, more limited and concentrated to specific hardware situations. 

The use of features as described in chapter 8 which carry technological and functional 

information provides the bases for the development of a data structure which allows the 

integration between the different packages used in a CAPP system and other related activities 

at design level. This is achieved in a Product Modelling environment and it is discussed in the 
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next chapters. Also a more powerful MDI system can be envisaged regarding the machining 

of rotational components by the enhancement of the elements (features) used to define the 

component by the integration of geometric and technological informations. As a direct result 

the manufacturing rules embedded in them can be expanded to incorporate a more complete 

set of knowledge/constraints and also they can now be integrated under a common data 

representation structure to other different computer based tools. 

9.2.2 - The Solid Modeller Configuration 

It is necessary to look closely at the potential of an SM description as potential input to 

any design to manufacturing system for turned parts. However when one looks critically at the 

potential within the solid modeller description in the context of the experimental work it seems 

really to be reduced to a helpful and efficient visualization tool rather than a significant input 

to the experimental system discussed in chapter 15. However, it is an important contemporary 

technique and pros/contras of its use are summarized below. 

The solid modeller offers at the design level an excellent set of tools for component 

modelling, definition, visualization. However independent of the scheme used i. e. featu- 

re_recognition or design by features the solid modeller is not capable of representing the 

necessary knowledge for the integration and automation of design/manufacturing activities. 
This is due to the inability to handle in an integrated form knowledge other than the geometry. 
Although different data bases have been interfaced to the Solid Modeller to represent infor- 

mation such as tolerances, surface-finish, etc., a solid modeller does not form a unique data 

structure and therefore does not allow a full integration and share of information/knowledge., 

9.2.3 - The Product Model Configuration 

This approach is one which is emerging and, therefore, non commercial systems are not 

yet available. However, it is judged to be the approach which offers most for the future, as the 

aim is greater integration between design and manufacturing and in particular NC code gen- 

eration. As discussed in chapter 3 the PM environment is supported by a data structure which 

allows the sharing of data between different application packages involved in the 

design/manufacturing activity. Figure 9.3 briefly represents an NC code generation activity 

under a Product Modelling environment, where a component is modelled with the support of 

an user front-end, normally a solid modeller is used for purposes of visualization and other 
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design related activities. A features library can offer the bases for the modelling of the com- 

ponent and a series of application packages is developed/used to endure the different 

manufacturing related activities. 

As the concept and practice of product modelling are still in their infancy only two directly 

related works to this research work are found in the literature and they are the ones done by 

Juri[juri90] and Domazet[domaz90]. The first addresses the problem of operation planning 

using form features in a product model based environment. The work, however, is limited by 

the feature concept adopted and by the limitation on the feature data model description where 

technological information is not supported. The other work, by Domazet, is concentrated in the 

modelling of components at the design stage using features which are a group of entities with 

certain related technological or functional characteristics. Also the two works are not supported 

by a fully implemented data structure such as the one found in the ISS project i. e. the Structure 

Editorora partial one as developed forthe experimental system (referto appendix D). Therefore 

as far the author is aware no research has been reported addressing the NC code generation 

of turned parts under a Product Modelling environment based upon features. Young [young9l ) 

reported a work related related to generation of NC code for prismatic components in a PM 

environment. 

9.2.4 - The Experimental System 

From the above schemes for NC code generation the one based in a solid modeller is 

considered by the author to become outdated as the product modelling technique takes off. 
This consideration is based on the fact that a platform for integration between design and 

manufacturing is needed, and the answer does not lie only in an interfacing of tools such as a 

solid model but in their incorporation by a product data model with a common data model 

structure from where all the data are extracted. Therefore, the solid model is to be used as a 

tool for representation, visualization, manipulation of geometric information in an integrated 

Product Modelling System. The MDI approach can, however, be enhanced by its incorpora- 

tion/integration to a product modelling environment where as an optional tool it would provide 

an alternative when a more specific and dedicated, however still integrated, NC code generation 

system is needed. 

Therefore, the present research work was concentrated in the use of the features concept 

as described in chapter 8 in a Product Modelling environment where the generation of NC code 

was the main aim (fig. 9.4). This was achieved by the development of a body of application 
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packages, described later in chapter 11, which are integrated in a Product Data Model envi- 

ronment built around a feature data model structure (chapter 10). A user front-end was 

developed to allow the use of the experimental manufacturing model (refer to chapter 15) as 

a powerfull MDI type system and is reported in appendix D with the solid model interface. 

As this research was carried out in close collaboration with the two groups involved in 

the ISS project their work had a strong influence on the thinking reported lately in chapter 10. 

Moreover the data model developed for the rotational components was aimed to be integrated 

i. e. within the Structure Editor. However the work reported in the next chapter was not complete 

as the stability of the SE in the ISS project was not sufficiently robust to enable the full 

development of the data model implementation. The approaches adopted in the chapter was 

to deal with the conceptual issues as they were advanced in the research work. Stopping short 

of realizing a full implementation of a full data model. Therefore, one can consider the product 

data model as the primary input for the NC code generation activity, but however, a user input 

based option is seen as a powerful secondary conceptual input to the system. 
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10 - Feature Based Data Model Structure 

10.1 - Introduction 

As discussed in previous chapters there is not upto the present momenta complete solution 

to the problem of integration in design and manufacturing of rotational components. However the 

answer forthis problem is somehow related to the use of a product modelling system environment 

as discussed by [manty90J, [juri90] but much is yet to be done. The main constraint in a product 

data modelling environment is the definition of the data structure which would be used to define 

the component data. It is the author's belief that a pre-defined structure for the modelling of the 

component is needed because without it the product data model would be a confused group of 

information from which no proper knowledge/information can be extracted and, therefore, no 

processing cannot be based upon it. Moreover, for a more rationalized and effective data 

representation scheme this structure should be built based on elements which have a well defined 

structure and can be used to represent/model completely the product to be represented. 

The present chapter intends to outline the basic concepts regarding the definition of such 

product model data structure which is based in the features concepts discussed at chapter 8. 

10.2 - The Structure Basic Concept 

The basic idea supporting this structure model is that all objects can be represented by a 

collection of basic entities. However it is important that these entities have a basic structure to 

allow the representation of the data/knowledge associated with them, therefore once the object 

is modelled using the basic entities a basic structure is associated with it needing only further 

general data. If one considered rotational components as being objects and the features as 

described and defined in chapter 8 the basic entities which can be used to model/represent 

then, a well defined basis for a product data model structure for rotational components is 

established. 

The features basic structure as summarized in fig. 10.1 can be instanciated to represent 

all the feature types as defined in section 8.5 . Those features allow a structured representation 

of the pure rotational components which can be geometrically described using the features 

geometric representation (section 8.5, fig. 8.4). It is important to highlight that the present feature 

geometric representation is in line with the extensive work in form features done in the CAM-I 

project [butte85]. 
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An important characteristic of the features is their ability to carry different sets of information 

which can be used at design or manufacturing level process, therefore, offering the necessary 

link between those two different activities. This form of integration is, however, to be discussed 

later, although the research work has been concentrated on the manufacturing activities. 

The structure definition based on the features offers the following basic characteristics: 

a) The feature based structure can be used to model the majority if not all the rotational 

components. 

b) The features are in a finite number and have a unique basic structure. 

c) The features are able to hold/store information/knowledge regarding their own char- 

acteristics, which can be related to design and manufacturing. 

d) The information/knowledge stored at feature level can be accessed, processed by dif- 

ferent application packages and can be inherited by the other levels of the structure. 

e) The features when necessary can have their parameters, data constrained by other 

upper-level elements in the structure. This is a particular interesting attribute as a tool to keep 

the features attributes inside the boundaries defined at region/family level. 

f) The feature structure allows a further enhancement or expansion of the basic structure 

with the intent to incorporate new relevant knowledge/data. 

g) The duplication of information at the different levels of the structure should be avoided. 

h) The relationship between the features should be represented within the structure of the 

features. 

A component defined, using the features is a basic list of features with an established 

relationship between those features. However, additional information is necessary at component 

level such as material, component identification etc. (section 8.7). This information is not 

represented at feature level because it would result in duplication of information which is a 

characteristic not appropriate to a data structure. As a result, a component is represented by a 

list of features which are responsible for the definition of the component (fig. 10.2_a), plus a 

collection of component related data which ought not to be represented at feature level (fig. 

10.2_b). 

However, as discussed in chapter 8 the features can be grouped within regions, which are 

an array of associated features based in certain design and/or manufacturing characteristics. 
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Therefore, an intermediate level maybe introduced which is not directely related to the component 

structure but otherwise is related with the way that the features, as pre-defined groups of entities 

with a certain commonality, are represented. This representation can be done within the structure 

as represented in fig. 10.4 a or in another dimension of the component structure as represented 

in fig. 10.4_b. It is important to highlight that the grouping of the features in regions is related 

mainly to the way that the knowledge embedded on them is processed regarding design or 

manufacturing activities. Similar to the concept adopted at component level the regions have a 

list of features and a collection of additional information associated with it (section 8.7.1). Figure 

10.4 gives an overview of the region structure as defined to represent the data associated to a 

particular region. 

The structure presented at figure 10.3 presents the three levels found in a feature based 

component structure. The structure is shallow and the relevant Information/knowledge can be 

easily manipulated. Also it is important to consider that a structure as the one described above 

can be related or represented with a series of data representation schemes as discussed by 

Lee[lee90] i. e. knowledge_based applications, relational data bases or dedicated structure 

representation softwares such as the SE [mckay88], [corri90. a]. Initially the structure was 

represented within the SE aiming at the enhancement of the product data model developed within 

the ISS project. A more detailed explanation of this experiment is found in the next chapters. Also 

a series of rule_based applications were developed to allow the generation of NC code within a 

product data model system (chapters 13,14). It is the author's belief that in the two situations 

the present feature based structure has demonstrated an excellent ability to handle data/infor- 

mation. 

10.3 - Modelling a Component, a Basic Example 

The component represented in fig. 1 0.5_a is to be used to illustrate the concepts related 

to a component data model structure. It is possible to identify in the component the existence of 

a series of geometric elements similar to the ones used to define the unique geometric repre- 

sentation associated with the different features type (fig. 8.4) as discussed in section 8.5 (fig. 

10.5_b). 

Identifying the features existent in a component does not bring any relevant benefit on its 

own, it is necessary to model the component using features and as consequence obtain a 

structured model of it. In the present work the model of the component is achieved by the 

definition of the contour of the component in terms of its features (geometric representation) from 
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the right to the left in the external and internal contours (fig. 10.5c). This pre-defined procedure 

also defines the relationship existent between the different features, being a chain type one and 

it is represented as a features_relation_slot. For example the previous feature of the feature B 

is the feature A and the next feature of B is the feature C. Also as the contour is defined the 

features are being identified and the dimensions of the component are defined, optionally the 

relevant information/knowledge associated with the features (section 8.6) can be entered at this 

stage (fig. 10.6 alb). When the definition of the component is finished a list with all the features 

which define the component is also defined. 

However, if the features which define the component are grouped based on their position 

i. e internal, external (fig. 10.7) a different structure fully compatible with the first emerges. The 

new structure offers a clear representation of the component and more important a path for the 

speed of processing activities as is to be discussed in a later chapter. The regions as identi- 

fied/defined have their relevant information added to the structure. 

As the regions and features are defined the final data related to the component must be 

defined and they are a general type of data which are represented at component level (section 

8.7). They form a collection of information associated to the component and the data structure 

is represented at figure 10.8 plus a list of features which compound the component. The present 

data structure can be used under a set of different environments offering a clear and concise 

representation of rotational components. 

10.4 -A Structured Based Modelling Activity 

The existence of a structure which allow the modelling of a component is not justified by 

itself. There is the need also of a methodology regarding the implementation of this structure 

within a product data modelling environment concerning, and in particular, the integration of the 

different application packages and the modelling activity itself. As already mentioned in chapter 

8 the present research work draws its methodology based on the principles related to group 

technology (GT) which have been discussed in chapter 2. 

The present data model structure, based on the features, offers the basic pre-requisites 

for such an implementation of a grouping based methodology as the three main elements 

associated to any grouping based activity can be related to elements/levels defined within the 

structure. 
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(continuation of fig. 10.6_a) 
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Initially there is the need for an element or a basic set of elements which can be used to 

represent/build the component. The features and their associated structure can be used to 

define/build rotational components. The data represented at feature level are capable of being 

accessed by a different set of application packages. 

The regions are an intermediary and parallel element in the structure, therefore not fixed 

within the component defined structure but instead representing a set of characteristics which 

can be used to cluster a group of features. This allows the development of application packages 

concentrated in reasoning certain particular constraints related to a specific group of features. 

Thereby, accelerating the reasoning process of the component as a whole, by the division of the 

task in well defined and inter-related groups of activities. 

A family structure can be defined by the occurrence or not of certain types of regionsifeatures 

thereby drawing an higher level of reasoning based processes which would assist in the reasoning 

process related to a component which belonged to the family. 

Therefore, as represented in figure 10.9 the features based information is processed and 

gathered through the regions in similar way to the region data/knowledge which are processed 

and gathered through the family allowing a complete and concise evaluation of a component 

by/through different concepts. 
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11 - Feature Based Product Modelling Structure Implementation 

11.1 - Introduction 

Repeated reference has been made in the thesis to the importance of features for the 

integration of manufacturing and design activities particularly in the case of rotational components, 

where the importance of the features lay in their ability to represent a wide range of related data 

and knowledge. However this data and knowledge must be encapsulated in a Product Modelling 

Environment if it is to be used by different application packages in an integrated way across a 

range of design and manufacturing activities. The logical form of encapsulating this data/know- 

ledge represented at feature level is to build a product data model based on the structure defined 

in the previous chapter which represents such data/knowledge. The present research work was 

developed in parallel to the ISS project and because the Structure Editor (SE) offers the proper 

tools for modelling data structures. The author has chosen to use this tool initially to explore the 

representation of features structures in such an integrating environment. Product Model Struc- 

tures for family and non-family orientated modelling are explored. Although the conceptual view 

of, and its implementation within, the SE is to be discussed, as mentioned before a partial 

implementation was achieved. 

11.2 - Structure Representation 

11.2.1 - Introduction 

A data structure should satisfy three basic points regarding data representation: firstly 

the data /information should be represented in a well structured and pre-defined way, secondly 

the data/information should be able to be accessed, modified, and processed while maintaining 

their integrity and lastly the application packages should be able to use them. Also the data 

structure should avoid any duplication of data/information. 

As discussed by Bloor[bloor88], Corrigal[corri90. a] and Lee[lee90] the Structure Editor 

as a data model structure offers the possibility to represent a data structure with such basic 

characteristics. Therefore it can be used to represent the conceptual structure defined in chapter 

10 which also complies with these basic points. However, as discussed by Lee[lee9O] and 

Young[young9l] although a powerful tool it is difficult tool to understand and to use. Its basic 

facilities are represented in fig. 11.1 . As discussed in the chapter 3 the SE offers the capability 
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to describe structure using four basic elements the viz lists, collections, selections and atoms. 

The structures defined in the previous chapters related to the feature, region and part level are 

to be represented using those elements. 

11.2.2 - Definition of Feature Structure 

Initially a structure was defined within the SE which represented the feature concept 

discussed in chapter 8 and the feature structure as represented in section 10.2. Figure 11.2 

represents the basic scheme associated with a feature based structure defined within the SE 

[varva88j. 

The present feature structure is different from the one within the ISS project and presents 

the following basic characteristics: 

i) The present structure aims to be used to represent features used to model rotational 

components and it is aimed to represent at feature level the necessary information/knowledge 

related to design and manufacturing activities, although the present experiment is concentrated 

in the manufacturing aspects. 

ii) It was a primary consideration of the present research that the focus of the product 

data model would be the feature, and all products must be defined using the features library. 

iii) The features are defined and are finite in number. 

A feature library was defined within the SE to allow the modelling of rotational compo- 

nents. This feature library was a list defined within the SE where the feature basic structure 

was instanciated to represent each of the features defined in chapter 8. 

Also based in the concepts discussed in chapter 8a feature structure was developed 

and linked to the graphic representation application package allowing the component visual- 

ization and more important the processing of SDSM based applications [mckay88], [corri90. a], 

enabling the automatic generation of inspection plans and code generation for co-ordinate 

measuring machines [corri90. b]. 

11.2.3 - Definition of Region and Component Structure 

The region's and component's structures as defined in the previous chapter (section 

10.2) are represented within the structure editor similar to what was done with the feature 

structure (fig. 11.3), (fig. 11,4). This allows a fully feature based representation of a rotational 

component within the SE structure as discussed in the previous chapter. 
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11.2.4 - General Remarks 

The original data structure built up in the ISS project was intended to show the ability of 

a product data model to capture the data necessary to support a number of interacting appli- 

cations regarding the manufacturing of prismatic components. Because during the duration of 

the project there was not a clear understanding of the meaning of prismatic features which 

would be used to define completely prismatic components a more complex structure was 

defined (fig. 11.5). This was a clear result of the need to represent data which are needed for 

the planning activities but cannot be provided/extracted from geometry based structures. The 

features encountered in the ISS product data modelling environment were a temporary solution 

used by Lee[lee90] and Young[91] in particular to represent in a more concise and related form 

the necessary data for their planning activities. 

However in contrast to the prismatic product modelling structure the structure based 

upon the rotational features is more simple and compact allowing a more compact data 

representation scheme (fig. 11.6). The areas represented by 11.6 La and 11.5_a show the 

basic difference between the two structures and the simplicity of the feature based structure 

is also clear. As the components can be fully modelled using the features, and the 

data/knowledge are represented fully within the product model it is possible to develop a set 

of application packages within the product modelling system which can easily explore the 

simplicity and conciseness of the data structure. The application packages developed within 

the scope of the present research work are to be concentrated in the manufacturing aspects 

and in particular aiming the generation of NC code for lathes. The regions concept is to be 

used mainly related to manufacturing constraints and characteristics as discussed in the next 

chapters. Therefore the families based constraints (see chapters 2,8) used to guide the 

modelling activities are defined in technologicaVmanufacturing aspects rather than function- 

al/design considerations although a combination of both can be achieved as a result of the 

ability of the features to carry different types of knowledge/information. 

11.3 - The Feature Based Component Modelling 

As the features have been represented within the SE they can be used to model a com- 

ponent. This can be achieved by the instanciation of the relevant features necessary to build a 

component. However, as briefly discussed in chapter 8 there are two basic approaches for a 

component definition: i) within a family framework; ii) family independent. 
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11.3.1 - The Family Orientated Component Modelling 

Region and component can be represented in the SE in a similar way as features thus 

the part family knowledge can also be represented (fig. 11.7). It defines the framework of 

relationship among different activities, parameters, factors which retract the principles used 

to define a famiy and therefore define the skeleton for component definition within that family. 

The framework defined within the SE does not rely on the features to represent the different 

relationships but instead uses the region as the element to represent the relationship. Therefore 

the features which would define a component which belongs to a family are generated within 

the region framework. As discussed before, the existence of a parallel form of knowledge 

representation accelerates the reasoning activity and makes the definition of the family structure 

more flexible. In the following chapters different practical examples regarding the definition of 

regions and families are to be discussed. 

11.3.2 - The Non-Family Orientated Modelling 

In this case where a framework does not exist to guide the definition of the component. 

However the procedures used to instanciate the component can be used as a base to define 

a family. Access to the different application package is possible (characteristic of the product 

data model structure), however dedicated procedures are not existent. Therefore. it becomes 

more difficult and complex to endure detailed evaluation of datalknowledge. 

11.4 - Application Packages 

As discussed before the design and manufacturing activities are complex ones and involve 

the execution of numerous different tasks which should be carried out in a sequential but integrated 

form, thus allowing a re-evaluation of earlier decisions or even concurrence among the different 

activities. As the complexity and number of tasks involved is appreciable even if only the 

manufacturing activities are considered, it is important to tackle those tasks on an individual basis. 

However their must be done in a fully integrated background such as that found in a feature based 

product modelling environment. 

In the present research work two main aspects concerning the manufacturing of rotational 

components were addressed in particular i. e. the planning of manufacturing (machine-tool 

identification, tool identification, work-holding definition. machine sequence determination) and 

NC code generation (chapters 13,14). A set of well structured applications packages were 

developed in ADA, thereby allowing a total compatibility with the product data model structure 
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defined within the SE and the resulting product models. Those application packages aimed to 

assist the user in the planning activity, in particular. by the use of GT related concepts and by 

the capture of manufacturing procedures through a set of production rules. 

Therefore, similar to what has been reported in [corri90. a], [com90. b], [lee9O], [winck90], 

[young9l] where a series of application packages and closely coupled applications (fig. 3.19) 

have been developed to evaluate/process the knowledge/data associated to a product model of 

prismatic components defined within the ISS framework a series of application packages (var- 

va91 ] was developed forthe evaluation of the manufacturing aspects of the machining of rotational 

components. 

The number and complexity of the rules developed were limited to certain aspects of 

manufacturing with the basic aim to demonstrate the potential and the novelty associated to the 

research issues. 

11.4.1 - Processing Methodology 

The features as described in chapter 8 and represented within the Product Modelling 

Environment offer the ability for modelling a component based in a concise and well defined 

data structure. The data structure is comprised of two levels of information; one at feature level 

and the other at component level. The importance of such a well defined data structure, is to 

provide the basis for decision making such as manufacturing planning decisions. However. as 

already discussed previously the features within a component model can be grouped based 

on certain characteristics such as position, type or ultimately to provide a concise data input 

for a decision making activity i. e. manufacturing planning decisions. Therefore, the data input 

needed for a particular manufacturing planning activity such as toot selection, operation 

sequence determination etc. can be extractedihandled by different region type structures 

defined by the user. 

Therefore. the reason activities associated with the different manufacturing planning 

procedures can be done relatively independently at two different levels: feature level and 

component level. 

At feature level the reasoning is done using the feature datalknowledge based on rules 

and procedures developed using the region associated knowledge. Therefore. there is the 

possibility to evaluate/process a group of features related data, based on a set of specific 

constraints defined at region level or by region related procedures. There are regions which 

have been defined as aiming at a certain specific planning activity Le set-up regions, machining 
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regions. Therefore, it Is possible to have a planning activity comprised of a series of modules. 

It is important to highlight that regions can be *recognized" within the model therefore adding 

knowledge to the existent component model. 

The other level is related to a more ample evaluation where the component is considered 

to be a collection of different regions and an overall balance between the different region based 

solutions is aimed at. At this level the reasoning is either famiy based or user orientated. It is 

important to highlight that there is not the intent to search for an optimum solution at region or 

component level but instead to define a solution which satisfies most if not all the constraints 

of the problems making a balance among the different possible solutions. 

The decision making needed to make the feature based planning feasible is explained 
in chapter 13 and 14. The results of the use of this methodology are represented in chapter 

15 and case studies presented in chapter 16. 

11.4.2 - Structure of the Application Packages 

11.4.2.1 - Introduction 

As a result of the multitude of production rules related to manufacturing planning and 

the variety of them it is possible to group them in data related procedures which too are 

grouped in packages related to each specific activity. 

However, it is important that those different modules called procedures and packages 

are fully Integrateable and expandable. As an initial integrating element they all use the same 

ADA data variable structure to define the features, regions, components as well other 

necessary elements. This data variable structure is defined based in the structure defined 

In chapter 10. The expandbility is achieved by the use of ADA related characteristcs 

associated to the design of production rules related to the features and its elements. 

11.4.2.2 - Overall Packages Structure 

The present research work has concentrated on manufacturing planning related 

activities and also NC code generation. A series of different packages (closed coupled 

applications (fig. 11.8)) was written in ADA with the aim of assisting the user in such tasks. 

For each one of the activities addressed a package was formulated and the different rea- 

soning processs or other related activities were contained inside such a package by means 
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of procedures and/or production rules, the packages are explained in more detail in chapters 

13 and 14 and the full set of packages and procedures can be found in [Varva9l). The 

necessary procedures to evaluatelprocess a component which belong to a certain family 

were structured inside a particular package related to that family. however the different 

application packages can be applied in a user orientated approach (chapter 15). The different 

packages/procedures which form the core of the application packages developed within the 

research work are found in [varva9I]. 

11.4.3 - Component Definition 

Although the features were represented within a Product Data Modelling Environment 

(chapter 11). allowing, therefore the definition of a product model using solely the features. the 

data within the product model can not be extracted and used by the different application 

packages because the ADA code necessary has not been written. Therefore, there was the 

need to develop a component definition sub system which would allow the definition of a 

component using the features as well as managing the data related to the component data 

model. The sub-system developed is described in appendix D and is directed towards the 

manufacturing activity offering the bases for an advanced MDI type system while being fully 

integrateable within a Product Data Model System. 

11.4.4 - Manufacturing Planning 

To illustrate the potential existing within the feature based knowledge representation 
scheme presented in the previous chapters an experimental system was developed (chapter 

15). The experimental system is based in a series of different packages aimed to extract/e- 

valuate/manage the data/knowledge existent within a product model necessary for the 

manufacturing planning activity once a rotational component has been modelled using the 

features. 

As already stressed considering the number and complexity of activities involved during 

the planning of manufacturing of a rotational component, it has been decided to concentrate 

the experiment on particular ones: machine tool identification. tool identification. operation 

sequence determination, work holding. NC code generation (fig. 11.9). 

The strategy adopted consists of the development of several packages where planning 

knowledge is incorporated Into the planneras production rules. The problem-solving knowledge 

Is formed by a series of rule sets related to machining, fixing, tooling, etc. linked to a set of 
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data/information libraries. Those different packages are explained in more detail in chapter 

13,14. The component model can be evaluated by the different packages in a family based 

approach or a user orientated one. 

11.4.5 - NC Code Generation 

The NC code necessary for the machining' of a rotational component is generated 

automatically once the necessary data has been obtained through the application packages 

or by the intervention of the user. To achieve this a modular package has been designed to 

extract from the product model the relevant geometric and manufacturing data and translate 

them into the appropriate code. 
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12 - The Logic of NC Code Generation For Turned Parts 

12.1 - Introduction 

The present chapter introduces the structure overview of the logic which has been devel- 

oped and used in the present research work aiming the generation of NC code using as input 

the feature based data model presented in the previous chapter. 

The reasoning activities regarding the manufacturing of a turned component, more spe- 

cifically the generation of NC code, although interdependent can be divided into two separated 

areas, which are integrated through the features, i. e. geometric & operation plan based reasoning 

and technological based reasoning. 

12.2 - Overview of the Logic 

Figure 12.1 presents a concise view of the different aspects related to the process of 

modelling and subsequent generating NC code necessary for the machining of the component 

in an NC lathe. 

Initially the user is asked to model the component (refer to appendix D) using the features 

library, data model structure and related concepts discussed in the previous chapters. The 

resultant data model can then be used as basis of a series of reason activities which extract the 

relevant data and also feed back the relevant results. 

Therefore, from a design orientated data model a complete manufacturing orientated data 

model can be obtained through the inference process in a series of application packages. The 

manufacturing orientated data model can be finally processed and a PEPS compatible NC code 

obtained. 

The inference process achieved in the different application packages is the result of a set 

of rules which can be divided into: i) geometric & operation plan related ii) technological related. 

Although independent those different sets are truly integrated as a result of the feature related 

data structure. 

12.3 - The Geometry & Operation Plan Processing 

One may identify this stage and its foundations of reasoning to the generation/definition of 

the cutter path associated to an NC code program. This is due mainly to the fact that at this stage 
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the considerations are mainly related to geometric aspects of the component. At this phase the 

GT concept of grouping related elements i. e. features plays an important role through the rec- 

ognition of the different machining regions which are a crucial element for the reasoning process 

at this level and the technologically related ones. 

Figure 12.2 presents the basic reasoning activities which are related to this stage i. e. set-up 

determination, region recognition and a region related operation sequence determination. They 

are extensively discussed in the next chapter by the description of the rules and methodology 

developed to evaluate the geometry of rotational components and as a result allow the definition 

of an effective operation plan using different strategies (refer to chapter 15). 

12.4 - The Technological Based Processing 

The manufacturing of a component can not be achieved only bythe definition of an operation 

plan and generation of a cutter path for an unspecified cutting tool. It is essential to define several 

other data such as stock material, machine tool, tools, machining data, among others (fig 12.3). 

Those data and the process of their definition are directly related to the decision making process 

associated with the operation plan and cutter path and vice-versa. 

A series of independent however highly integrated application packages has been devel- 

oped in the present research work with the objective to illustrate the advantages of the ideas 

presented previously and in particular the feasibility of the "feature based integrated environment". 

Those packages which are rule based driven incorporate a substantial number of rules and 

data allowing the development of a set of significant experiments. The different application 

packages developed are related to the following activities: 

- stock size determination; 

- machine tool identification; 

- macro determination; 

- work holding evaluation; 

- tool and insert selection; 

- machining parameters definition. 

Those packages are discussed in more detail in chapter 14 and examples of their utilization 

in association with the concepts presented in chapter 13 are presented in the different case 

studies discussed at chapter 16. 
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12.5 - Software Structure 

As already mentioned all the application packages have been developed and written on a 

modular basis, thereby allowing future expansion and/or enhancement. The knowledge repre- 

sentation schemes are frame based which also gives major support for the modular structure 

(fig. 12.4). 

The application packages can be divided basically into two type: i) the support applications 

packages which were developed aiming an effective handling of information and data. They are 

responsible for the link between the different application packages and in particular the 

input/output of data/information; ii) the core application packages which were developed in an 

individual basis for each task i. e. tool selection, NC code generation, machining data determi- 

nation, user interface, component modelling, etc. . 

Following the principle of modularization and standardization the different application 

packages were also divided into procedures and/or rule based applications. The rule based 

applications are responsible for the performing of the different reason activities based upon the 

knowledge embodied through production rules and knowledge represented at feature/region/part 

level. The integrated process reasoning can be performed based on three different strategies 

which are discussed in chapter 15 designed to illustrate the utilization of the application packages 

through an experimental system followed by chapter 16 with illustrative case studies. 

The different packages and relevant procedurestfunctions are discussed in the next 

chapters where their structure will be presented in more detail. 
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13 - Operation Planning - Geometric Process 

13.1 - Introduction 

As discussed previously the present chapter is designed to describe the methodology used 

to generate the sequence of machine operations which are the kernel of an NC code generation 

activity i. e. which generates component shapes. 

The methodology adopted is illustrated by figure 13.1 and relies on the processing of the 

feature/component information through a structure of production rules and procedures design 

based on a set of manufacturing regions related criteria. 

The definition of the features is the focal point in the present research and the specification 

of the criteria, which are to be used for the definition of the manufacturing regions, is equally 
important. The present chapter initially illustrates the process of identifying certain criteria followed 

by the definition of the manufacturing regions. Additionally the structure of related application 

packages is explained together with the logic used to establish an automatic planning of the 

machine sequence. A more detailed explanation of the whole integration between the different 

application softwares is given in chapter 15. 

13.2 - Geometric Based Processing Activities 

The geometric orientated reasoning process performed by the different application pack- 

ages described in this chapter results in the recognition/identification of a set of manufacturing 

regions which have a defined relationship between them. This relationship is established 

considering the way in which the manufacturing regions corresponding geometry can be gen- 

erated i. e. the association between the manufacturing regions is defined through the sequence 

of operations and tooling access conditions necessary for machining them. 

The three application packages described in this chapter (fig. 13.2) are designed first to 

evaluate the possible working-areas in a component i. e. set-up considerations (refer to section 

13.6); secondly there is the evaluation of the profile of the component identifying/evaluating the 

internal and external profile characteristics (refer to section 13.7); lastly the different machining 

regions are recognize/identified (refer to section 13.7) and a relationship between them can be 

automatically defined. Those applications packages plus the others described in the next chapter 

provide the basis for a manufacturing planning activity which can be performed in a highly inte" 

grated manner through different basic strategies (refer to chapter 15). 
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13.3 - Manufacturing Area Definition 

As illustrated in figure 13.3 there are two basic lathe operations i. e. turning and facing 

[kapla89]. The final contour achieved by those operations is directly related to the geometry of 

the tool, and its contact with the work piece is essential. A main consideration during the definition 

of the operation plan, in particular machine sequence, of turned components is to plan/define an 

effective contact between the tool and the work piece (tool path). This can be achieved by 

evaluating the tool access to the component profile and the type of operation which has to be 

executed (definition of the removal of the material). This can be done as a first step using geometric 

reason. 

If the component illustrated in the figure 13.4 is evaluated, aiming to define its machining 

sequence, it is then possible, when considering work holding constraints (refer to section 13.6.1), 

to divide the component into two areas: i) area "A" which is used for holding the component; ii) 

area "B" which can be termed the working area (refer to section 13.6). 

If the attention now is concentrated in the working area it is possible however to identify 

two sub-areas which are directly related to the location of the component profile i. e. internal (bt) 

and external (b2). These two sub-areas have a direct influence in the tooling access consider- 

ations. Normally the same tool cannot be used for internal and external operations (refer to section 

13.7). 

As a direct result of the way in which the tool is fixed in the machine tool and the form of 

the chosen tool it is possible to identify two situations represented in figure 13.5 related to tool 

access which are defined as stepped profile "SP" and recess "RP". They can occur in the internal 

or external profiles (refer to section 13.7). 

In summary it is possible to divide a turned component into a set of machining related areas. 

Those areas can be defined, based in tool access & geometry constraints, and offer an excellent 

basis for evaluation related to the determination of tool path & operation sequence. 

13.4 -A Machining Logic Identification 

It is possible to draw a direct relationship between the machining areas defined above and 

a logical sequence of activities necessary for the definition of the tool path & operation sequence 

(fig. 13.6). Thus, the identification of the work holding & work areas as illustrated in figure 13.4 

(areas "A" and "B") is directly linked to set-up considerations and they are the first steps when 

planning the way in which a product is to be machined in a given machine. Subsequently it is 
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necessary to identify the location of the different elements (features) within the working area i. e 

internal or external. Lastly it is the evaluation of the profile which aims to identify the existence 

of particular characteristics which would have a direct impact on the sequencing of operations 

and/or tool path i. e. existence of recesses as well its shape and the shape of the stepped profiles, 

thereby establishing a logical sequence between them and the different operations which are 

related to them. 

The sequence of activities presented above, although simple, offers an excellent basis for 

a robust machining planning activity, which can be expanded/enhanced as new constraints/pa- 

rameters are taken into account. Considerations regarding surface-finish, tooling, machining data 

definition, etc. are discussed in the next chapters together with their integration to the planning 

structure (refer to chapter 14 and 15). 

The implementation of the planning logic described above was pursued in the present work 

by the definition of manufacturing regions which would embody the characteristics and constraints 

associated to the machining areas. Therefore, it would be possible to develop and implement a 

series of software applications which would represent the different manufacturing regions 

knowledge/contraints allowing the evaluation of a modelled component aiming its machining plan 

determination. Those software based applications should be fully integrated and kept to a 

minimum size (refer to chapter 14). 

However it was necessary to develop as well a series of application packages which would 

recognize/identify the manufacturing regions within a feature modelled component bringing 

therefore a higher degree of automatization to the task of machining planning through the latch 

of the region related knowledge to the model and thereafter processing it. 

13.5 - Manufacturing Region Definition & Recognition 

The features related works can be divided in design by features or feature recognition. Both 

techniques have advantages, although it is the author's belief that design by features is the better 

one for reasons discussed in previous chapters and because it can also incorporate most of the 

concepts associated to feature recognition technique. 

The feature related concepts presented in the previous chapters (refer to chapters 8,10 

and 11) provide a substantial basis for a design by feature environment. However, the concepts 

introduced through region definition can be used as elements to support a "feature recognition" 
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approach. Therefore manufacturing regions, which by definition represent a group of features 

with a common characteristic, can be recognized within a modelled component allowing, therefore, 

the feature component knowledge/data to be processed under certain pre-defined constraints. 

An immediate result of this technique is the total independence of the modelling entities 

(features) from the constraints imposed by the reasoning tools. All the information necessary to 

sustain the reasoning process can be extracted from the features which form the recognized 

region which is linked to the different procedures & production rules. 

The manufacturing areas scheme identified and briefly introduced in section 13.3 provide 

a basis for a machining logic definition ( refer to section 13.4) and present the scope necessary 

for the definition of a set of manufacturing regions (refer to sections 8.7.1 and 11.2.3). The type 

of manufacturing regions identified in the present research work are: 

i) set-up manufacturing regions represent the features grouped under the constraint of 

being able to be accessed by a given tool(s) in the same set-up. 

ii) location manufacturing regions represent the features which are in the same location i. e. 

internal or external features. 

iii) machining regions represent the features grouped in a way to form "stepped profiles" 

or "recess profiles" (fig. 13.5). 

The following sections will explore the definition of the different manufacturing regions and 

how they can be identified/recognized and the software related to them. 

13.6 - Set-up Regions 

The set-up determination activity is directly related to the whole manufacturing planning 

activity and in most of the cases, including the present machining logic (section 13.4), it is the 

first manufacturing planning activity to be performed, once it defines the basic way in which a 

component is to be manufactured. However, it is important to highlight that the planning manu- 

facturing activity it is not a one-way flow of information, but instead a dual type way, where 

informations/data/knowledge must flow in both directions and a constant upgrade/re-evaluation 

of the decisions must exist. The set-up determination process is directly related to the way by 

which the component is held in the lathe and vice-versa. Therefore the work-holding method 

determination is a main step in defining the set-up region. After the work-holding definition the 

features are grouped in set-up regions based in manufacturing related criteria. Those two activities 

can be accomplished by a set of production rules which would incorporated such manufacturing 
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criteria and would evaluate a component data model. In the present research work certain 

set-up/work-holding related rules were incorporated into the experimental system (referto chapter 

15). 

13.6.1 - Work-holding Method Determination 

The work-holding method for holding turned components can be classified as: 

i) Clamping a component by the chuck; tail stock (chuck); 

ii) Clamping a component by the chuck and using a centre-point to support the other end 

of the component; turn between centres (centre-. point); 

iii) Supporting between centres and using a driver to transmit the power (bett- 

weep centres); 

iv) Using special work-holding elements such as collet chucks, face plates, mandrills 

(specials). [karpa89] 

In this research work only the first two methods are to be discussed and illustrated 

although the set-up region concept can be defined and processed by any of the methods 

illustrated above. 

In the majority of the situations the determination of the work-holding method is based 

in the ratio between the length (L) and the diameter (D) of the component and the length of 

the component although considerations regarding stiffness among others can be considered. 

To illustrate a work-holding definition reasoning based process and to bring a higher 

degree of automation to the experimental system, a set of production rules has been designed 

allowing an evaluation of the component with the objective of defining a suitable work-holding 

method: 

if D/L >= 0.5 then and L =< 100 mm work_holding = chuck; 

if 0.5 > D/L > 0.35 and L> 100 mm and L< 200 mm then 

work holding = chuck; 

ff 0.35 >= D/L > 0.25 and L >= 200 mm and L< 350 mm then 

work holding - chuck; 

if D/L =< 0.25 then work wolding - chuck; 

if work holding = centre-point; 
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Other parameters such as tolerance, material, stiffness can be used when evaluating 

the work-holding method and incorporated through appropriate additional production rules to 

the package. 

13.6.2 - Type of Set-Up Regions 

Considering the two work-holding methods illustrated in the present research there are 

two basic set-up regions as identified in section 13.4 Le. the working area (fig. 13.4 (B)) and 

the holding area (fig. 13.4 (A)). In the case of the centre. point work-holding method the face 

cannot be accessed by the tool and also a preparing operation i. e. drill of the centre-point hole 

is necessary. 

13.6.3 - Set-up Region Recognition/Identification 

In parallel to the definition of the work-holding method it is essential to define the number 

of set-ups necessary to machine a component, its sequence and which features are to be 

grouped in each one of the different set-ups. In the case of the chuck work-holding method it 

is possible in some cases to have the ideal scenario i. e. one set-up which incorporates all the 

components. However in other situations (multi set-up) after identifying the work-holding 

method it is necessary to group the features in a different set-up. This grouping is done under 

certain pre-defined criteria. 

a) minimum number of set-ups and if set-up number >2 re-evaluate; 

b) keep the features with related tolerances in the same set-up; 

c) avoid the centre-point method when possible; 

d) divide the component in a balanced way (same size); 

e) select an efficient support/reference surface for the second set-up; 

f) assure tooling access to internal features. 

A set of production rules and procedures was designed to process the knowledge/data 

encountered in a feature based modelled component aiming to group the features in set-up 

regions which can be divided in to three sets: 

a) Firstly a basic set of rules was designed to determine the need of a multi set-up (fig. 

13.7) based on evaluation of the existence of internal operations at both ends of the component; 
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existence of outer-stepped-regions (referto section 13.7.1) within a component which cannot 

be cut-out at both ends; need of a centre-point and internal operation, slim component which 

is not to be machined using centre-point. 

b) Secondly define the boundaries of each set-up region (fig. 13.8) by defining where 

the profile "changes direction". 

c) Lastly, define the work-holding surface (fig. 13.9) by selecting a surface (s_line_e) 

which has the length enabling it to be used as a clamping surface. 

The rules based on the criteria above are designed to evaluate the information found in 

the feature based component model allowing, when appropriate, a highly automatic and reliable 

reasoning based process. New rules based on new criteria or enhancing the old ones can be 

added, thereby upgrading the system and making it more robust, powerful and complete. 

13.6.4 - General Comments and Limitations 

The number of production rules within the experimental system regarding set-up and 

work-holding definition are limited, although they can be expanded and incorporate production 

rules related to a whole range of constraints once the component and the related knowledge 

are fully represented within the feature based model environment. 

Although the system has a partial ability to "divide" components in set-ups the user can 

at any moment interfere in the process and alter the production rules or also define which is 

the "better" solution. Examples are discussed in chapter 16. 

Lastly, the characteristics of the working area & holding area are related to the type of 

lathe in which the component is to be manufactured. A lathe such as CAM T-3 [mazak89] offers 

distinctive possibilities of work-holding and tool access by providing two different towers which 

can be used simultaneously. In the present research work the experiments discussed in chapter 

15 and 16 and the rules presented in this chapter and the following ones only consider the 

machining of a turned component in a single tower 2 1/2 axis NC lathe. 

13.7 - The Location of Manufacturing Regions 

As discussed in section 13.3 there are two locations for the manufacturing regions i.. e. 

internal and external. They are directly related to the feature type and their location (refer to 

section 8.3). The internal regions however can appear in three different combinations/situations 

(fig. 13.10): 
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i) one sided internal region where all the features which are internal to the component can 

be accessed by the same side (fig. - 13.10 a. ii). An extreme case is when the region goes through 

the whole length of the component (fig. 13.10 b. ii). 

ii) the two sided internal region where two different sets of internal features occur in either 

side of the component. This situation always implies a minimum two set-up condition (fig. 13.10 

b). 

iii) The through hole situation where a group of internal features cannot be accessed by 

the same side. The grouping of them into two different internal groups is normally based in the 

variation of the diameter and length of the component/regions (fig. 13.10 c). 

The existence of internal regions and theirtype has a direct influence and area key elements 

when defining the set-up area and work-holding method. 

13.8 - Machining Regions 

The machining regions, as defined in section 13.5, can have two basic natures and be 

found in two different locations resulting in four different types (fig. 13.7): 

i) external stepped_profile (fig. 13.11_a); 

ii) internal_stepped_profile (fig. 13.11_b); 

iii) external-recess (fig. 13.11 c); 

iv) internal recess (fig. 13.1 1d). 

Therefore similar to the so called "feature recognition" principle a set of packages which 

embodies production rules and different geometric evaluations was designed to identify the four 

types of pre-defined machining regions in a given feature based component model. 

13.8.1 - Machining Region Recognition 

This package can be divided into two similar modules one which evaluates external 

regions and other for internal regions. They have a similar structure with different parameters 

rules. Therefore, it has been decided to explain only the module which evaluates the external 

region. 

The basic principle associated with the machining region recognition is the scanning of 

the profile associated with the component model and represented through the feature data. 

The basic evaluations are represented in the diagram illustrated in figure 13.12. The key element 
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is the identification of a down type feature which indicates a major variation in the profile of 

the component. However, this does not always indicate the existence of a recess type region 

but can be the characteristic associated with an opposite outer stepped region (fig. 13.13). 

This occurs when a "recess" starts but the end point x-axis of the last feature (re- 

gion. last feature(P2X)) is smaller then the end point of the first feature (region. first feat- 

ure(P2X)). The basic fluxogram which represents the component evaluation aims to identify 

the recess type regions and their relationship is illustrated Infigure 13.14. Figure 13.15 presents 

a basic combination of different recesses which can be identified. 

The identifications of the different machining regions i. e. stepped and recess brings the 

necessity for the establishment of a relationship between them. This relationship is defined 

taking into account the tool access thus the precedence of machining i. e. a recess cannot be 

machined prior to the "top" stepped region. This relationship between the different regions is 

defined as mother -> daughter -> sister (fig. 13.16). 

a) Mother, is a region which is on top of another ( E). 

b) Daughter, is the region which is under another region and cannot be accessed if the 

mother has not been machined ( C, D -> E ). 

c) Sister, is the regions at the same level, both can be machined in'any order ( C, D ). 

This relationship as defined above can involve different types of regions and is of fun- 

damental importance for the definition of the operation sequence determination. 

Once the features which forma region are identified, certain regions related information 

must be defined such as identity, macro, tool, etc.. The user may interact with the system and 

enter the required information, or a set of reasoning based packages (refer to chapter 14th 

and 15th) can be used to evaluate the modelled component and based on embodied production 

rules provide the required results. The required information necessary forthe reasoning process 

can be extracted from the features and inherited by the regions. 

13.8.2 - General Remarks 

The machining region recognition package is a relevant example of the use of the features 

knowledge in a reason based processing activity regarding manufacturing planning. The 

present packages onlyconsidertooling access and certain set-upconstraintswhen recognizing 
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machining regions, however, the different modules can be enhanced to cope with different 

based evaluations or a better direct integration with the other packages of the experimental 

system can be achieved (refer to chapter 15). 

13.9 - Concluding Remarks 

The region recognition/identification packages area clear example of the reason processing 

type activities which can be performed using the information storage in afeature based component 

model. Although the reasoning processes discussed above is mainly a geometric based one it 

can be enhanced to incorporate, in a highly integrated form, other reason based process i. e. 

technological constraints. This can be done mainly by incorporating technological based pro- 

duction rules to the existent geometric based packages . The full set of production rules and 

procedures is presented in [varva9l]. 

The structure and division of a component in different manufacturing regions offer the basis 

for an effective and reliable manufacturing planning activity. All the manufacturing regions can 

be related to each other and a concise and reliable manufacturing plan can be established. The 

strategy used to identify the different manufacturing regions and thereafter generate the NC code 

is discussed in more detail in chapter 15 and three different approaches are highlighted (user 

based, rule-user based, rule-family based), although a major emphasis is given to the family 

based approach. 
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14 - Operation Planning - Technological Process 

14.1 - Introduction 
tK 

As reported in earlier chapters different pieces of research work have addressed the 

problem related to planning manufacturing of rotational components and in particular the tech- 

nologically based evaluations. Works systems such as MICROPLAN [phiII85], DMAP [wong86], 

ROUND [houte86], XPLAN [altin88], KAPLAN [giusti89] and PART [houte89] among others 

provide a succession of interesting propositions and solutions to the research issues related to 

the subject. It is important however to highlight the work done at UMIST; TECHTURN [hindu86] 

which has brought a considerable contribution to the understanding and solution of the problem 

in particular in the areas related to tool selection [hindu86], [chen89], [marop90], work holding 

[hindu89], tool collision [chen88] and operation planning [hindu89]. 

The present chapter aims to illustrate the use of previously explored techniques and also 

present new ones related to planning of manufacturing of rotational components under a feature 

based model scheme. The main issue addressed is not the expansion or/and enhancement of 

the technological side of the problem, but instead, the exploration of the integration of geometric 

and technological factors supported by a common source of data as demonstrated in the 

experimental system (refer to chapter 15). The technologically based application packages 

addressed in this chapter form, with the geometric based packages discussed in the previous 

chapter, the kernel of the manufacturing planning activity explored in the present work which is 

therefore, fully integrated and interdependent. The cornerstone of this integration is the feature 

based component model structure as described in the previous chapters. 

= As the number of activities related to manufacturing planning are, complex and in great 

number, some have been selected to illustrate this case (i. e. stock size determination, machine 

tool identification, macro determination, work holding evaluation, tool and insert selection, 

machining parameters definition). Modular packages have been written in ADA [Ichbi831, [saib85] 

and their aim is to illustrate and perform reasoning activities in an integrated form. The packages, 

although limited in their development as tools to solve the technological problems associated 

with planning of manufacturing, can be expanded to incorporate more knowledge-based-rules, 

therefore being capable of performing more complex tasks. They also provide the basis for the 

technological evaluations associated with the different manufacturing_regions discussed in the 

previous chapter. 
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14.2 - Technological Based Processing Activities 

Distinct technologically based processes are performed during the manufacturing planning 

activity aiming to evaluate a component data model and, therefore, provide the necessary data 

for the NC code generation activity. Those processes although fully integrated, can be seen as 

individual processes and therefore analysed and developed as such. As mentioned a set of 

technological based processing activities is addressed in this research as a form of illustrating 

feature based reasoning process. 

The technologically based process is done in a pre-defined sequence as illustrated in the 

figure 14.1 and it is fully integrated with the geometric based process discussed in the previous 

chapter. Initially the machine tool is identified (refer section 14.4.1) the following step is the 

determination of an appropriate stock size (refer to section 14.4.2) tailed by the identification of 

an appropiate work-holding device (refer to section 14.4.3). This stage is based in the machining 

regions definition/recognition (refer to chapter 13) and the macro are defined (refer to section 

14.5.1). Finally tool and insert are selected (refer to sections 14.5.2 and 14.5.3) followed by the 

definition of the machining parameters such as depth of cut, feed and speed (refer to section 

14.5.4). It is always important to mention that those activities are fully integrated and inter-related 

between them and with the geometric based processing explored in last chapter. Although for a 

better distinction they are divided in process relate technological evaluations (refer to section 

14.4) and machining related evaluations (refer to section 14.5). 

Initially a view of the related knowledge representation structure which is necessary for the 

representation of knowledge/data other then the feature base is given followed by a discussion 

of the different technologically based application packages. 

14.3 - Associated Knowledge Representation Structures 

Although the feature/region/part knowledge representation structure offers a proper tool 

for component modelling, it is not suitable to represent tools, machine tools, etc. knowledge/data. 

Moreover, the scheme adopted to represent tools, machine tools, etc. should be fully compatible 

with the scheme introduced in chapters 8,10 and 11 and used to represent knowledge of modelled 

components. Therefore, in the present research the frame based knowledge representation 

structure has been chosen to represent the tools, machine tools etc. knowledge. The following 

sections are designed to give a view of those structures the related ADA programs can be found 

in [varva9l]. 
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14.3.1 - Machine Tool Knowledge Representation Structure 

Figure 14.2 presents the basic knowledge structure representing a machine tool 

regarding the current work. It is believed that this structure can be expanded or enhanced to 

incorporate further knowledge/information which, however, is not considered in the present 

experiment. The knowledge data structure is divided into four basic groups of information which 

gather related information i. e. descriptive information, dimensional information, operational 

information and production information. 

14.3.1.1 - Descriptive Information 

Similar to a part or feature each machine tool also has certain singular characteristics 

which allows a unique identification. 

a) Type, at this slot the machine_tool type-is stored. 

b) Identity, each machine must have a unique identification mark/code, which is stored 

here. 

c) Controller, the NC control should be defined once it is related to certain special NC 

code characteristics. 

d) Location, the physical location of the machine is often considered regarding certain 

planning decisions. 

14.3.1.2 - Dimensional Information 

The information regarding the work_space is of vital importance to allocate certain 

parts to a certain machine, avoiding the incompatibility between the machine (too big or too 

small) and the component. 

a) Maximum turning diameter, the maximum allowed for turning within the machine. 

b) Maximum turning length, the maximum length which can be machined in the same 

set-up. 

c) Distance between centres, defines the maximum dimension acceptable using centre 

points fixing procedures. 
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14.3.1.3 - Operational Information I 

An important distinction among machine tools is related to their operational char- 

acteristics and specifications. 

a) Number of tools, the knowledge of number of tools that can be fixed on the 

magazine(s) existent in the machine is important for a correct assessment during the planning 

phase. Zhang[zhang891 has presented an interesting discussion regarding tool management 

for lathes. 

b) Minimum dimension of the tool holder, the machine tool can bring constraints 

regarding the minimum diameter of the tool holder that can be correctly and precisely held 

in the magazine(s). 

C) Maximum dimension of the tool holder, the machine tool can bring constraints 

regarding the maximum diameter of the tool holder that can be correctly and precisely held 

in the magazine(s). 

d) Mechanical resolution, each machine tool is limited in respect to the accuracy and 

precision of the components which can be manufactured. This is mainly a machine tool 

design related factor. It is important to avoid machine tools which can not satisfy the 

manufacturing specifications related to the part/feature or are costly to achieve.,. -, 

e) Tolerance factor, the tolerance which can be achieved is a factor of a certain number 

of variables (tools, machine mechanical resolution, work holding, size of component, etc. ), 

however, at the present research this is not to be consider as part of the work. 

f) Bar feeding, the diameter maximum is represented at this slot. 

g) Chuck, the knowledge represented at this slot is discussed at section 14.3.3. 

14.3.1.4 - Production Information 

This is information related to the administration of the resources (time) related to the 

machine tool. In the present work two points are discussed: availability and reliability. 

a) Availability, a certain coeficient between 1 and 0 can be given to represent the load 

normally assigned to the machine tool. 

b) Reliability, a coeficient between 1 and 0 would represent the reliability of certain 

machine tool. 
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14.3.2 - Tool and Insert Knowledge Representation Structure 

In the present research only indexable tools are considered. They are composed of two 

parts: the throw-way insert that provides the cutting edges and the toolholder that holds the 

insert. Appendix B brings an overview of the ISO classification norms regarding inserts and 

toolholders which was used as basis for the frame definition. 

Figure 14.3 presents the basic structure of the knowledge related to the tools as it is 

represented in the current work. It is believed that this structure can be expanded or enhanced 

to incorporate further knowledge, which is not being considered at the current stage. 

14.3.2.1 - Descriptive Information 

A tool is defined as being a certain defined insert associated with certain defined 

toolholder, associated with them there is a group of information. 

a) Insert type, the ISO standard presented in appendix B has been used to identify 

the insert, once'the relevant geometric information concerned is, uniquely represented by 

the code system (first 4 digits). 

b) Holdertype, the ISO standard presented in the appendix B has been used to identify 

the insert, once the relevant geometric information concerned is uniquely represented by 

the code (uses the 5 first geometric code). 

c) Identity, allows the identification of a defined combination of tool-holder and insert. 

14.3.2.2 - Dimensional Information 

The ISO code presented in appendix B uses the first group of digits to represent the 

geometry regarding the toolholder and the second group represents the dimensions and 

other characteristics such as the existence of chipbreaker and manufacturers special 

characteristics. However, further information is necessary and it is represented as: 

a) insert radius, in the case of a drill the diameter is represented at this slot. 

b) Insert edge length, represents the length of the cutting edge. 

c) Insert material, the ISO based code for the insert material is stored at this level. 

d) tool holder length, refers to the length of the tool which is used as data for the NC 

code generation. 
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e) tool holder width, brings up the value of the distance from the centre line and is also 

used by the NC code generation modulo. 

f) tool free length, represents the free space that the tool can "enter" the part (recess, 

internal operations). 

g) tool free width, represents the width of the tool. 

h) tool holder diameter, refers to the fixing of the tool into the machine tool. 

i) tool magazine position, refers to the position of the tool into the machine tool 

magazine. 

14.3.2.3 - Production Information 

This information is related to the management of the tooling system, availability, 

reliability and in particular the location in the magazine. 

14.3.3 - Chuck Data Representation 

As mentioned in section 14.2.1.3 the work holding information related to the machine 

tool chuck. It would be possible to expand the possibilities to handle more then one chuck for 

each machine tool. However, this is not being considered at the moment. Figure 14.4 presents 

a overview of the knowledge structure. 

a) Identity, stores the identification of the chuck. 

b) Model, represents the model type (hard, soft). 

c) Maximum external diameter, maximum diameter allowed to be fixed effectively. 

d) Minimum external diameter, minimum diameter allowed to be fixed effectively. 

e) Maximum internal diameter, maximum internal diameter which can be used for holding 

the component. 

f) Minimum internal diameter, minimum internal diameter which can be used for holding 

internally a component. 

g) Bar feed diameter (maximum), the maximum diameter of the bar which can be fed. 
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14.3.4 - Machining Data Representation 

The technological machining parameters which are used during the machining of a certain 

manufacturing region are stored at the technological data information at region level and they 

have the following data represented: 

a) Speed, stores the speed at two different levels for finishing and roughing. 

b) Feed, stores the feed for finishing and roughing operations. 

c) Depth, stores the depth of cut during finishing and roughing operations. 

d) Finishing allowance, stores the allowance in "x" and "z" axis for the finishing operation. 

e) Retract allowance, allowance in the "x" and "z" axis recommended for safe rapid 

movements of the tool. 

14.4 - Process Related Technological Evaluation 

Machine tool identification, stock size definition and work holding device definition are 

activities within the technological evaluatiuon structure which can be grouped together and endure 

at the beginning of the planning process as they are more "process related activities" although 

they can be easily re-evaluated. At the present research a superficial evaluation is performed 

related to those distinct activities with the intend to illustrate the potential integration of those 

activities within the research context. 

14.4.1 - Machine Tool Identification 

Although the current work is limited to components which are already assigned to be 

manufactured in an NC lathe, there are still certain constraints which must be considered which 

will define in which specific lathe the component is to be machined. A package has been written 

which incorporates a set of production rules divided into three basic modules (fig. 14.5) (i. e. 

dimensional evaluation, technological evaluation, production evaluation) defined as based in 

a set of machine criteria. 

14.4.1.1 - Dimensional Evaluation 

The present module of production rules aims initially to evaluate the dimensional 

capabilities of the machine tool versus the dimensions of the part/region to be machined. At 

this level only geometric constraints are considered. 
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The module is based on rules such as: 

If part length > machine length and partdiameter 

machine max diameter then false 

If hold between points = true and part length > 

machine distance between-points then false. 

The module can be applied in a family context (refer to chapter 15) or be "called" by 

the user when he/she judges appropriate. Figure 14.6. a brings an overview of the basic 

structure of the module. 

14.4.1.2 - Technological Evaluations 

Dimension, is not the only consideration to be taken into account when evaluating the 

use of a certain machine tool. It is important to appraise its adequacy regarding tolerances 

and surface finish, which must be achieved and also if the machine is capable of certain 

type of work-holding methods. Therefore, a set of production rules can be designed to 

evaluate given machine tool constraints against component manufacturing requirements. 

If part tolerance < machine tolerance factor then false 

Tipart work holdingrequirements _/machine work holding capabilities then false 

For example, also, it is possible to mention that constraints on the use of a machine 

tool can be imposed by the size or number of tools allowed in the magazine. 

if magazine capacity < part number of tools then false. 

The figure 14.6. b brings an overview of the basic structure of the module. 

14.4.1.3 - Machine Availability 

Although a machine tool fulfils the technological and dimensional requirements 

regarding the manufacture of certain components it can be unavailable or over-loaded. 

Therefore there is the need to assess these possibilities at earlier stages to try to avoid the 

utilization of certain machine tools which are considered "bottle necks". 

If machine tool reliability = low then false 

If machine tool availability = null then false 
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Other considerations not addressed in the present research, but fully supported by 

the knowledge/data representations scheme, would be considerations/evaluations related 

to economic constraints such as cost of tools, cost of machine time etc. 

14.4.1.4 - General Remarks 

The sample_rules presented above although not describing all the rules incorporated 

or allowed to be incorporated into the package, provide a basis for its understanding. They 

provide an efficient basis for evaluation of the features/part knowledge representation and 

the level of reasoning achievable depends upon the level and coverage of the production- 

rules. 

Considering that, and the availability of data at different levels of the design/manu- 

facturing activities, it is possible at early stages to assess certain decisions regarding their 

impact to machine tool selection. For example, as a component is being designed and the 

basic shape is being established, an evaluation can be made intending to evaluate limitations 

on the use of machine tools by dimensions or even tolerance/surface finish. 

14.4.2 - Stock Size Determination 

A library of standard bar diameters for different materials has been built allowing an 

automatic determination of the most suitable diameter of the stock. A set of production rules 

evaluate the maximum diameter of a component which has been modelled and then selects 

from the existent bar diameters the most appropiate one allowing a certain material removal 

area. The length of the stock is also defined considering the way in which it is to be held in the 

machine. 

If component diameter =X then stock diameter =Y where 

Y>= X+ (manufacturing allowance) 

If component length =L then stock_length = LL where 

LL =L+ (work holding_method stock allowance) 

The stock material dimensions data used in the experiments, which illustrate the present 

work (refer to chapter 16) are present in appendix A. 
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14.4.3 - Work-Holding Device Identification 

Although the method of work-holding is defined as explained in section 13.6.1 there is 

still the necessity to define the specific equipment to be used i. e. diameter of the chuck and 

its characteristcs, four or three jaws and soft or hard. Therefore, a set of productions rules 

based on these criteria are needed and the basic structure of the package is represented at 

figure 14.7. 

If region-surface-finish >= XX then chuck type = soft 

If region diameter >= XX then chuck diameter = YY 

if stock material shape >= asymmetric then chuck Jaw number 3 four. 

14.5 - Machining Related Technological Processing 

An important step within the planning activity is to regarded the macro definition, tool 

selection, insert selection and machining parameters definition activities and they are adressed 

at this section. 

14.5.1 - Macro Determination 

An important decision which has to be made during the planning of manufacturing is 

regard to the kind of operations which are to be used when manufacturing a region i. e. facing 

or turning and with finish operation or without finish operation. The decision can be based in 

a set of different constraints and the following ones have been chosen in this research project: 

If region surface finish >= XX then macro finish = with finish operation 

If region length/region diameter >= XX then macro operation - turning 

14.5.2 - Tool Selection 

The selection of the tools tobe used for the machining of rotational components (turning, 

facing, etc) are a relevant task related to the process/operation planning activity. Considering 

the characteristics of the manufacturing process of rotational components in a lathe (fig. 13.3), 

two main factors influence the decision regarding the tool selection. 

a) the geometric constraints where the geometry of the tool is directly related to the 

geometry of the component. 
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b) the technological constraints which are related to the material of the part, surface 

finish, speed/feed, etc. 

Appendix B presents an overview of the basic constraints regarding the selection of tools. 

The examples presented are knowledge and information provided by the tool manufacturers 

in particular Sandvik [sandv86], Seco [seco86], Steliram [steI186] and it is possible to distinguish 

the different considerations regarding the geometric and technological factors (fig. 14.8). 

In the present section experimental software related to selection of turning tools is 

presented aiming to show the integration of this activity with other design/manufacturing 

activities particularly related to the geometric constraints imposed on the tool selection although 

technological constraints are also discussed (refer to section 14.8). It is not proposed in this 

experiment to achieve the complexity of analyses achieved in works such as [hindu85], 

[houte86], [chen88], [chen89], [marop90] although the present set of rules can be expan- 

ded/enhanced to sustain the same or an even higher level of the reasoning process. 

14.5.2.1 - Geometry Evaluation 

As presented in appendix B the geometry of the tool and the geometry of the component 

have a direct relationship, although considerations regarding the dimensions must be taken 

into account. 

Appendix F presents the different modules which form the packages, however an 

overview of the rules structure is presented below, however, the full ADA structures are 

presented in [varva9l]. 

The first module is concerned with the geometry alone. The basic production rules 

are similar to the one below resulting in the possibility of a complete evaluation of the 

alternative tools for each feature. 

If feature type = XXXX then tool type = YYYYtrue. 

Therefore it is possible to verify if the features which form a specific region can be 

manufactured with a certain tool. If a unique tool is not found it is possible to search for the 

most popular tool allowing that the necessary modifications can be executed. 

Another module regards the dimensional evaluation of the problem, where once the 

geometry is defined dimensional parameters are evaluated. 

If region length > tool width then true 
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if region depth > tool length then false 

The selection of the an appropriate tool is done by the search in a given library of tools 

for which tool or tools can be used to machine a region. The library is defined by the user 

considering which set of tools are to be used. At the present research two different set of 

tools are considered (appendix A) and they are related to the machine tool which is used. 

14.5.3 - Insert Selection 

After the identification of a suitable tool to be used in the machining of a manufacturing 

region the next step is related to the selection of the insert which is to be used. Several 

constraints can be used when defining the insert type, in the present research work the material 

of the component, depth of cut, feed have been the key factors when selecting the appropiate 

insert. The main aim was to maximize the removal of material by the maximum depth of cut 

for a given cutting edge. 

As presented in appendix B, the tool manufacturers provide extensive information 

regarding the technological characteristics (speeds, feeds, applicability, etc. ) for the different 

model of tools. This knowledge has been partially translated into production-rules which are 

part of the current package. The basic data/knowledge used to build the production rules are 

represented in appendix B. 

If tool type = XXX then insert type = YYYY or insert_type = 7777 

U part material = XXX and ZZZ > depth cut >= YYY and feed >= VVV 

then insert type= SSSS, 

If region surface finish = XXX and feed >= ZZZ 

then insert radius >= YYY 

Although the present package does not address all the problems concerning the tool & 

insert selection task it brings an overview of the problem and demonstrates the potential of the 

present approach. The use of features in a product model results in integration which makes 

possible, at early stages of design, assessment of the influence of certain decisions over the 

manufacturing resources. 

14.5.4 - Machining Parameters Definition 

Aiming to illustrate the potential of the feature based data model scheme a set of pro- 

ductions rules designed to define the speed, feed and depth of cut were designed and 
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implemented. The data used as the basis for the machining evaluations have been extracted 

from tool manufacturers and text books, the full set of rules is found in [varva9lj. The figure 

14.9 presents the basic steps involved in the definition of the machining parameters. 

After the definition of the tool-holder and the insert (material, type, size) the depth of cut 

is the first variable to be fixed and it is a direct function of the insert. However, the machine 

tool and the material of the component are also taken into consideration, thereby allowing a 

more close aproximation of a acceptable value. 

depth cut = f(insert cutting_edge, machine tool, material) 

the objective is to maximize the depth of cut [sandv85], [ferra75] refer to see A. 2 . 

Once the depth of cut is defined the next step is the definition of the feed which is a direct 

function of the radius, and surface finish i. e. 

feed rate= ((insert radius, surface finish). 

Lastly is the definition of the speed of cut (fig. 14.10) and this is the function of tool, insert, 

machine tool, material, depth and feed i. e. 

speed = f(tool, insert, machine tooljower, material, feed, depth). 

To avoid values which would be out of a real value, it has been decided to keep the value 

of the speed among two basic parameters: 

i) do not exceed maximum power available at the machine tool; given by 

V=P"µ"6O. 1000/a" s- k. (m/min)where, 

µ= machine tool efficiency; 

P= power machine tool (kw) 

a= depth of cut (mm) 

s= feed (mm/r) 

k, = specific cutting force (N/mm2) (corrected) [sandv85]. 

ii) do not have a tool life of less then 60 min determined by the Kronenberg formula 

[Ferra75] : 

V =(C, x(G+5)1)+(p/x(T+60p 

where: 

V= cutting speed (m/min); 
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Co, g, f, y- experimental parameters; 

T= tool life; 

G= a/s (depth of cut / feed rate); 

p=s. a. 

Although a minimum speed has been defined for each type of material i. e. 

H speed <- XXX and component material = YYY 

then machiningconditions are not appropriate -> define new machining conditions. 

14.6 - Concluding Remarks 

The concepts and ideas introduced in this chapter offer a clear view of the quality and 

collection of technologically orientated process reasoning packages which can be designed to 

evaluate and process directly the component knowledge/data represented by the feature based 

data model. 

The technologically based application packages offer the basis for the evaluation of the 

different manufacturing regions when aiming their definition and/or their evaluation during the 

manufacturing planning activity. The different packages can be enhanced/expanded thereby 

incorporating production rules which are designed to evaluate with more detail existent con- 

straints/parameters or to address new ones. 

The next chapter is designed to present a manufacturing planning experimental system 

which is based on the integration of the application packages introduced in this chapter and 

chapter 13. 

Further details about the developed software which has been discussed in this chapter is 

presented in the appendices and the full set of production rules and procedures is presented in 

[varva9l]. 
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15 - The Experimental System 

15.1 - Introduction 

This chapter describes an experimental system designed to test the ideas discussed in the 

previous chapters when NC code generation and manufacturing planning activities are con- 

sidered. The planning activity is divided in two basic levels i. e. component level (refer to section 
15.3) and region level (refer to section 15.4), beside there are three distinct strategies which may 

be adopted for planning, specially at component level i. e. user based, user-rule based and 

4 
family-rule based. Given a component model (component modelled using the features (refer to 

chapter 8,10 and appendix C) the end result is an NC machining code for the machining of the 

component in a lathe. 

The input of the data i. e. component modelling, data entry can be performed by different 

forms (fig. 15.1) and a front-end user interface has been designed and it is discussed in appendix 

D. As mentioned before the two other options were not fully implemented. The NC code is 

generated automatically in the case of the family-rule orientated strategy however the component 

must be a "member" of the "existent" families. In the case of the component not belonging to a 

pre-defined family an interaction between the user and the system is possible where the user 

guides the different reasoning process performed by the different application packages. Lastly, 

the user can enter all the appropriate information/data i. e. regions, machining parameters, etc 

and only the package which generates the NC program is activated (fig. 15.2). 

15.2 - Overall Planning Strategy 

The operation planning is the basis of most manufacturing planning systems as its basic 

function is to provide a sequence of manufacturing instructions (operation sequence, tools, 

machining parameters, etc). This is basic information which allows convertion of raw material 

(pre-defined form) into a selected designed component/product model (different specified form). 

The basic principle adopted in the operation planning activity as performed in this experi- 

ment is to address the planning at two different levels i. e. component level (set-up_region, location 

(refer to sections 13.6 and 13.7)) and machining region (refer to section 13.8) which are fully 

integrated and inter-related. The possibility of integration and direct relation between the two 
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levels is the immediate result of the feature based model which is able to represent efficiently a 

wide set of knowledge and data. The capability to address the problem at different level improves 

the ability to solve it. 

Within the experimental system independent of the strategy adopted it is possible to define 

a basic path for the planning activity which is performed at two different levels (fig. 15.3) : 

i) Initially the component is divided into manufacturing regions which represent the way in 

which the component is to be manufactured (higher level planning) i. e. set-up, work-holding 

method, machine tool, tool access considerations, etc. (the process related technological 

evaluation is done normally at this stage). This reasoning is directly related to the concepts 

associated to set-up _regions and location. 

Illustrating the point the component represented in fig. 15.4_a is to be machined from a 

given stock bar fig. 15.4_b. Initially the component can be divided (automatically or not - refer 

to further sections) in a set of set-up regions R1, R2 (fig. 15.4, 
_c) and subsequently is divided 

into location related regions i. e. R2. a (external) and R2. b (internal). A direct result of such a 
division is the ability to define a higher level manufacturing related plan, for example: 

machine region Ri (chuck as work-holding), 

turn the component, 

machine region R2 (chuck method work-holding). 

However the information processed at this level are not enough and a further reasoning 

activity is needed, therefore defining how the machining of the different regions is accomplished. 

ii) As an higher level (component level) operation planning is drawn it is necessary to 

evaluate the different manufacturing regions and identify an "inner" manufacturing region oper- 

ation planning i. e. the lower level (region level). 

The basis of such a lower level planning activity the recognition/identification of machining 

regions (fig. 15.5) (refer to section 13.8) and the definition of the machining operations which 

must be performed to generate the required surface/geometry. The definition of the machining 

operations is associated to the macro definition and take in account tools, surface-finish tolerance, 

etc. (referto section 14.5 and 15.4.4). Figure 15.6 shows the possible machining operations which 

are needed i. e. B- rough operation of the outer stepped_�profile; C- rough operation of the 

external recess; A- rough operation of an inner stepped_profile; E- final operation of an external 
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profile; D- finishing operation of an internal profile and F- machining of a thread. Based on rules 

and procedures to be discussed in section 15.4 the final machining sequence is A -> B -> C-> 

D->E->F. 

Although it was possible in the present experimental system and the application packages 

to embody a considerable knowledge/information into production rules, which, allow an automatic 

operation planning definition at region level; it was not possible to achieve the same degree of 

rule based reasoning process at component level because the number of constraints and 

parameters dealt were bigger. Therefore three basic strategies were adopted at the experimental 

system to deal with the component level planning: 

i) Userbased, the user has the opportunity to interact with the experimental software through 

the user interface and divide the component into regions and also specify the sequence of 

machining and manufacturing parameters. The parameters/data are then feed to the NC code 

generation module (refer to section 15.3.2). 

ii) Rule"userbased, the user models the component and defines the manufacturing regions 

Le. set-up regions defining the higher level planning.. Afterwards the machining regions are 

automatically recognized and in the cases that operation sequences are not the most appropriate 

the user defines new ones. This approach is the form of "teaching" the system to "cope" with 

alternative situations. Normally new families are created or the old one enhanced to incorporate 

the new situation (refer to section 15.3.3). 

iii) Rule-family based, where a pre-defined family related planning structure orientates the 

manufacturing region determination i. e. set-up region. The other information is extracted directly 

from the model and processed by the different application packages in an order and sequence 

defined by the family planning structure. (refer to section 15.3.4) 

15.3 - Operation Planning - Component Level 

As discussed earlier in the present research work the planning of the manufacturing activity 

is addressed at two different levels which are fully integrated and inter-related. The first level i. e. 

component level is discussed at this section and the three basic strategies which can be used 

are presented. The lower level (region level) is discussed in the next section. 
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15.3.1 - User Orientated Strategy 

This is the simple form of using the experimental system among the three different 

strategies and relies totally on the user for the provision of the necessary information/data 

within a feature based component model structure (fig. 15.7). 

Once the proper data are represented within the component model the NC code gen- 

eration activity can be executed automatically. This approach offers a reasonable tool for NC 

code generation due to the fact that the user does not have to execute any geometric 

calculations or programming organization (tools, machining parameters, tool path definition, 

etc. ) this is done automatically by extracting the necessary information from the component 

data model. 

15.3.2 - Rule-User Orientated Strategy 

The knowledge represented in a component model based on the features as basic 

modelling elements allows a considerable amount of processing activities to be performed 

once the relevant production rules and procedures exist i. e. the constraints andprocessing 

knowledge have been represented in software. It was not the intention of this work to develop 

a fully automatic manufacturing planning experiment, but otherwise to demonstrate the potential 

of the features knowledge representation structure and also emphasise the advantage of the 

GT philosophy. However, a series of reason activities embodied on the different application 

packages can be applied to the product model data, once certain knowledge/data are repre- 

sented within the data model, and an alternative form of obtaining this data/knowledge is by a 

direct interaction between the user and the system. Human interference, therefore, is needed 

to establish the basic sequence of manufacturing activities i. e. the higher level planning in the 

case of the components which do not belong to a pre-defined family (refer to section 15.3.3). 

The subsequent planning (lower level/region level) can be done automatically although the 

user can interfere at any moment in the process to evaluate/alter results (fig. 15.8). 

The necessary data/knowledge of a component model as it must be before it is entered 

to the NC code generation package is shown in section C. 1.4. 

15.3.2.1 - Strategy Basic Structure 

In contrast to the rule-family strategy (refer to section 15.3.3) at this situation the user 

.. 
here must define the sequence of processing activities and additionally identify the 
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manufacturing regions (set-up regions) although in certain cases they can be identified 

automatically. The interactive sequence is graphically represented at figure 15.9 . The user 

defines which packages are to be used and in which sequence, for the intended reason 

activity to be carried out and at any stage he/she can alter the data (component/feature 

related) or introduce the necessary data when they can not be extracted from /generated 

based upon existent knowledge. The knowledge represented at feature level is the basis 

for the processing activity and if the results are not adequate modifications are necessary 

(tools, machine tools, set-up, manufacturing regions, features parameters, etc). 

The packages described in chapters 13 and 14 used for the processing of knowledge 

during the planning activity do not evaluate the sequence of the machining of the different 

set-up regions therefore the user must define then. However, the reasoning process 

associated with the lower level planning is based, as in the following precedence of events, 

(refer to section 15.4) which are the same as the ones used for the definition of the families 

planning structure: 

a) If an inner region exists drill the maximum diameter allowed; 

b) Rough the outer stepped region first; 

c) Rough all the outer recess regions; 

d) Rough the inner stepped regions; 

e) Rough all the inner recess; 

f) Finish the outer stepped region; 

g) Finish the outer recess; 

h) Finish the inner stepped region; 

Q Finish the inner recess. 

Those events are sequenced taking into consideration the tools used and the all 

regions which occur in one set-up. All the operations to be done with a tool are grouped if 

possible, avoiding unnecessary change of tools. 

The definition of manufacturing regions, tool selection, work holding, etc. are an high 

inter-related activity therefore, the change of one parameter has a consequent effect in other 

parameters resulting in a higher inter-related activity. 
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15.3.2.2 - General Remarks 

The possibility of using the different packages described in chapters 13 and 14 to 

evaluate a component modelled using the features is of extreme value. However, there is 

the necessity of the an interactive activity to define the higher level manufacturing planning 

and sequencing of the reason activities. Although valuable for the precise and concise 

evaluation of results it would be desirable to have a rule_based any_component_planning 

however this is not an easy task and would bring to reality the so expected generati- 

veplanning system. The basis for such system can be found in the next section through 

the rule-family planning strategy. 

15.3.3 - Rule-Family Orientated Strategy 

As discussed in chapter 2 group technology philosophy has much to offer to the inte- 

gration and automatization of the design/manufacturing activity through their basic principle of 

grouping similar/related events or characteristics. Based upon this principle a series of 

manufacturing families are defined and associated to them a knowledge structure is established 

regarding the definition of'components members of those families. A knowledge structure is 

also established regarding their manufacturing planning, in the present experiment particularly 

the higher level planning (fig. 15.10). 

As a result of the feature/region knowledge structure the amount of information needed 

to be defined in relation to the families is less than would be expected and it is necessary to 

represent basically the higher level planning knowledge i. e. the methodology and knowledge 

necessary to define and organize the different set-up regions. Therefore, the family structure 

is more flexible and a greater number of components can be incorporated into the family. The 

knowledge/data which is not provided by the loose family structure is extracted by a reason 

based activity performed by the different packages within the data available at different levels 

(feature, region, part)) at the lower level planning (region level). 

15.3.3.1 - Family Knowledge Representation Structure 

Similar to the other situations (part, region, machine tool etc. ) would be the need to 

represent in a feature compatible form the knowledge related to the family and the basic 

knowledge structure used to represent the family related information illustrated in figure 

15.11. 
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a) Identity, each family must have a unique identification. 

b) Family Structure File, relates to the structure which is used for family related 

componets processing either at design or manufacture stage. 

c) Region Determination File, relates to the different regions which are used within 

the family structures. 

d) General information, in this file general information regarding the use of the related 

family software is stored. The parts which belong/form the family are also kept. 

15.3.3.2 - Definition of the Family 

The criteria used to group the components into families is related to the number of 

necessary set-up during the machining of the component and the higher level machining 

logic. Figure 15.12 presents the basic graphical representation of the part-envelopes which 

identify the two basic families defined in the scope of this research. 

a) Family_ 1(fig. 15.12 a/b) represents the components which can be machined in one 

set-up disregarding the presence or not of outer recess or inner regions. The inner regions 

can be accessed from one side and the outer-stepped-profiles can be considered as 

recesses. 

b) Family_2 (fig. 15.12 c/d) represents the components which can not be machined 

in one set-up mainly due to factors related to tooling access regarding the internal regions. 

Each defined family has a set of structured packages which are the tools needed by 

the user to define a component. The definition of the component can be family orientated 

or non family orientated. Where in the first case the user has already knowledge of the 

component "background". Alternatively the family can be recognized by evaluation of the 

component model. 

15.3.3.3 - Family Component Modelling 

The modelling of a component when it can be classified in a existent family can follow 

two distinct routes : 

i) family recognition, alternatively the user defines the component without any con- 

sideration regarding set-up regions or family based structures (fig. 15.13). Afterwards the 
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component is evaluated and classified to a certain family (refer to section 15.3.3.4) . This 

component modelling structure is used in the other two strategies (rule-user and user 

orientated) and the model is then expanded by the addition of other data/knowledge). 

ii) family orientated component modelling, the userfollows a pre-defined family related 

component modelling structure, thus entering the features which would form the component 

already grouped in set-up regions (fig. 15.14). Therefore, it is necessary to create an editor 

for each one of the families, which is a simple task to be performed, once the planning 

structure of the family is defined, by structuring the region deflnitionprocedure [varva9l]. 

15.3.3.4 - Family Recognition 

Once a component has been defined using features as basic modelling elements 

several different reasoning processes can be performed based on the data/knowledge 

embodied on the data model. -An important evaluation is related to family recognition i. e. 

verification of the possibility to classify the modelled component in one of the existent families, 

by which the component inherits all the manufacturing planning knowledge associated with 

the family. 

A basic geometric evaluator has been designed (fig. 15.15) [varva9l] to classify the 

component into one of the two existent families which illustrate the present experimental 

system. The basic criteria used to classify the components in one of the existent families 

is limited to the evaluation of certain basic criteria: existence of opposite_innerý_profile; 

length/diameter ratio, tooling access considering internal profile. Once the family is identified 

the component is divided automatically in regions i. e. set-up regions and machining regions. 

15.3.3.5 - Family Based Manufacturing Planning 

Each family has associated with it definition/knowledge of a higher level manufacturing 

plan i. e. a set-up region definition logic (refer to section 13.5) and sequenciation. 

The family_l is characterized by the existence of only one set-up region, this fact 

indicates the non-existence of a higher level planning activity. Thus there is onlythe necessity 

of the lower level planning activity (refer to section 15.4) (fig. 15.16). 

The family-2 is characterized by the existence of 2 set-up regions this, therefore, 

brings the need for an higher level planning activity i. e. divide the component into set-up 

regions by automatically recognizing them (evaluate internal/external profile); work-holding 
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surface determination, etc. (fig. 15.17). Once the set-up regions have been identified it is 

possible to considerfamily_2 = 2(family_1) in particular due to the modular approach adopted 

in the development of the experimental software. There is a procedure which executes a 

"mirroring" of the set-up 2 region allowing it evaluation. 

15.3.4 - General Remarks 

The use of the family related structures to define and evaluate a component speeds the 

reasoning process during the manufacturing planning activities. Furthermore, it allows a direct 

interaction between decisions taken at different levels (design <-> manufacturing) due to the 

fact that it allows the development of modular procedures/packages specific to each family. 

Therefore problems can be avoided at early stages as well as the repetition of correct 

procedures/activities/decisions is assured. 

The knowledge basis associated to each family can be enhanced/expanded to incor- 

porate different situations and conditions, new families can be also created, existent ones 

united, relatively simply once the different packages have a precise definition and are designed 

in a modular form. 

The division of the planning process into two levels and the ability of the features to carry 

a well defined set of knowledge/data brings a great flexibility in the family definition thus a few 

number of families may represent a greater number of parts. 

15.4 - Operation Sequence Determination at Region Level 

Although the basic sequence of machining the manufacturing regions is defined, at higher 

level, by the family structure or by the userwhen in the case of rule-user/user orientated strategies, 

there is still the need to define the sequence of operations at machining_region level. At the 

present experiment, the planning at lower level, i. e. region level, is done automatically based on 

the knowledge represented at region and feature level. 

The automatic definition of the operation sequence at region level is the result of a series 

of processing activities supported by a rule_based system (refer to chapter 13 and 14). The 

production rules represent a common ground knowledge between technicians at the machine 

tool lab. of the department, knowledge extracted from the related literature, and the author's 

previous experience. The production rules are structured in such way that they can deal with the 

occurrence of different events (features combinations). 
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The fact that a machining region is a random combination of the features results in a finite 

(but great) number of combinations which can not be effectively predicted. Therefore the operation 

sequence determination must be defined based on the feature and region knowledge which is 

processed through the relevant application packages. The success of this approach has enable 

a greater flexibility in the definition of the families and also in the generation of automatic operation 

sequences. -- 

15.4.1 - Planning Process Overview 

Once the necessary knowledge is available, in contrast to what occurred at component 

level i. e. higher level planning (sequencing the machining of the set-up type manufacturing 

regions), at manufacturing region level i. e. lower level planning the whole planning activity can 

be performed based on the knowledge available at feature/region level by a set of application 

packages (referto chapter 13 and 14) following a pre-defined structure (fig. 15.18) of reasoning 

process activities as described bellow. 

Initially the set-up regions are evaluated to check if the relevant data/knowledge are 

represented and if there is not a contradiction of information between the different regions. 

Next the machining regions are identified in the different region set-up. A series of reason 

based processes using different applications packages is performed aiming to define the tools, 

machining parameters, etc. relevant to each of the machining regions. In parallel, the 

identification of the different machining operations necessary to generate the region geometry 

is performed, based on the surface-finish, tolerances, size of the region, which is followed by 

the sequencing of the operations at the same set-up region conforming with certain criteria 

which are discussed bellow. 

15.4.2 - Pre-Processing Tasks 

Once the machining region is recognizedrdentified the knowledge related to the features 

and to the region itself is verified to avoid contradictions or insufficient knowledge which would 

result in a failure of-, the reasoning process as. a result of insufficient or contradictory 

data/knowledge (fig. 15.19). 

The region data/knowledge is verified in relation to: 

a) Geometry, aiming to verify inconsistency in the geometric definition of the component; 
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b) Tools, searching any incompatibility between tools assigned to features and para- 

meters defined at region level. 

c) Surface finish, assessing the capability of the pre-defined conditions (tools, machine 

tools, technological parameters) to generate a desired surface finish. 

d) Tolerance, inspecting the achievement of the defined tolerance in particular to features 

which do not belong to the same region. This could be avoided/warned against when defining 

the set-up regions. 

15.4.3 - Processing of Complex Features 

It is unlikely that a complex feature (referto section 8.5) can be machined with the same 

tools as the other features. Therefore, it has been decided to create a reasoning process routine 

which identifies the complex features and creates a dummy feature over them (fig. 15.20). 

This dummy feature is considered during the standard planning operation as being the real 

feature. When the finishing operations have been completed the complex features are pro- 

cessed in a sequence from the extreme of the component to the chuck and in a type precedence 

defined by thread, knurl, groove, etc.. However, there is the possibility to incorporate more 

rules to evaluate different situations or characteristics which would result in a different sequence 

of events. It is the author's belief that the same basic idea may be applied in the case of 

occurrence of non-rotational features which would be machined after the machining of a related 

rotational feature . 

15.4.4 - Machining Operation Determination 

The machining operation determination is directly related to the type of surface finish 

and ratio D/L of the region. Taking into consideration the characteristics of the NC machine 

tools it has been decided always to leave an allowance for a final profile type operation. The 

machining parameters and the tool used for this final operation are a direct function of the 

desired surface finish in each feature. The rough operation is defined following the consider- 

ations discussed at section 14.5 i. e. may be facing or turning regarding the geometry of the 

region. 

Certain surface finish conditions cannot be obtained by the normal rough operations, 

therefore it is always advisable to leave a final allowance to be removed by a more precise 

operation, which could go through the profile of the region (fig. 15.21_a) or can be localized 

(fig. 15.21-b). Therefore, the final operations can be divided into two groups a rough finishing 
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and a finishing operation. This is achieved by the variation of the feed and speed when 

machining the features which need a better surface finish. In the'case illustrated in figure 

15.21_a the machining parameters are the same for the whole profile, however, in the case 

illustrated at figure 15.21_b the machining parameters vary as a result of the different feature 

surface-finish requirements. 

Alternatively a similar strategy as used for the complex features may be applied where 

a dummy feature is considered over the feature which is machined afterwards using the 

appropriate tool and the appropriate machining conditions for example grinding. 

15.4.5 - Tool & Insert Selection 

Once the different machining regions have being defined it is possible to select the tool 

& insert which can be used to machine the region. The tool selection is taken considering 
basically geometric considerations in particular tooling access. The insert is selected based in 

considerations illustrated in appendix B which are basic manufacturers recommendation (refer 

to section 14.7). The selection of tool and insert is done automatically once using the relevant 

application package which has build within a set of production rules which represent certain 

aspects related to tool/insert selection as illustrated in appendix B. 

15.4.6 - Machining Parameters Determination 

There is the necessity to determine the machining parameters such as speed, feed, 

depth of cut, use of coolant, etc. in the'case of each operation within the different machining 

regions. Those machining parameters are defined based in the concepts and limitations dis- 

cussed at section 14.8. The information are presented within the machining code and can be 

changed by the user within if not adequate. 

15.4.7 - Operation Sequence Determination 

Once the knowledge has been evaluated and the parameters defined the next activity 

is regarding the sequencing of operation and the definition of the tool path. 

15.4.7.1 - Precedence of Operations 

Based on the knowledge available at feature level a precedence among the operations 

is decided in the following basic sequence: 
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- Execute rough operations; 

- Finish all the operations which have the same tool; 

- Do finishing operations; 

- Perform complex features machining. 

15.4.7.2 - Tool Path Generation 

The ultimate decision is regarding the definition of the tool path in the machined area 

and it is a geometric evaluation of the machined area. The raw material is taken as external 

boundaries and final contour of features as internal boundaries. In the case of turning or 

facing operations the area between the boundaries is divided into slices or in a series of 

path contours similar to profiling operations. This must be done for each operation. 

15.4.8 - General Remarks 

The reasoning process performed at region level, illustrates the high degree of auto- 

mation within the manufacturing planning activity which can be achieved when using the 

features to model a component. The limitations found are regarding the implementation of 

production rules and data base. The feature knowledge data structure has proved to be capable 

of providing the adequate support for the knowledge and data representation and it is the 

author's belief that it can be further expanded thereby incorporating further knowledge and 

data. 

15.5 - Concluding Remarks 

The rule_based packages used to process the feature/region knowledge, and which form 

the basis of the experimental system, can be expanded to incorporate further decision making 

activities and there is the possibility to allocate certain priority values (0- 1) which would be a 

basis for a more complex reason system. 

The present division of knowledge evaluation makes possible a constant and efficient 

upgrade also making an excellent basis for an automatic and integrated system. Due to the 

modularity approach adopted and the common knowledge based representation it is possible to 

process the different activities at different levels of accuracy resulting in a form of quick evaluation 

of certain variables. The number of families or the knowledge associated to the existent ones 

can be expanded to incorporate a greater number of components. 
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Although a certain attention has been given to the user interface (refer to appendix D) a 

lot has yet to be done in particular exploring better graphic tools for the data entering and even 

the development of a better form of knowledge/data input to the different application packages 

making the "learning process" more easy. 

E 
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16 - Test Cases 

16.1 - Introduction 

This chapter brings an overview of the utilization of the experimental system through a set 

of test case components, thus, allowing a better understanding of the knowledge based packages 

developed during the present research work for the processing of the feature, region, part 

data/knowledge and also illustrating the application of the different ideas and concepts discussed 

in the present thesis. 

The two initial sections present the scope of the present experiments and the strate- 

gy/structure adopted. The following sections summarize each of the test cases and the relevant 

results are presented in appendix C. The last section brings a discussion and comments regarding 

the results and the execution of the experiments. 

16.2 - Scope of the Test Cases 

It is an aim of the present experiments to demonstrate, with a set of different test cases, 

an application related to the ideas and concepts introduced and/or discussed in the previous 

chapters. The experiments also illustrate the use of the experimental system, application- 

. packages, rule based reasoning process, NC code generation and feature based modelling in 

a family or non-family based methodology. 

The chapter is not intended to provide a user manual type text but instead to demonstrate 

the potential of the concepts and ideas introduced and discussed throughout the thesis (i. e. a 

feature based product modelling environment). However, a quick view of the utilization of the 

experimental system is provided (refer to appendice D ). The different reasoning based process 

discussed in the previous chapters is illustrated although design level activities such as function 

analysis, synthesis are not considered in the present test cases because applications have not 

been developed to process such related knowledge/information. 

A set of different manufacturing activities has been addressed in the present research (refer 

to the applicationLpackages presented in chapters 13 and 14) which can be processed under 

three different strategies i. e. user based, rule-user, rule-family (refer to chapter 15). Table 1 

brings a view of the different group of activities versus strategies, as addressed in the test_cases( 

the X represents the points addressed in the test case; the x represents the issues although 

possible to be pursued by the experimental system/application packages were not considered 
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relevant). A column represents the issues addressed in the rule-family orientated strategy as 

discussed in section 15.3.3. In the user-rule_based approach, refer to section 15.3.2, the main 

considerations during the test-case are regarding to the identification of set-up manufacturing 

regions. The user orientated strategy 15.3.1 allows the user to use the different application 

packages when and in the way that he thinks more appropriate and was not considered relevant 

to be demonstrated. 

Strategy 
Issues 

user orientated rule-user rule-familly 

Component Definition/Modelling x x 

Higher Level Planning (compo- 
nent level) 

-x x x 

Process Related Technological 
Evaluation 

x x x 

Lower Level Planning 
(region level) 

x x X 

Machining Related Technological 
Evaluation 

x x X 

NC Code generation x x x 

Table 1 

16.3 - Test Cases Strategy 

A set of components was chosen to be used in the experiment (fig. 16.1 a-d) and thereafter 

named components one, two, three, four. The first three components were machined in the 

laboratory and therefore a complete experiment was performed in each case component defi- 

nition -> machining, however the fourth component was used to illustrate certain aspects of the 

region rule based definition procedure and also some non-family manufacturing characteristics. 

The first three components belong to the families defined in section 15.3.3.2 . The fourth com- 

ponent was evaluate and processed following a rule-user strategy (15.3.2), however where 

possible the application packages are used to automate the process and when viable new 

production rules are incorporated to the application packages. 
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The basic strategy adopted in the different test case is to model the component, and 

thereafter address the different manufacturing planning/NC code generation tasks, following the 

strategy discussed in chapter 12 and using the experimental system (chapter 15) as the tool for 

such activities. 

Table 2 brings the different activities addressed in each of the different test cases. 

Component 

Activity 

one two three four 

Component Definition & 

Family Identification 

X X, X X 

Visualization X X X X 

Machine Tool Identification X X X U/X 

Billet Determination X X X X 

Work Holding Determination X X X U/X 

Set-up Region Determination X .., X X U/X 

Part_level Operation Sequence 

Determination 

X X X U 

Machining Region Recognition X X X U/X 

Macro Determination X X X U/X 

External Region Operation Planning X X X X 

Internal Region Operation Planning X X 

Tool Selection X X X U/X 

Insert Definition X X X U/X 

Machining Parameters Definition X X X U/X 

NC Code generation X X X X 

Table 2 

where: "X" represents activities performed based on the application packages without a 

direct human interference, "U" an activity where the user must interfere and a new production 
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rule should be added to the application_package. The situation "X/U" represents a situation where 

the application packages could be used and a solution found, however it was not the appropriate 

solution and the user must interfere in the process. 

The test case components were chosen by their potential in illustrating different charac- 

teristcs associated to the research topics within the research scope of manufacturing planning 

-> NC code process. The four components were processed within the similar reasoning process 

structure as discussed in chapter 15 and which is summarized below: 

a) Modelling, all the components are modelled using the features as building elements 

and the user-interface as tool for component modelling and data handling. The modelling is 

executed using the user-interface/modelling package introduced at appendix D, figure D. 2 brings 

an overview of the graphic tools available i. e. the user interface D. 2.2 . All the components must 

be modelled from right to left. Thereafter, when necessary and possible the family is identified 

and a graphic representation of the component is generated. The graphic representation of the 

component is obtained as described in section D. 4 by the interface/use of the D 
_view package 

[dunni9O]. 

b) Higher Level Planning, the components are processed considering their family related 

manufacturing structure/path aiming the identification of the set-up regions (refer to section 13.6). 

In the case of the non family components the user is called to define the set-up regions (refer to 

section 15.3.2). 

c) Process Related Technological Evaluation, at this stage based in the component 

data/knowledge the machine tools, work holding device, stock size are determined (referto section 

14.3). 

d) Lower Level Planning, the different machining regions are recognized within the dif- 

ferent set-up regions and the operation planning defined i. e. macros, tools, insert, machining 

parameters (refer to section 14.4). 

e) Machining Related Technological Evaluation, subsequent the machining related 

technological parameters are defined. 

f) NC Code Generation Activity, finally the information/data are transfered to the NC 

modulo and the PEPS compatible code generated. 
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" The various test cases although following the same structure of process illustrate different 

aspects of the experimental system and application packages. Table 3 presents the basic dif- 

ferences within those different groups of manufacturing planning/NC code generation activities 

addressed within the test cases. 

Compo" one two three four 
nent 
Issues 
Component Definition- modelling external modelling internal modelling internal modelling external 
/Modelling shape and external shape and external shape shape 

Higher Level Planning planning within the planning within planning within user orientated 
(component level) family_1 structure family_2 structure family_2 structure set-up definition 

and dual-side and one_side 
internal region access result 

Process Related Tech- bar feed stock billet stock machine idem centre point 
nological Evaluation machine tool tool work holding work-holding 

work holding device 
device 

Lower Level Planning cut-out process, internal machining idem user inter-related 
(region level) complex features region processing evaluation (centre- 

point 

Machining Related external tools, internal tools, idem external tools, 
Technological Evalu- material, feeds, material, feeds, material, feeds, 
ation speeds speeds speeds 

NC Code generation real example real example real example simulation 

Table 3 (issues addressed) 

The activities in the above table are the composition of other sub-activities which such as 

family identification, visualization, machine tool identification, region mirroring, are similiar in all 

the experiments but with different outputs. Others such as: set-up determination, part_level 

operation sequence and in one case component modelling are related mainly, in the case of 

those experiments, to the family structure (refer to section 15.3.3) or need user interference. The 

other activities processed are however directly influenced by the combination of the different 

factors which form the component i. e. dimensions, material, tolerances etc. 

16.4 - The Experiments Description 

16.4.1 - The Test Component One 

The feature data model of component one (fig. 16.1_a) initially contains only the data 

fed in at this stage, which fix the geometry, surface finish, part identity, part material. The 

component one data model is presented in section C. 1.1 a graphic model which model which 
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help the vizualization/identification of the features used to model the component is presented 

in figure 16.2_a. The component is automatically evaluated an classified within the family-1 

group of components. A graphic visualization using the data model as input is obtained through 

D 
_view 

(refer to appendix D) figure 16.2 b/c . 

Based upon the family_1 machining planning/NC code generation reasoning strategy, 

within the experimental system (refer to chapter 15), the first step is the identification of the 

complex features and subsequently generation of dummy features over them as illustrated 

In the data model C. 1.2 . In the present case the features "c", "j", "o", "t" (grooves) and "b" 

(thread) are substitued by dummy features. 

Within family_1 there is no need to define/identify the region set-up as the components 

which belong to that family are machined in one set-up. The next step is related to the recognition 

of the different machining regions and definition of their relationship (refer to section 13.8). 

Figure 16.3 presents the basic machining regions identified within the component i. e. A. 1, A. 2, 

A. 3 . The data model is presented in section C. 1.3, although at this stage the technological 

related information was not available. It was obtained by later reasoning based upon the 

feature/region/part/family knowledge. 

During the process of machining region recognition several features were defined 

automatically in the present case: feature "fl" was generated over the region A. 2 and became 

part of region A. 1 allowing therefore the full process of the region A. 1.; the feature "r" was split 

in two features i. e. "rs" a feature which is part of the region A. 1 and follows the feature "fl" and 

"ri" which is the inferior part of "r" and defines the end of region "A. 2" (refer to section C. 1.3). 

Following the definition of the different machining regions there is the need to identify 

the technological parameters related to the machining planning i. e. tools, macros, machine 

tools, stock material. This is done automatically and it is incorporated in the component data 

model (section C. 1.3). 

The next step is regarding the definition of the machining parameters needed for the 

machining of the component this is followed by the sequencing of the different operations 

necessary to generate the component: 

a) rough machine of region A. 1 (operation A. 1. i); 

a) rough machine of region A. 2 (operation A. 2. i); 

b) finish operation in region A. 1 & A. 2 (operations, A. 1. ii, A. 2. ii); 

c) machine of the complex features in the sequence from left to right and grooves first, 
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d) cut out part i. e. machine of region A. 3 (operation A. 3. i). 

This sequence is the basis for the definition of the tool path and subsequent machining 

code in a PEPS compatible format as presented in section C. 1.4. Also at this point the different 

machining parameters and other technological parameters are presented. The different 

machining operations within the NC machine are graphically represented in figure 16.4 and 

the end result is illustrated in figure 16.5 (three examples in different material are illustrated). 

Also presented in section C. 1.4 are different variations of the component one where 

material, stock_material were modified. 

16.4.2 - The Test Component Two 

The component two (fig. 16.1-1b) is modelled and only the basic information as in the 

component one case is introduced (C. 2.1). The component belongs to family_2 and its graphic 

representation of the used features is illustrated in figure 16.6_a .A graphic visualization using 

the data model as input is shown in figure 16.6 b/c. 

As the component belongs to family_2 the set-up regions must be identified, and this is 

done automatically based on the information within the data model and the reason based 

process performed by the application packages within the experimental system. The different 

set-up regions are represented graphically in figure 16.7 and the data model presented in 

section C. 2.2, although it is important to highlight that due to the file manipulation structure 

within the experimental system the specific region information is substituted by the family 

structure of knowledge representation. The internal region is divided regarding the necessary 

tool access, however, a feature "i51" is defined automatically, therefore, it is possible to execute 

the drilling operation at once. The second set-up (C. 2.2. b) is "mirrored" automatically. 

The different machining regions are identified and the relationship between them 

established. Figure 16.8 presents the different machining regions within the component and 

i. e. first_set-up A. 1, A. 2; second_set-up B. 1, B. 2, B. 3. There was the necessity to define a 

feature "el 01"which would "cover" the region "B. 3" allowing, therefore, the full process of region 

"13.2". The data model regarding the different set-up region is illustrated in section C. 2.3. The 

sequencing of the operations is as follows: 

a) drill A. 1. i and internal machining A. 1. ii; 

b) execute external rough machining A. 2; 

c) execute finishing operation A. 1. iii; 
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d) turn the conponent and fix by e2; 

e) execute the internal operation B. 1 J; 

f) execute the external operation B. 2; 

g) machine the recess region in two operations B. 3. i and B. 3. ii . 

The PEPS type program is generated and illustrated in section C. 2.4 and, the end product 

is illustrated in figure 16.9 . 

16.4.3 - The Test Component Three 

The component three (fig. 16.1_c) is modelled and only the basic information as in the 

previous case are introduced (C. 3.1). The graphic representation of the used features is 

illustrated in figure 16.10_a .A graphic visualization using the data model as input is shown in 

figure 16.10_b/c. This component belongs to family-2 as the previous experiment and this 

experiment is used to illustrate the success of the implementation of the family identification 

process as well as illustrate another family-2 component instance. 

Initially the family to which the component belongs must be identified, and this is done 

automatically using the relevant application package within the experimental system. As the 

component belongs to family-2 the set-up regions must be identified, and this is done auto- 

matically based in the information within the data model and the reason based process per- 

formed by the application packages within the experimental system. The different set-up regions 

are represented graphically in figure 16.11 and the data model presented in section C. 3.2. The 

evaluation of the internal region results in the non necessity of splitting it in the middle as the 

different features can be accessed by one side alone. The second set-up (C. 3.2. b) is "mirrored" 

automatically. 

The different machining regions are identified and the relationship between them 

established. Figure 16.12 presents the different machining regions within the component. The 

data model illustrated in section C. 3.3, otherthen the division of the region set-up in machining 

regions, contains the information related to tooling, macros, etc.. The sequence of the oper- 

ations is as follows: 

a) drill A. 1. i and internal machining A. 1. ii; 

b) execute external rough machining A. 2; 

c) execute finishing internal profile operation A. 1. iii 
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d) turn the component and fix by the feature e2; 

e) execute the external rough operation B. 2. i; 

f) execute the external finishing operation B. 2. ii; 

The PEPS type program is generated and illustrated in section C. 3.4 and the end product 

is illustrated in figure 16.13 . 

16.4.4 - The Test Component Four 

The component four (fig. 16.1_d) is modelled and only the basic information as in the 

previous case is introduced (C. 4.1). The component does not belong to family_2, although it 

satisfies certain basic criteria, because it is a slim component and do need a centred point 

device, its graphic representation of the features used is illustrated in figure 16.14_a. A graphic 

visualization using the data model as input is shown in figure 16.14_b/c. 

As the component does not belong to any family, a set-up region cannot be recognized 

within the existent ones which fit the characteristics found in this component, the set-up regions 

must be identified by the user and in parallel the process technological evaluation can be tried 

using the experimental system. The different set-up regions identified by the user are repre- 

sented graphically in figure 16.15 and the data model presented in section C. 4.2. The cen- 

trepoint type features are introduced in the extremities of the component, thus allowing the 

centre-point work-holding. 

The knowledge related to the "new" set-up region can be incorporated through relevant 

production rules within the application packages allowing that in the future components with 

similar characteristcs can be automatically processed. 

The different machining regions are identified and the relationship between them 

established. Figure 16.16 presents the different machining regions within the component. The 

data model illustrated in section C. 4.3 containing the information related to tooling, macros, 

etc.. The relevant machining parameters can be obtained through the relevant application 

packages within the experimental system. The sequencing of the operations is as follows: 

a) face one extreme of the component, A-1 J; 

b) drill A. 1. ii centrepoint; 

c) execute external rough machining A. 1. iii; 

d) execute finishing external profile operation A. 1. iv; 
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e) machine groove A. 1. v and thread A. 1. vi; 

f) turn the component and fix by the feature e9 and face B. 1. i; 

g) drill B. 1. ii; 

f) execute the external rough operation B. 1. iii; 

g) execute the external finishing operation B. 1. iv; 

d) machine thread B. 1. v. 

The PEPS type program is generated and illustrated in section C. 4.4 . 

16.5 -A Discussion on the Experiments 

16.5.1 - Component One 

16.5.1.1 - Modelling 

The component one has been effectively modelled using the defined features. The 

family identification process identified correctly the family to which the component belonged. 

The activity of component modelling was facilitated by the use of the user interlace. Certain 

limitations were encountered when using the user interface related to: i) lack of flexibility to 

tolerate operational errors by the user (if an unexpected parameter is entered, the system 

usually crashed); ii) geometry data input would be simplified by the use of a graphic based 

tool. However those are not main issues within the research and do not affect the experiments 

as a whole. 

16.5.1.2 - Higher Level Planning 

This activity consists of set-up region recognition and substituting the complex features 

by dummy features. The task of set-up recognition was not required as the component 

belongs to family_1 and it is machined in one set-up. The complex features were successfully 

identified and treated thereafter as dummy features which were used in the subsequent 

activity of lower level planning. 
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16.5.1.3 - Process Related Technological Evaluation 

The activities performed at this stage demonstrated the ability of the experimental 

system to generate further data for the low level planning activity. The machine tool to be 

used was successfully identified. The only consideration taken into account was the com- 

ponent size although other factors could be addressed such as machine tool availability and 

precision. The stock size definition was tested satisfactorily and an appropriate size of stock 

bar was chosen from those available for each material. The work-holding device was chosen 

based upon the diameter of the component. 

16.5.1.4 - Lower Level Planning 

At this stage the most important activity is the recognition of the different machining 

regions and the definition of relationships between them. The recognition of the three 

machining regions (r1: outer stepped; r2: outer recess; r3: opposite outer stepped) was 

performed straight forwarded, based upon the knowledge embodied within the related 

application packages. This provided the component model with basic information related to 

tooling access and machining sequence. The machining operations, related to the complex 

features were also incorporated into the planning. The sequence of machining was properly 

defined, with the machining of the region r3 being last, as it is a cut-out operation. 

16.5.1.5 - Machining Related Technological Evaluation 

Initially the relevant macros were defined based upon the surface finish which had to 

be achieved. Secondly the library of tools to be used was selected by the user although this 

activity could be automated. Based upon the existent tools within the library a tool was 

chosen for each of the machining regions although this does not imply that the selected tool 

is the "best" tool. The dimensional analysis i. e. check for size of the tool versus the region 

dimension was proven to be subject to mistakes and must be improved. This was detected 

when an alternative tool and macro were tried for machining of region r2. This can be improved 

by implementing further rules. The insert selected was consistent with expected results and 

the same can be said about the machining parameters i. e. speed and feed. 

16.5.1.6 - NC Code Generation Activity 

The PEPS code was generated automatically and a graphic test was performed 

successfully which brought confidence in the results obtained. The only minor problem at 
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this stage were related to the PEPS software installation which was not complete. Certain 

PEPS technical macros were not installed but this problem was by passed. Subsequent the 

post-processing operation was performed successfully. 

16.5.1.7 - Machining of the Component 

The component was successfully machined although certain observations have to be 

made: 

a) Although the program had been tested within PEPS graphic tool path simulation 

the end result, i. e. after post-processing (G code generation), had several tool path related 

errors. Those errors were found to be related to the machining of the recess type region (r2) 

and the threading operation. They resulted from an inadequate post-processor, which did 

not translate correctly all the PEPS commands into G type code. The program had to be 

edited by the operator at the machine tool. 

b) Due to the fact that the machine tool used during the experiments is limited (power 

& strength) problems during the machining were detected regarding power limitation and 

vibrations, in particular when using the *R** type insert. Another limitation was detected only 

at the time of machining and was due to the limitation associated to the grooving tool which 

was able only to cut up to 21 mm in radius. A rule which represent this constraint has been 

added to the rule base table overcoming this problem. 

16.5.2 - Component Two 

16.5.2.1 - Modelling 

The component two has been effectively modelled internally and externally using the 

defined features. The family identification process was not necessary as the component had 

already been defined as belonging to family-2. 

16.5.2.2 - Higher Level Planning 

The different set-up regions were successfully identified although an alternative to the 

defined solution was not proposed or evaluated as the system is not designed for such a 

task. The internal features were divided between the two set-ups and the variation in internal 

diameter was correctly analysed such that the maximum number of operations could be 
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executed from one side of the component. Also it would be advisable to improve the 

sequencing of the set-up regions as at the moment the only constraint at this level is the 

number of features within each region. 

16.5.2.3 - Process Related Technological Evaluation 

After the machine tool had being selected the stock was defined by selecting the 

appropriate diameter of stock bar and defining the length of the stock which would allow the 

minimum material to be wasted. The chuck was selected by considering stock diameter and 

surface finish. Rules should be added to cope with the effect of the component depth which 

is within the chuck holding area. 

16.5.2.4 - Lower Level Planning 

With this component the planning of both internal and external regions access within 

a dual set-up condition were addressed. The recognition of the machining regions (r1: outer 

stepped, r2: inner stepped - first set-up; r1: outer stepped, r2: inner stepped - second set-up) 

was a straight forward activity based upon the knowledge embodied within the related 

application package. The sequence of machining was properly defined by the system. 

16.5.2.5 - Machining Related Technological Evaluation 

Initially the relevant macros were defined based upon the surface finish which had to 

be achieved and in the case of the internal region the possibility to use drilling as initial 

operation. After the tool library had been identified the proper tools were selected. The insert 

selected was consistent with expected results and the same can be said about the machining 

parameters i. e. speed and feed. 

16.5.2.6 - NC Code Generation Activity 

The PEPS code was generated automatically and a graphic test was performed 

successfully. The same type of problem found with component one repeated itself at this 

stage. Subsequent the post-processing operation was performed successfully. 

16.5.2.7 - Machining of the Component 

The component was successfully machined and certain observations have to be made: 
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a) The same problems found in the first experiment related to the final NC code 

repeated itself regarding the recess type region. 

b) Vibration and limitation of power in the machine tool were a problem during the first 

set-up of the experiment. This was due to the chuck used to fix the component and the length 

of the internal tools. Because of these factors it was difficult to achieve the required surface 

finish in the internal operations of the first set-up. A problem with the surface match between 

regions was found. This was overcome by introducing procedures which overlap the 

initial/final features between the regions in a way to improve concordance. This experiment 

demonstrated that although the component was inside the dimensional capabilities of a lathe 

of the Denford machine size, it would more appropriate to machine it on a larger machine 

tool. 

16.5.3 - Component Three 

16.5.3.1 - Modelling 

The component three has been effectively modelled internally and externally using 

the defined features. The family identification process was performed in this case, and the 

component was found to belong to family_2. 

16.5.3.2 - Higher Level Planning 

The different set-up regions were successfully identified. The internal features were 

concentrated in one set-up as they can be all accessed from one side. The resulted set-up 

region was chosen automatically as the first set-up. 

16.5.3.3 - Process Related Technological Evaluation 

At this stage all the processing activities were similar to what occur in component two 

(refer to section 16.5.2.3). 

16.5.3.4 - Lower Level Planning 

The machining regions were effectively recognized and a relationship between defined 

as with component two. (refer to section 16.5.2.4). 
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16.5.3.5 - Machining Related, Technological Evaluation 

The macros, tools, insert were selected effectively aswell as the machining parameters 

as with component two. (refer to section 16.5.2.5). 

16.5.3.6 - NC Code Generation Activity 

The PEPS code was generated automatically and a graphic test was performed 

successfully. The same type of problem found with component one repeated itself at this 

stage. Subsequent the post-processing operation was performed successfully. 

16.5.3.7 - Machining of the Component 

The component was successfully machined and certain observations have to be made: 

a) At this time no problems were found with the NC code and the component was 

machined without any editing. 

b) Vibration was not a significant problem during the machining of this component, 

probably because the component was more robust and this reflected in the surface finish 

which was obtained. 

16.5.4 - Component Four 

16.5.4.1 - Modelling 

The component four has been effectively modelled using the defined features. The 

family identification process was performed and the component was not classified in any of 

the existing families which was as expected, therefore the user was bound to interact with 

the system. 

16.5.4.2 - Higher Level Planning 

The component model was evaluated by the existing rule base and two set-up regions 

were defined by the system. The user checked the results and the proposed set-up regions 

were accepted as been suitable in the present case. The complex features were also 

identified by the system. As a centre_point operation was needed, the user was required to 

add the cetre_. point type features which are necessary in each extreme of the component. 
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16.5.4.3 -'Process Related Technological Evaluation 

The stock size and the machine tool were successfully defined by the system using 

the existent rules. The same applied for the chuck definition. The necessity of the use of the 

centre point was represented as a rule within the system by identification of the centre_point 

type feature. 

16.5.4.4 - Lower Level Planning 

The machining regions were effectively recognized after a new condition was intro- 

duced within the rule base i. e. if a centre-point type feature exists then a dummy feature is 

created automatically which represents the face of the component. This new dummy feature 

plus the centre_point type feature is considered as an outer stepped type machining region. 

However this reasoning process must be expanded to incorporate further rules. After this 

modification the machining regions were automatically recognized and processed. A rela- 

tionship between them was defined. 

16.5.4.5 - Machining Related Technological Evaluation 

New rules and procedures are needed regarding the centre point feature & work 

holding method i. e. tool definition, machine parameters. At the moment the user must take 

those decisions. However, a new macro type was defined for stepped type regions which 

contain the centre_point feature. 

16.5.4.6 - NC Code Generation Activity 

The PEPS code was generated automatically and a graphic test was performed 

successfully. Although it should be possible to simulate the centre_point device this was not 

possible due to problems within the PEPS installation. The subsequent post-processing 

operation was performed successfully. 

16.5.4.7 - Machining of the Component 

The component was not machined due to the fact that an appropriate post-processor 

was not available for the DSG machine tool. 
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" 16.5.5 - General Remarks 

The above experiments had shown a consistency of results within the experimental 

system and have also highlighted the need for further rules to be added to the existent data 

base as a means of dealing more successfully with planning and NC code generation of 

rotational components. 

A high degree of automation during the experiments was obtain demonstrating the 

applicability and potential of the concepts introduced and discussed in this thesis. 

4 

.. r 
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17 - Concluding Discussions 

17.1 - Introduction 

This chapter brings together the key issues reported in the thesis. The primary focus of this 

research work is the novel definition of the features coupled with the concept of a region as a 

technique to harmonise knowledge. The use of a supporting rule structure is also argued. These 

concepts are brought togetherwith the aid of application packages to define adesign-manufacture 

structure which is novel and links a feature based component definition to its manufacturing code. 

Fourcomponents have been processed using this system and three machined thus allowing 

a critical evaluation of the system concepts. 

17.2 - Features 

The most important single Issue in this thesis is the Introduction of a novel concept and 

approach to the use of features for rotational component modelling, In turn leading to the gen- 

eration of manufacturing code. The features as defined in the present research (8.3) constitute 

design (form/function) and manufacturing (technological/process) information. A set of features 

have been defined (8.5) and they offer the basis for an effective and reliable component repre- 

sentation scheme which in turn allow their use at the earliest stage of modelling. 

The scheme used to represent the knowledge associated to the features, is an expandable 

and flexible one (8.4 & 8.6) and it was successfully implemented within a data model scheme; 

the comprehensive set of features allows turned components to be modelled (10.2 & 10.3). As 

a direct result of the existence of a feature based model component it is possible to recognize 

within that model certain pre-defined characteristics, thus bringing the advantages of "element" 

recognition/extraction techniques. 

The feature concept is further strengthened by the introduction of the concept of a region 

(8.7 & 10.2). This concept is a technique which allows the harmonization of the knowledge at key 

points of the design for manufacturing process. Three instances of the region concept have been 

introduced in the present work and they are: set-up region (13.6), position region (13.7) and the 

machining region which can be divided into sub-instances (13.8). 
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Regions have been shown to be an effective and reliable form of representing related 

knowledge as illustrated in the test components (referto chapter 16 & appendix C). The instanced 

regions have been effectively recognized within different feature based models (13.6.3 813.8.1), 

thus adding more knowledge to the existing data model and guiding the reasoning based activities. 

The initial thrust of this research was directed solely to the investigation of closely coupled 

applications for the generation of manufacturing code for turned components in an integrated 

design to manufacturing environment based on a product data model concept. The further 

important aspect of the possible use of these concepts in a human centred AMT system was 

recognized at an early stage of the work. It can be concluded from the work reported in the thesis 

that the combined concepts of features and regions are equally valuable both for long term CAE 

system development based on PDM and for immediate improved forms of human centred AMT 

systems. 

Further regions can be defined (refer to section 16.7), thereby increasing the knowledge 

represented in the system, and, consequently expanding the type of components which can be 

processed within a system. Features and regions have also been shown to bring considerable 

assistance to the integration of design and manufacturing planning. They also improve the 

definition and flexibility of family structures (15.3.3.2) which play an important role in this GT 

orientated work. 

17.3 - Product Data Model 

An important requirement within this work was the exploration of the potential value of 

Product Data Model. This task was facilitated by the research being done in parallel with a major 

project which was being carried out at Loughborough & Leeds Universities. 

The basic reasoning and the structure of a PDM subset for turned components has been 

completed (11.3). Howeverthe implementation inthe ISS software environmentwas not achieved 

due to its volatility. 

However the summation of work done in the present research, where a limited product 

data modeller for rotational components was built using the features, and the results of the ISS 

related work, see Young[young9l], indicates that features as defined in the present work are 

indispensable elements for populating and defining a Product Data Model. Furthermore the work 

also indicates that the Product Data Model can be used as a reliable base for the design for 

manufacture of turned components including the generation of NC codes in a highly integrated 

environment. 
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17.4 - Application Packages 

Considerable effort has been used in this research to build up a comprehensive body of 

rules to support the decision making in the design for manufacture of turned components. These 

rules have been embodied in a set of application packages. This set of rules Is considered to be 

comprehensive and representative of what can be used In a feature based set of application 

packages. By the nature of this work time has not been available to consider the optimization of 

any of the sub-set of rules but rather to indicate how the rules can be employed in the future to 

validate this central hypothesis. 

It is argued that the concepts of features and regions introduced in the present research 

facilitate the development of rule based applications. 

The manufacturing planning & NC code generation activities were divided in a set of 

individual although integrateable activities, each implemented in application packages, which 

where gathered in two groups i. e. geometric & operation planning related reasoning and tech- 

nological related reasoning which involves machine selection, tool & insert selection, machining 

parameters definition and component attributes achievement i. e. surface finish, accuracy. 

Furthermore, the features are the main link between the different application packages and the 

relevant knowledge can be extracted and feedback to the data model. 

17.5 - Experimental System 

An experimental software system (fig. 15.1 & 15.2) has been built which embodies the 

different application packages and reasoning methodologies discussed earlier. The basic system 

could be linked to a PDM subset which was designed but not implemented. An interface has been 

written and implemented in the experimental system which allows the design process to be 

initiated and controlled by a human operator. 

Two variants of operator access have been implemented: the first is based in the interaction 

of the userwith the system where the user controls the reasoning process; in the second alternative 

a more specific family based component can be processed without a major involvement of the 

user other then the modelling of the component due to the fact that the necessary knowledge 

has been embodied in the system through production rules which are governed by regions and 

family related knowledge. 
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This approach points a clear trend towards the development of a human centred system 

where the user with assistance of a rule-edit tool could add knowledge to the system or have it 

tailored to specific situations. 

17.6 - Experiments 

The experimental work reported in this thesis has put to test all the ideas which have been 

advanced at the scope of the work with the exception of a PDM input. 
I 

Four different components have been used to put the ideas and concepts discussed in the 

thesis to the test. The output at different stages of the process are presented in chapter 16 and 

appendix C. The machining plan and machining code has been generated for each of them but 

only three have been machined due to limitations of the machine tool used. 

17.7 - Concluding Remarks 

A novel approach to the design for manufacture of turned components i. e. the generation 

of manufacturing knowledge has been realized. It has been possible to introduce Ideas centred 

on the use of features and regions which apply with equal emphasis to future implementation In 

systems centred on the use of PDM concepts in highly integrated Design to Manufacture systems 

and of immediate usefulness of the extension of the power of human centred AMT approaches 

to turned parts manufacture. The experimental system, and the work carried out with it, has 

proved to be a comprehensive platform for evaluation of these ideas and one particular Issue 

which is of considerable future interest is, that adjustments made to the body of rules used on 

the experimental system, which were found necessary during the experiments, point to the 

possibility that with an appropriate system architecture one can have a human centred AMT 

system, where the knowledge rule base, used to supportthe reasoning process, could be adjusted 

readily by the operator or tightly specified for particular installations. 
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18 - Conclusions and Recommendations, for Further Work 

18.1 - Conclusions 

The research reported in this thesis has a wide range of theoretical and experimental 

activities. Therefore a number of significant conclusions can be drawn based on this work: 

"A novel approach towards the concept of features which ties togetherform and technology 

has been employed successfully in the task of design/modelling and manufacturing rotational 

components. 

' It has been demonstrated that this feature based approach to design - manufacture can 

be supported effectively by a rule based reasoning system. A comprehensive set of production 

rules regarding the manufacturing of rotational components has been embodied in the experi- 

mental software. 

" The potential associated to a product data modelling scheme, as an efficient strategy 

towards an integrated CAD/CAM environment has been researched up to the point which illus- 

trates clear evidence that in the future this approach could well supplant the current CAD/CAM 

strategies to design and manufacturing of rotational components. 

* The work performed in this research on features and product data model structure has 

resulted in the design and development of an original low level feature based product data model 

structure for rotational components. Thus, illustrating the potential of the feature & product data 

model association. 

* The design by features and feature - region recognition techniques have been shown to 

be harmonious where design - manufacturing of rotational components is concerned. 

* The ideas and concepts discussed in the thesis which result in the realization of the 

experimental system are an effective basis for enhancing the existent AMT systems. 

* The reasoning process and the techniques associated to the design and use of features 

within this research are regarded as be associated with the principles of Group Technology, 

therefore it is argued that the main results associated to this research are largely based on the 

application of GT techniques. 

The experimental work carried out in this thesis, either in the developed software system 

for design/manufacturing of rotational components or in the family orientated practical experi- 

ments, has produced results which give evidence for the claims made above. Certain limitations 
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in the NC programming package (PEPS) and the CNC machine tool which were available for the 

experiments reduce the impact of the experiments, but do not detract from the strength of evidence 
that they give. 

18.2 - Recommendations for Further Work 

Introduction and utilization of function and other specific design related knowledge to the 
features and therefore implementation of reasoning process based upon them. 

Implementation of the feature related concepts to prismatic orientated components. 

Full implementation of the feature concepts in a Product Data Model or linking of the 

existent one within ISS to the existent application packages. 

Expansion/enhancement of the production rules/application packages to incorporate more 

complete/complex reasoning process. 

* Expansion/enhancement of the number and type of families as well as regions. 

Utilization of an expert system shell for the development/management of the production 

rules which would be thereafter integrated with the Product Data Model environment. 
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A-- The Research Data Environment 

A. 1 - Introduction 

The features based component modelling environment as described particularly in chapters 

8 and 10 allows the geometric representation of a component, but if a more complete product 

modelling activity is aimed there is the necessity of a more complete data base. This extended data 

base would provide in the product modelling environment informations such as materials, tooling, 

machining data, surface finish, etc. making possible the modelling of a component using the defined 

'product model data structure. Those data would be used during the modelling of the component 

(material, surface finish, etc. ) or would be basis for processing through the different application 

packages described previously (machining data, machine tool, etc. ). 

Therefore with the aim to illustrate and test the ability of the feature based product modelling 

activity and the related application packages a set of data has been embedded in to the experimental 

product modelling environment. 

Figure A. 1 offers an illustration of the principle adopted in relation to the data used in the 

present experiment, where a partial set of information from different data type were embedded in 

the experimental system. The relevant data basis were populated aiming to give an appropriate 

option to the user when modelling the component and allow a proper indication of the integration 

achieved between the different manufacturing related activities within the different application 

packages. Also, the illustration of the potential for rules expansion and processing capabilities of 

the different application packages were considered when defining the data base. 

The data used to illustrate the present experiment are presented in the next sections and they 

represent a fragment of a more complex and complete data structure which ought to be part of a 

product modelling environment through closed coupled applications or loosely coupled applications. 

The hardware used within research are: a SUN 3 type workstation where all the software 

development was prformed using ADA (Alsys compiler); a IBM PC where the PEPS system was 

installed. The transfer of files between the two system was done by the instalation of a eternet card 

in the PC. 
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A. 2 - Material Related Data 

It has been chosen to use a library of three different materials in the present experimental 

modelling system. They are enumerated bellow: 

a) Steel in three different compositions i. e. 1020,1040 and 4340, 

b) Aluminium, 

c) Dummy, which represents the material normally used in the laboratory in the first machining. 

The type of material is represented at component structure level (section 8.8) as well as other 

stock material related dimension information. The material type representation at ADA based 

variable is given by : 

type material tyls (s1020, s1040, s4340, Al, dummy, undefined, gq_material); 

The stock material is supplied in bars of different diameters which start at 25mm and varies 

in increments of 2.5mm up to the maximum diameter of 90mm. The bars can be feed as a whole 

or cut in pre-defined sizes as defined by related production_rules. 

A. 3 - Machine Tool 

Two different types of NC lathes are considered as existent machine tools and they are 

modelled as discussed in section 1' This allows the use of machine tool related data by the different 

application packages. The manufacturer basic data are presented in appendix B. The data 

instanciated in the structure used in the experimental system are presented be low. Other data 

although possible to be represented in the machine_data model structure where not instaciated 

once they were not use by any of the different application packages as they have being developed 

up to this moment. 

a) Machine A 

- Machine type : lathe dentord; 

- Controller type : tanucl Ot; 

- Maximum turning diameter: 140mm; 

" Maximum Turning length : 210mm; 
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- Distance between centres : not available; 

- Number of tools magazine : 6; 

- Bar feeding : 25mm (diam); 

a) Machine B 

- Machine type : lathe DSG; 

- Controller type : GE 2000; 

- Maximum turning diameter : 500mm; 

- Maximum Turning length : 1000mm; 

- Distance between centres : 1000mm; 

- Number of tools magazine : 8; 

- Bar feeding : 75mm; 

A. 4 - Tolling 

The tools used for the machining of rotational components in a lathe are directly dependent 

of the geometry of the component which is to be machined and vice-versa although other factors 

such as material and machining conditions also have influence. Two different library of tools, one 

for each machine tool, were defined, offering a significant basis for tool identification and the 

possibility to illustrate the use of a serie of tooling related production rules within the application 

packages. 

The tools have their data represented in a structure as described in section 14.2.2 allowing 

their representation within the product modelling environment. The tools which form the different 

libraries are represented bellow in a fully ISO based code (appendix B). 

a) Library A 

tool-holder : SCLCR 121280 - insert: CCMM 090404 ; 

tool-holder : SDJCR 121280 - insert: DCMM 110404; 

tool-holder : SDJCL 121280 - insert: DCMM 070204; 

tool-holder : SRDCN 121280 - insert : CCMM 060260; 

tool-holder : S12X - SDLCR - insert: DPMM 080308; 
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tool-holder : S1 OX - SCLCR - insert: CCMM 060204; 

grooving tool 3mm wide and capable of cutting off up to 42mm diameter; 

drill of 4,10,15 mm . 

b) Library B 

tool-holder : SCLCR 1616H09 - insert: CCMM'52, CCMM'53 09T304/02; 

tool-holder : SDJCR 1616H07 - insert: DCMM'52, DCMM'53 070204/02; 

tool-holder : SDJCL 1616H07 - insert: DCMM'52, DCMM*53 070204/02; 

tool-holder : SRDCN 1616H6 - insert: RCMM - 060200; 

tool-holder : SVVBN 2020K16 - insert: VBMM 160404; 

tool-holder : PRCCN 2525M12 - insert: RCMX 120400; 

tool-holder : PDJNR 2525M15 - insert: DNMM'71, DNMG'61, DNMA 150612; 

tool-holder : PDJNL 2525M15 - insert: DNMM*71, DNMG'61, DNMA 150612; 

tool-holder : PCLNR 2525M12 - insert: CNMM'QF. CNMG'61 120412; 

tool-holder : S25T - PCLNR - insert: CNMM'QF, CNMG*61 120412; 

tool-holder : S16 - SCLCR - insert: CCMM; 

tool-holder : S10 - SCLCR - insert: CCMM; 

grooving tool 3mm wide and capable of cutting off up to 42mm diameter; 

drill of 4,10,15 mm; 

external threading tool capable to cut 0.5 -3 mm pitch. 

A. 5 - Surface Finish 

The required surface finish of a surface has a direct effect over the way by which that surface 

can be generated in terms of machining condition, tooling and macros. As the present research is 

concerned only with rotational components machined in NC lathe with standard commercial tools 

the surface finish was kept inside a pre-defined range Ra 0.8 - 6.3 µm but however divided in a 

four group range i. e. Ra 0.8 - 1.6 µm (s fini), Ra 1.6 - 3.2 µm n i. ), Ra 3.2 - 6.3 µm (rough) and 

Ra > 6.3 µm (crude). 
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A. 6 - Cutting Data 

The cutting data used in the present research work are limited to a collection of recommended 

cutting data considering certain machining conditions. The alternative data are shown bellow and 

they are the bases for the application package developed to define the cutting data parameters. 

Those data have been extracted from well recognized machining data handbooks and tool 

manufactures manuals and are presented in the following tables. Other general information were 

extracted from the tables presented in appendix XX. 

a) Selecting the nose radius and feed (sandv86) 

Surface Finish Nose radius mm 

Ra At 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 

µm µm .ý 
feed, mm/r _ 

0.6 1.6 0.07 0.10 0.14 0.17 

1.6 4 0.11 0.15 0.19 0.22 

3.2 
_, 

10 0.17 
_ 

0.24 0.29 0.34 

6.3 16 0.22 0.30 0.37 0.43 

8 25 0.27 0.38 0.47 0.54 

32 100 

b) Determining the depth, speed and feed for a certain material (metcu80) 
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Material hardness Depth Speed Feed 

of 

(Bhn) cut (mm) m/min mm/r 

steel 1020 85 - 125 1 215 0.18 

4 165 0.5 

steel 1040 125 -145 1 180 0.18 

4 140 0.5 

steel 4340 175 - 225 1 150 0.18 

4 120 0.5 

aluminum 30 - 80 1 610 0.25 

4 550 0.5 

dummy 1 700 0.18 

4 600 0.5 

c) The depth of cut is related to the available power of the lathe and the size and shape of the 

insert. Therefore, using the tables presented in [sandv86. c] (refer to appendix B), and the formula 

bellow [sandv86. c]: 

P=v*a*s*Ks/v*60*1000(kW) 

where: 

P= power necessary in the machine tool (kW); 

v= cutting speed in (m/min); 

a= depth of cut (mm); 

s= feed (mm/r); 

Ks = specific cutting force (N/mm2) (corrected). 

The following basic values are considered in the present research: 
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Feed Depth Insert 

Material 

(mm/r) (mm) 

CCMM'53 

1020 DCMM*53 

<0.2 0.5-1.5 RCMM 

& VBMM 

CNMG'QF 

1040 DNMM'71 

DNMM'61 

& < 0.6 2-5 CCMM'52 

DCMM*52 

4340 RCMX 

CCMM*53 

DCMM*53 

Al <0.2 0.5-1.5 RCMM 

VBMM 

CNMG'61 

CNMG*QF 

& DNMG'61 

DCMM'52 

< 0.6 2-5 VBMM 

RCMX 

CCMM'52 

Dummy DCMM'52 
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B- Tool & Insert Selection Data 

B. 1 - Introduction 

The present appendix presents several extracts of tool & insert manufactures in particular 

Sandvi k which have been used in the present research work as basis for the definition of several 

production rules. 

Also is presented the basic structure related to the ISO standard which defines the way in 

which tool-holders and insert must be classified. 
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Appendix C 

C- Modeled Components 

This appendix brings the different models and results associated to the test components. A certain form of com- 
pression has been using to avoid lenghty and repetitive model. 

The components are modelled usisng the user interface presented in appendix D. After the components have been 
modelled the set-up regions are defined. Subsequently the machining regions are recognize and the relevant technological 
information obtain through reasoning process based upon the production rules existent within the application packages. 
The main parameters defined at this point are related to the tooling, macros. The machining parameters are presented within 
the PEPS code. 

rem - groove regionsmata. p_corte a: radial feed for grooving operation 
rem - groove region. r mata. v_corte : speed of cutting for grooving operation 
rem - groove regionsmata. a_corte : axial feed for grooving operation 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. toollib : tool library used 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool_model : tool code 
rem - region. tec data. ferramentainsert inf. toolwidth : tool width 
rem - furo region. r mata. v_corte If : drilling speed 
rem - furo regionsmata. a Corte f: drilling feed 
rem - region. r mata. v_corte : rough operation cutting speed 
rem - region. r mata. a_corte : rough operation feed rate 
rem - regionsmat, _p. v_corte_a : finish operation cutting speed 
rem - region. r mat, _p. a_corte a: finish operation feed rate 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insert inf. insertradius : insert radius 
rem - regionsmata. p_corte : rough operation depth of cut 
rem - region. r mata. p_corte_a : depth of cut finishing operation 

C. 1 - Component one 

The following sections were designed to present the different models regarding the various conditions/characteristics 
which represent instances of the component one. The first section presents the component model considering only the 
shape as a fixed conditions. The second section presents the basic division of the component into machining regions. The 
third section present the different results of component model evaluation considering different combinations of condition- 
s/characteristcs. The last section presents the basic geometric tool path and the different technological parameters regarding 
the different instances of the compoents. 

C. 1.1 - Component One Model 

P-p 
P ONE part identification 
UNDEFINED family 
NONE codigo 
ROTATIONAL part mainly shape 
S1020 part material 
BAR CILINDRICAL stock shape 
0.00000E+00 material raio 
0.00000E+00 material raio intemo 
0.00000E+00 materiallenght 
0.00000E+00 component raio 
0.00000E+00 component lenght 
UNDEFINED machine tool to be used 
UNDEFINED tool to be used 
UNDEFINED library tool to be used 
UNDEFINED macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 
ext 
Ip 

a feature identity 
UP UNE_E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
0.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
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s sg 

ac 

ac 

5.00000E+00 x coord. of left point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of left point 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 
UNDEFINED macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED machine tool to be used 
UNDEFINED tool to be used 
NONE with whom is related 
NONE TO relationship type 
0.00000E+00 relationship type 
0.00000E+00 relationship type 

b feature identity 
METRIC THREAD_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT LI LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
5.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
7.00000E+00 lenght of the thread 

c feature identity 
SQUARE SIDED_GROVE_SUR E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT LI_LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
5.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 
-7.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
3.00000E+00 lenght of the feature 
1.50000E+00 depht of the groove 
0.00000E+00 relief radius of the groove 

d feature identity 
UP CONCAVE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT CENTER PT way of geom. repr. 
5.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 

-1.00000E+01 z coord. of right point 
1.50000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-2.00000E+01 z_coord. of left point 
1.50000E+01 x_coord. of the center point 

-1.00000E+01 z coord. of the center point 

e feature identity 
UP CONVEX_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT-PT-CENTER-PT way of geom. repr. 
1.50000E+01 x_coord. of right point 

-2.00000E+01 z coord. of right point 
2.00000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-2.50000E+01 z_coord. of left point 
1.50000E+01 x_coord. of the center point 

-2.50000E+01 z coord. of the center point 

f feature identity 
S UNE_E feature type 
MEID position 
PT LI LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
2.00000E+01 x_coord. of right point 

-2.50000E+01 z coord. of right point 
7.00000E+00 lenght of the feature 

g feature identity 
DOWN LINE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
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ac 

s sg 

ac 

PT LI LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
2.00000E+01 x coord. of right point 
-3.20000E+01 z coord. of right point 
2.00000E+00 lenght of the feature 

h feature identity 
DOWN CONCAV E_E feature type 
MEID position 
PT PT CENTER PT way of geom. repr. 
1.80000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-3.20000E+01 z coord. of right point 
1.50000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-3.50000E+01 z coord. of left point 
1.80000E+01 x coord. of the center point 

-3.50000E+01 z coord. of the center point 

feature identity 
S UNE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT LI LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
1.50000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-3.50000E+01 z coord. of right point 
5.00000E+00 lenght of the feature 

feature identity 
SQUARE SIDED GROVE_SUR_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT Ll LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
1.50000E+01 x_coord. of right point 

-4.00000E+01 z coord. of right point 
3.00000E+00 lenght of the feature 
1.50000E+00 depht of the groove 
0.00000E+00 relief radius of the groove 

I feature identity 
S LINE E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT LI LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
1.50000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-4.30000E+01 z coord. of right point 
3.00000E+00 lenght of the feature 

m feature identity 
DOWN UNE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT LI LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
1.50000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-4.60000E+01 z_coord. of right point 
2.00000E+00 lenght of the feature 

n feature identity 
DOWN CONCAVE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT CENTER PT way of geom. repr. 
1.30000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-4.60000E+01 z_coord. of right point 
1.00000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-4.90000E+01 z_coord. of left point 
1.30000E+01 x_coord. of the center point 

-4.90000E+01 z_coord. of the center point 
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s sg 
0 feature identity 
SQUARE SIDED GROVE_SUR E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT LI LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
1.00000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-4.90000E+01 z coord. of right point 
3.00000E+00 lenght of the feature 
1.50000E+00 depht of the groove 
0.00000E+00 relief raäus of the groove 

p feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT LI LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
1.00000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-5.20000E+01 z coord. of right point 
6.00000E+00 lenght of the feature 

ac 
q feature identity 
UP CONCAVE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT CENTER PT way of geom. repr. 
1.00000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-5.80000E+01 z_coord. of right point 
1.30000E+01 x_coord. of left point 

-6.10000E+01 z_coord. of left point 
1.30000E+01 x coord. of the center point 

-5.80000E+01 z coord. of the center point 

r feature identity 
UP UNE E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT LI LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
1.30000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-6.10000E+01 z coord. of right point 
9.25000E+01 lenght of the feature 

s feature identity 
S UNE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT LI LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
2.25000E+01 x coord. of right point 
-6.10000E+01 z coord. of right point 
2.00000E+00 Ienght of the feature 

s_sg 
t feature identity 
SQUARE 

_SIDED_GROVE_SUR 
E feature type 

MEIO position 
PT LI LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
2.25000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-6.30000E+01 z coord. of right point 
3.00000E+00 lenght of the feature 
2.50000E. 00 depht of the groove 
0.00000E+00. relief radius of the groove 

u feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT LI LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
2.25000E+01 x_coord. of right point 
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-6.60000E+01 z coord. of right point 
4.00000E+00 lenght of the feature 

I-p 
v feature identity 
DOWN LINE E feature type 
ULTIMA position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
2.25000E+01 x_coord. of right point 

-7.00000E+01 z coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 x coord. of left point 

-7.00000E+01 x coord. of left point 

C. 1.2 - Component One Model With Dummy_Features 

P-p 
PONE part identification 

ext 
a feature identity 
UP UNE_E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 

b feature identity 
DUMMY FEAT E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT LI LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
5.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
7.00000E+00 lenght of the thread 

c feature identity 
DUMMY FEAT 

_E 
feature type 

MEIO position 
PT LI LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
5.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 
"7.00000E+00 z_coord. of right point 
3.00000E+00 lenght of the feature 

d feature identity 
UP_CONCAVE_E feature type 

e feature identity 
UP CONVEX E feature type 

f feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 

g feature identity 
DOWN LINE_E feature type 

h feature identity 
DOWN CONCAVE_E feature type 

i feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 

feature identity 
DUMMY FEAT E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT LI LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
1.50000E+01 x_coord. of right point 

-4.00000E+01 z coord. of right point 
3.00000E+00 lenght of the feature 

I feature identity 

,p 
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S UNE E feature type 

m feature identity 
DOWN LINE E feature type 

n feature identity 
DOWN CONCAVE E feature type 

o feature identity 
DUMMY FEAT 

_E 
feature type 

MEIO position 
PT LI_LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
1.00000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-4.90000E+01 z coons. of right point 
3.00000E+00 lenght of the feature 

p feature identity 
S UNE_E feature type 

q feature identity 
UP CONCAVE 

_E 
feature type 

r feature identity 
UP LINE_E feature type 

s feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 

t feature identity 
DUMMY FEAT E feature type 
PT LI_LENGHT way of geom. repr. 
2.25000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-6.30000E+01 z coord. of right point 
3.00000E+00 lenght of the feature 

u feature identity 
S UNE_E feature type 

v feature identity 
DOWN LINE_E feature type 
ULTINIA position 

C. 1.3 - Component One Model Divided In Machining Regions and With Technical Parameters Defined 
C. 1.3.1 - Component One - first instance 

This is the basic instance regarding the component one and all the other variations are to be centred on the 
same geometry. 

P-p 
P ONE part identification 
FAMILIA 1 family 
NONE codigo 
ROTATIONAL part mainly shape 
S1020 part material 
BAR_CILINDRICAL stock shape 
2.50000E+01 material raio 
0.00000E+00 material raiointemo 
1.02000E+02 material lenght 
2.25000E+01 component raio 
7.00000E+01 component lenght 
CYCLONE machine tool to be used 
UNDEFINED tool to be used 
TL1 library tool to be used 
CHUCK 

_1 
chuck to be used 

UNDEFINED macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 
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rt region identification 
EXTERNAL, region location 
UNDEFINED machine tool to be used 
SCLC_R_E tool to be used 
TUR S macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 

a feature identity 
UP UNE E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 

b feature identity 
DUMMY FEAT E feature type 

c, feature identity 
DUMMY FEAT E feature type 

d feature identity 
UP CONCAVE_E feature type 

e feature identity 
UP CONVEX 

-E 
feature type 

f feature identity 
S_UNE E feature type 

III feature identity ( feature generated automatically 
S UNE_E feature type to cover the recess_region which 
MEIO position has been identified R2 ) 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
2.00000E+01 x_coord. of right point 
-3.20000E+01 z coord. of right point 
2.00000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-6.10000E+01 z coons. of left point 

rs feature identity ( feature generated automatically 
UP UNE E feature type and it is the superior part 
MEIO position of the feature "r' 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
2.00000E+01 -x_coord. of right point 
-6.10000E+01 z coord. of right point 
2.22500E+01 x_coord. of left point 
-6.10000E+01 z coord. of left point 

s feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 

t feature identity 
DUMMY FEAT E feature type 

u feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 
ULTIMA position 

r_r_f 
r2 region identification 
EXTERNAL region location 
UNDEFINED machine tool to be used 
SCLC R_E tool to be used 
TUR_S macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 

g feature identity 
DOWN LINE_E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 

h feature identity 
DOWN_CONCAVE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
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i. feature identity 
S_LINE E feature type 

j feature identity 
DUMMY FEAT E feature type 

" feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 

m feature identity 
DOWN LINE E feature type 

n feature identity 
DOWN CONCAVE E feature type 

o feature identity 
DUMMY FEAT E feature type 

p feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 

q feature identity 
UP CONCAVE_E feature type 

n 
UP UNE_E 
ULTIMA 
PT_PT 
1.30000E+01 

-6.10000E+01 
2.00000E+01 

-6.10000E+01 

rrs 
r3 
EXTERNAL 
UNDEFINED 
CER_G 
CUT OUT 
UNDEFINED 

v 
DOWN LINE E 
UNICA 

feature identity ( feature generated automatically 
feature type and it is the inferior part 

position of feature Y 
way of geom. repr. 

x coord. of right point 
z coord. of right point 
x coord. of left point 
z coord. of left point 

region identification 
region location 
machine tool to be used 

tool to be used 
macro used to generated the prog. 

surface finish of the feature 
feature identity 

feature type 
position 

C. 1.3.2 - Component One - second Instance 

This option is to illustratew the variations in different parameters when the material of the component is changed 
as well certain stock material parameters. 

P-p 
P_ONE 
FAMIUA 1 
NONE 
ROTATIONAL 
AL_W 
BAR_CILINDRICAL 
3.80000E+0t 
0.00000E+00 
1.02000E+02 
2.25000E+01 
7.00000E+01 
CYCLONE 
UNDEFINED 
TL1 
CHUCK 

. -I 

part identification 
family 

codigo 
part mainly shape 

part material 
stock shape 

material raio 
material raio_intemo 
material lenght 
component rain 
component lenght 
machine tool to be used 
tool to be used 

library tool to be used 
chuck to be used 
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UNDEFINED 
UNDEFINED 

rt 

r2 

r3 

macro used to generated the prog. 
surface finish of the feature 

region identification 

region identification 

region identification 

C. 1.4 - MachIning Code 

The machining code related to the different instances is similar when considering the tool path, although in the 
case modelled in C. 1.3.2 the diameter of the stck bar is bigger and therefore as represented in figure A. 1 further cuts are 
needed. 

C. 1.4.1 - Component One -first Instance 

MAT C35 
rem this is 1020 
rem this is bt 
PART 1 PONE 
WIN Z-240 X-150 Z200 X150 
P390 Z40 X78 
FRO P390 
SPI M 2500 
P399 Z1.500 X50.000 
P391 P399 88 
P398 P399 11 
S200 V P399 
S199 H P399 
STK BILLET Z1.500 D50.000 L95.000 
CHU D50.000 Z-112.000 
P 101 Z0.000 X0.000 
P102 Z0.000 X10.000 
S51 P101 P102 
P103 Z-7.000 X10.000 
S52 P102 P103 
P104 Z-10.000 X10.000 
S53 P103 P104 
P105 Z-20.000 X30.000 
C31 RP104 P105 10.000 
P106 Z-25.000 X40.000 
C32 LP105 P106 5.000 
P107 Z-32.000 X40.000 
S54 P106 P107 
P108 Z-61.000 X40.000 
S55 P107 P108 
P109 Z-61.000 X45.000 
S56 P108 P109 
P110 Z-63.000 X45.000 
S57 P109 P110 
P111 Z-66.000 X45.000 
S58 Pilo Pill 
P112 Z-70.000 X45.000 
S59 P111 P112 
rem - regions mata. p torte a: 9.00000E-02 

rem - regionsmata. v_corte : 9.29572E+01 
rem - regionsmat_p. a_corte : 2.20000E-01 
rem - regionsmat_p. v_corte_a 1.36363E+02 
rem - regions mat_p. a corte a: 2.20000E-01 
rem - region. tec data. ferramentatool lib : TL1 

rem - region. tec data. terramenta. tool model : SCLC RE 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insert inf. insertradius : 4.00000E-01 
rem - regionsmat_p. p_corte : 2.00000E+00 
K11 P101 TS51 P102 
TS52 P103 
TS53 P104 
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TC31P105 
AC32 P106 
TS54 P107 
TSS5 P108 
TS56 P109 
TS57 P110 
TS58 P111 
TS59 P112 EK 

TOO 4 ISO CCMM090404 SCLCR T3 ZO XO 
RAP P398 
RAP P391 
SUR 63.796 
FED T0.270 F0.270 
rem - passei aqui macroaeps - tec dataaeps 1 
rem - passei aqui macro_peps - tec dataaeps 3 
CLE 20.700 X50.700 
RTU KI 1 D2.000 Z0.800 X0.800 Z0.800 X0.800 F0.270 
GOH 
rem It 
P113 Z-32.000 X40.000 
P114 Z-32.000 X30.000 
S60 P113 P114 
P115 Z-40.000 X30.000 
S61 P114 P115 
P 116 Z-43.000 X30.000 
S62 P115 P116 
Pill Z-46.000 X30.000 
S63 P116 P117 
P118 Z-46.000 X20.000 
S64 P117 P118 
P119 Z-48.000 X20.000 
S65 P118 P119 
P120 Z-52.500 X20.000 
S66 P119 P120 
P 121 Z-61.000 X20.000 
S67 P120 P121 
P122 Z-61.000 X40.000 
S68 P121 P122 
rem - region. r mat_p. p_corte a: 9.00000E-02 
rem - region. r matp. v_corte : 6.81812E+01 
rem - regionsmata. a corte : 6.00000E-01 
rem - region. r mat_p. v_corte a : 1.36363E+02 
rem - region. r mat_p. a corte_a : 6.00000E-01 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool lib : TL1 

rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool model : SRDC N_E 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insert inf. insert radius : 6.00000E+00 
rem - region. r mat_p. p_corte : 2.00000E+00 
K12P113TS60P114 
TS61 P115 
TS62 P116 
TS63 P117 
TS64 P118 
TS65 P119 
TS66 P 120 
TS67 P121 
TS68 P122 EK 

TOO 2 ISO RCMM060260 SRDCN T9 ZO XO 
RAP P398 
RAP P391 
SUR 52.646 
FED T0.610 FO. 610 
rem - passei aqui macro_peps - tec data peps 1 
rem - passei aqui macro-peps - tec data_peps 2 
CLE Z-31.800 X41.700 
CUTO 
RTK K12 D2.000 20.800 X0.800 X0.800 BO 
RAP Z-36.000 X44.000 
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PRO P113 TK12 P122 
RAP X41.700 
GOH 
rem pi 
rem - groove regionsmat p. p corte_a : 1.00000E-01 
rem - groove regionsmat. p. v_corte : 2.00000E+02 
rem - groove regionsmat p. a_corte : 1.50000E-01 
rem - region. tec data. ferramentatool lib : TL1 
rem - region. tec data. ferramentatool model : CER_G 
rem - region . tec data. ferramenta. insert inf. tool width : 3.00000E+00 
rem - FRO P390 

TOO 5 GRO EXT 3 ZO XO L3 
RAP P398 
RAP P391 
SUR 200 
FED T0.180 F0.61 
RAP Z-10.000 X53.000 
RAP X11.000 
GOT X7.000 
GOT X11.000 
RAP X53.000 
RAP Z-43.000 
RAP X31.000 
GOT X27.000 
GOT X31.000 
RAP X53.000 
RAP Z-52.500 
RAP X21.000 
GOT X16.000 
GOT X21.000 
RAP X53.000 
RAP Z-66.000 
RAP X46.000 
GOT X40.000 
GOT X46.000 
RAP X53.000 
GOH 
TOO I THR EXT R0.18 B60 ZO XO 
RAP P398 
RAP P391 
SUR 170 
FED T0.180 F0.61 
RAP Z1.000 X9.000 
THR 2 Z0.000 Z-8.000 X9.062 H974 D0.200 L2.000 80.000 D0.100 M10 R10 FO 
GOH 
P123 Z-70.000 X45.000 
P 124 Z-70.000 X0.000 
S69 P123 P124 
rem - groove regionsmatp. p corte_a : 1.50000E-01 
rem - groove regionsmat. p. v_corte : 2.00000E+01 
rem - groove region. r matp. a cone 1.00000E-01 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool lib : TL1 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool model : CER G 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insert inf. tool width : 3.00000E+00 
K13 P123 TS69 P124 ek 
TOO5GROEXT3ZOX0 
RAP P398 
RAP P391 
SUR 200 
FED T0.100 F0.150 
RAP Z-73.000 X57.000 
GOT X20 
GOT X57.000 
GOH 
rem u 
rem - fim 
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C. 1.4.2 - Component One - second Instance 

MAT AL 
rem this is Aluminium 
rem this is bt 

STK BILLET Z1.500 D75.000 L95.000 
CHU D75.000 Z-112.000 

(machining parameters regarding the rt machining region ) 
rem - regionsmata. p torte a : 1.00000E-01 
rem - region. r mata. v_corte : 2.40648E+02 
rem - region. r mata. a torte : 2.20000E-01 
rem - region. r mata. v_corte_a 3.89610E+02 
rem - regions mata. a corte_a 2.20000E-01 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool lib : TL1 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool_modeI : SCLC R_E 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insert inf. insert radius : 4.0000012-01 
rem - region. r mata. p_corte : 2.00000E+00 

(machining parameters regarding the r2 machining region ) 
rem - region. r mat_p. p corte_a : 1.00000E-0 1 
rem - region. r mata. v_corte 1.78571 E+02 
rem - regionsmata. a torte : 6.00000E-01 
rem - region. r mata. v_corte_a 3.57142E+02 
rem - region. r mata. a_corte_a 4.00000E-01 
rem - region. tec-data. ferramenta. toof lib 11.1 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool model : SRDC N_E 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insertinf. insert radius : 6.00000E+00 
rem - region. r mata. p torte : 2.00000E+00 

( machining parameters related to the grooving operations ) 
rem - groove region. r mata. p corte_a : 1.00000E-01 
rem - groove region. r matLp. v_corte : 2.00000E+02 
rem - groove region. r mata. a_corte : 1.50000E-01 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool lib : TL1 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool model : CER G 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insert inf. tool width : 3.00000E+00 

C. 2 - Component Two 
C. 2.1 - Component Two Model 

P-p 
P_TWO part identification 
FAMILY 2 family 
NONE codigo 
ROTATIONAL part mainly shape 
AL W part material 
BAR_CILINDRICAL stock shape 
0.00000E+00 material raio 
0.00000E+00 material raio_intemo 
0.00000E+00 material lenght 
0.00000E+00 component raio 
0.00000E+00 component lenght 
UNDEFINED machine tool to be used 
UNDEFINED tool to be used 
UNDEFINED library tool to be used 
UNDEFINED macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 
ext 
I_p 

et feature identity 
UP LINE_E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
1.40000E+01 x_coord. of right point 
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iLP 

iLP 

I, p 

! -p 

ac 

I-p 

ac 

0.00000Et00 z coord. of right point 
2.25000E+01 x coord. of left point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of left point 

e2 feature identity 
S UNE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
2.25000E+01 x coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
2.25000E+01 x coord. of left point 
-2.10000E+01 z coord. of left point 

e3 feature identity 
UP UNE E feature type 
MEIO Position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
2.25000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-2.10000E+01 z coord. of right point 
3.60000E+01 x_coord. of left point 

-2.10000E+01 z coord. of left point 

e4 feature identity 
S UNE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
3.60000E+01 x coord. of right point 
-2.10000E+01 z coord. of right point 
3.60000E+01 x_coord. of left point 
-2.60000E+01 z coord. of left point 

e5 feature identity 
DOWN LINE E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
3.60000E+01 x_coord. of right point 

-2.60000E+01 z coord. of right point 
2.80000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-2.60000E+01 z coord. of left point 

eG feature identity 
DOWN CONCAVE E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT. 

-PT-CENTER-PT way of geom. repr. 
2.80000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-2.60000E+01 z coord. of right point 
2.50000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-2.90000E+01 z coord. of left point 
2.80000E+01 x coord. of the center point 

-2.90000E+01 z coord. of the center point 

e7 feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
2.50000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-2.90000E+01 z coord. of right point 
2.50000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-4.10000E+01 z coord. of left point 
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I-p 

I-p 

i-p 

int 
ac 

i-p 

I-p 

e8 feature identity 
UP CONCAVE_E - feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT CENTER PT way of geom. repr. 
2.50000E+01 x coons. of right point 

-4.10000E+01 z_coord. of right point 
2.80000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-4.40000E+01 z coord. of left point 
2.80000E+01 x coord. of the center point 

-4.10000E+01 z coord. of the center point 

e9 feature identity 
UP RAMP E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
2.80000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-4.40000E+01 z_coord. of right point 
3.60000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-4.60000E+01 z coord. of left point 

e10 feature identity 
S UNE_E feature type 
MEIO - position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
3.60000E+01 x coord. of right point 
-4.60000E+01 z coord. of right point 
3.60000E+01 x coord. of left point 
-5.10000E+01 z coord. of left point 

ell feature identity 
DOWN 

_LINE _E 
feature type 

ULTIMA position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
3.60000E+01 x coord. of right point 
-5.10000E+01 z coord. of right point 
2.30000E+01 x_coord. of left point 

-5.10000E+01 z coord. of left point 

il feature identity 
DOWN 

_CONVEX 
1 feature type 

PRIMEIRA position 
PT PT CENTER_PT way of geom. repr. 
1.40000E+01 x coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
1.10000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-3.00000E+00 z coord. of left point 
1.40000E+01 x_coord. of the center point 

-3.00000E+00 z coord. of the center point 

i2 feature identity 
_, DOWN RAMP I feature type 

MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
1.10000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-3.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
7.00000E+00 x_coord. of left point 

"1.10000E+01 z coord. of left point 

0 feature identity 
S UNE I feature type 
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MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
7.00000E+00 x_coord. of right point 

-1.10000E+01 z coord. of right point 
7.00000E+00 x_coord. of left point 

-1.60000E+01 z coord. of left point 

iLP 

I-p 

I-p 

1-p 

i4 feature identity 
DUMMY FEAT 

-1 
feature type 

MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
7.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 

-1.60000E+01 z coord. of right point 
6.00000E+00 x_coord. of left point 
-1.60000E+01 z coord. of left point 

i5 feature identity 
DUMMY-FEAT-1 feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
6.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 
-1.60000E+01 z coord. of right point 
6.00000E+00 x_coord. of left point 

-3.70000E+0 _2 
word. of left point 

i6 feature identity 
UP UNE I feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
6.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 

-3.70000E+01 z coord. of right point 
2.30000E+01 x_coord. of left point 

-3.70000E+01 z coord. of left point 

17 feature identity' 
S LINE I feature type 
ULTIMA position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
2.30000E+01 x coord. of right point 
-3.70000E+01 z coord. of right point 
2.30000E+01 x_coord. of left point 
-5.10000E+01 z coord. of left point 

C. 2.2 - Component Two Model Regarding the Set-up Regions 

C. 2.2.1 - First Set-up 

P-p 
P TWO part identification 

ext 
et feature identity 
UP UNE_E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 

e2 feature identity 

e3 feature identity 

e4 feature identity 

int 
ii feature identity _. 
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i2 feature identity 

i3 feature identity 

i4 feature identity 

i5 feature identity 

i51 feature identity (feature generated automatically 
DUMMY FEAT I feature type extending the internal region up 
ULTIMA position to the end of the component, 
PT PT way of geom. repr. allowing therefore a throughout 
6.00000E+01 x_coord. of right point hole drilling ) 
-3.70000E+01 z coord. of right point 
6.00000E+011 x_coord. of left point 
-5.10000E+01 z_coord. of left point 

C. 2.2.2 - Second Set-up 

P-p 
P TWO part identification 

ext 
ell feature identity 
UP UNE E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
2.30000E+01 x coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
3.60000E+01 x_coord. of left point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of left point 

e10 feature identity 
S UNE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
3.60000E+01 x_coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
3.60000E+01 x coord. of left point 
-5.00000E+00 z coord. of left point 

e9 feature identity 
DOWN RAMPE feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
3.60000E+01 x_coord. of right point 
-5.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
2.80000E+01 x_coord. of left point 
-7.00000E+00 z coord. of left point 

e8 feature identity 
DOWN CONCAVE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT CENTER PT way of geom. repr. 
2.80000E+01 x_coord. of right point 
-7.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
2.50000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-1.00000E+01 z_coord. of left point 
2.80000E+01 x_coord. of the center point 
-1.00000E+01 z_coord. of the center point 

e7 feature identity 
S LINE E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
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2.50000E+01 x_coord. of right point 
-1.00000E+01 z coord. of right point 
2.50000E+01 x coord. of left point 
-2.20000E+01 z_coord. of left point 

e6 feature identity 
UP CONCAVE E feature type 

int 

MEIO position 
PT PT CENTER PT way of geom. repr. 
2.50000E+01 x coord. of right point 
-2.20000E+01 z coord. of right point 
2.80000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-2.50000E+01 z coord. of left point 
2.80000E+01 x coord. of the center point 
-2.20000E+01 z coord. of the center point 

e5 feature identity 
UP_UNE_E feature type 
ULTIMA position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
2.80000E+01 x_coord. of right point 

-2.50000E+01 z coord. of right point 
3.60000E+01 x coord. of left point 
-2.50000E+01 z_coord. of left point 

W feature identity 
S UNE I feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
2.30000E+01 x_coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 z_coord. of right point 
2.30000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-1.40000E+01 z_coord. of left point 

i6 feature identity 
DOWN 

_LINE _I 
feature type 

ULTIMA position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
2.30000E+01 x_coord. of right point 
-1.40000E+01 z_coord. of right point 
6.00000E+00 x_coord. of left point 
-1.40000E+01 z coord. of left point 

C. 2.3 - Component Two Model Divided In Machining Regions and With Technical Parameters Defined 

C. 2.3.1 - First Set-up 

P-p 
P TWO part identification 
UNDEFINED family 
NONE codigo 
ROTATIONAL part mainly shape 
AL 

_W part material 
BAR_CILINDRICAL stock shape 
3.80000E+01 material raio 
0.00000E+00 material rain intemo 
5.30000E+01 material lenght 
3.60000E+01 component raio 
2.60000E+01 component lenght 
CYCLONE machine tool to be used 
UNDEFINED tool to be used 
TL1 library tool to be used 
CHUCK 

-2 
chuck to be used 

UNDEFINED macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 
rr 
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rt region identification 
EXTERNAL region location 
UNDEFINED machine tool to be used 
SCLC_R E tool to be used 
TUR S macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 

el feature identity 
UP_UNE_E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 

e2 feature identity 
S UNE_E feature type 
MEIO position 

e3 feature identity 
UP UNE E feature type 

e4 feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 
ULTIMA position 

ri 
r2 region identification 
INTERNAL region location 
UNDEFINED machine tool to be used 
SCLC_I tool to be used 
I_B TUR_S macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 

i1 feature identity 
DOWN CONVEX I feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 

i2 feature identity 
DOWN 

_RAMP 
I feature type 

MEID position 

i3 feature identity 
S LINE I feature type 

i4 
DUMMY-FEAT-1 

i5 
DUMMY-FEAT-1 

i51 
DUMMY-FEAT-1 

feature identity 
feature type 

feature identity 
feature type 

feature identity 
feature type 

C. 2.3.2 - Second Set-up 

P-p 
P_TWO 
UNDEFINED 
NONE 
ROTATIONAL 
AL_W 
BAR_CILINDRICAL 
3.90000E+01 
0.00000E+00 
5.30000E+01 
3.60000E+01 
2.50000E+01 

CYCLONE 
UNDEFINED 
TL1 
CHUCK 

-2 

part identification 
family 

codigo 
part mainly shape 

part material 
stock shape 

material raio 
material raio_intemo 
material lenght 
component raio 
component lenght 
machine tool to be used 
tool to be used 

library tool to be used 
chuck to be used 
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UNDEFINED macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 

r1 region identification 
EXTERNAL region location 
UNDEFINED machine tool to be used 
SCLC RE tool to be used 
FAC_S macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 

ell feature identity 
UP UNE_E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 

e10 feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 

e101 feature identity (feature generated automatically 
S LINE_E feature type to cover the recess region which 
ULTIMA position has been identified R2 ) 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
3.60000E+01 x_coond. of right point 
-5.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
3.60000E+01 x coord. of left point 
-2.50000E+01 z_coord. of left point 

r2 region identification 
EXTERNAL region location 
UNDEFINED machine tool to be used 
SRDC N_S tool to be used 
BU_S macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 

e9 feature identity 
DOWN_RAMP E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 

e8 feature identity 
DOWN_CONCAVE_E feature type 

e7 feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 

e6 feature identity 
UP CONCAVE_E feature type 

e5 feature identity 
UP LINE E feature type 
ULTIMA position 

ri 
r3 region identification 
INTERNAL region location 
UNDEFINED machine tool to be used 
SCLC I tool to be used 
1 TUR S macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 

i7 feature identity 
S LINE I feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 

i6 feature identity 
DOWN_LINE I feature type 
ULTIMA position 
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C. 2.4 . Machining Code 

C. 2.4.1- First Set-up 

MAT AL 
rem this is Aluminium 
rem this is b2a 
PART 1 teste 2 
WIN Z-240 X-150 Z200 X150 
P390 Z40 X78 
SPI M 2500 
FROM P390 
P399 Z0.750 X76.000 
P391 P399 88 
P398 P399 11 
S200 V P399 
S199 H P399 
STK BILLET 20.750 D76.000 L53.000 
CHU D76.000 Z-63.000 
P101 Z0.000 X27.000 
P102 Z0.000 X45.000 
S51 P101 P102 
P103 Z-21.000 X45.000 
S52 P102 P103 
P104 Z-21.000 X72.000 
S53 P103 P104 
P 105 Z-26.000 X72.000 
S54 P104 P105 
P 106 Z-28.000 X72.000 
S55 P105 P106 
rem - region .r matp. p corte_a : 9.00000E-01 
rem - region. r mat_p. v_corte : 2.40648E+02 
rem - region. r mat p. a_corte 2.20000E-01 
rem - region. r mat_p. v_corte_a : 3.89610E+02 
rem - regionsmat_p. a_corte_a : 2.20000E-01 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool lib : TL1 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool_model : SCLC_R-E 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insert inf. insert radius : 4.00000E-01 
rem - region. r mat_p. p Corte 2.00000E+00 
Ktt P101 TS51 P102 
TS52 P103 
TS53 P104 
TS54 P105 
TS55 P106 EK 

TOO 4 ISO CCMM090404 SCLCR T3 ZO XO 
RAP P398 
RAP P391 
CLE Z0.700 X76.700 
SUR 88.050 
FED T0.270 F0.130 
rem - passei aqui macro_peps - tec data_peps 1 
rem - passei aqui macro_peps - tec data_peps 3 
RTU K11 D2.00 Z0.800 X0.800 20.800 X0.800 F0.270 
GOH 
rem e4 
P107 Z0.000 X28.000 
P108 Z-3.000 X22.000 
C31 RP 107 P108 3.000 
P109 Z-11.000 X14.000 
S56 P108 P109 
P110 Z-16.000 X14.000 
S57 P109 P110 
P 111 Z-20.000 X0.000 
S58 P110 P111 

rem - furo region. r mat_p. v_corte f: 5.00000E+01 
rem - furo region. r mat_p. a corte_f : 2.00000E-01 
rem - regionsmat p. v_corte : 1.76470E+02 
rem - regionsmat-p. a-corte 3.00000E-01 
rem - regionsmat_p. v_corte_a : 2.85714E+02 
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rem - region. r mata. a_corte a: 3.00000E-01 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool lib : TL1 
rem - region. tec data. ferramentatool model : SEJC 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insert inf. insertradius : 8.00000E-01 
rem - region. r mat p. p torte : 2.00000E+00 
rem - regions mat p. p torte a: 9.00000E-01 
K12 P107 TC31 P108 
TS56 P109 
TS57 P110 
EK 

TOO 1 DRI D11 ZO XO L7 
SUR 50.000 
FED T0.200 F0.200 
RAP Z1.500 X0.000 
DRI Z0.200 Z-20.000 N-5 
GOH 
TOO 6 ISO CCMM060204 SCLCR T2 ZO XO LO 
RAP P398 
RAP X10.5 
SUR 82.515 
FED T0.380 F0.380 
rem - passel aqui macro_peps - tec data peps 1 
CLE Z1.000 X10.500 
RTU K12 D2.00 20.100 X0.100 Z0.100 X0.100 F0.380 
GOT Z1.000 
GOH 
rem i4 
rem - fim 

C. 2.4.2 " Second Set-up 

MAT AL 
rem this is Aluminium 
rem this is b2b 
PART 1 teste 

_2 WIN Z-240 X-1 50 Z200 X150 
P390 Z40 X78 
SPI M 2500 
FROM P390 
P399 Z0.750 X76.000 
P391 P399 88 
P398 P399 11 
S200 V P399 
S199 H P399 
STK BILLET Z0.750 D76.000 L53.000 
CHU D76.000 Z-63.000 
P101 Z0.000 X46.000 
P 102 Z0.000 X72.000 
S51 P101 P102 
P 103 Z-5.000 X72.000 
S52 P102 P103 
P104 Z-25.000 X72.000 
S53 P103 P104 
rem - region. r mat_p. v_corte : 1.76470E+02 
rem - region. r matp. a_corte : 2.20000E-01 
rem - region. r mata. v_corte_a : 2.85714E+02 
rem - regionsmata. a_corte a 2.20000E-01 
rem - region. tee data. ferramentatool lib : TL1 

rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool_model : SCLC RE 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insert inf. insert radius : 4.00000E-01 
rem - region. r matý_p. p torte : 2.00000E+00 
rem - region. r mat p. p torte a: 9.00000E-01 
K11 P101 TS51 P102 
TS52 P103 
TS53 P104 EK 
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TOO 4 ISO CCMMO90404 SCLCR T3 ZO XO 
RAP P398 
RAP P391 
SUR 88.050 
FED T0.270 F0.130 

rem - passei aqui macro_peps - tec data_peps 1 
rem - passei aqui macroaeps - tec data_peps 3 
CLE ZO. 700 X76.700 
RTU KI 1 D2.000 Z0.800 X0.800 Z0.100 X0.800 F0.270 
GOH 
rem el0l 
P 105 Z-5.000 X72.000 
P 106 Z-7.000 X56.000 
S54 P105 P106 
P107 Z-10.000 X50.000 
C31 RP106 P1073.000 
P 108 Z-22.000 X50.000 
S55 P107 P108 
P109 Z-25.000 X56.000 
C32 RP108 P109 3.000 
P110 Z-25.000 X72.000 
S56 P109 P110 
rem - regionsmat_p. v_corte 1.78571 E+02 
rem - regions mat_p. a torte : 6.00000E-01 
rem-regions matý_p. y_cortqa : 3.57142E+01 
rem - regionsmat_p. a_corte a: 6.00000E-01 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. toollib : TL1 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool model : SRDC N_E 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insert inf. insert radius : 6.00000E+00 
rem - regions mat_p. p torte : 2.00000E+00 

rem - regions mat_p. p corte_a : 9.00000E-01 
K12 P105 TS54 P106 
TC31 P107 
TS55 P108 
TC32 P109 
TS56 P110 EK 
TOO 2 ISO RCMM060260 SRDCN T9 ZO XO 
RAP P398 
RAP P391 
SUR 75.418 
FED T0.400 F0.200 
rem - passei aqui macro_peps - tec_data_peps 1 
rem - passei aqui macro_peps - tec dataaeps 2 
CLE Z-4.800 X72.700 
CUT 0 
RTK K12 D2.000 Z0.800 X0.800 X0.800 BO 
RAP Z-10.00 X77.000 
PRO P105 TK12 P110 
GOH 
rem e5 
P111 Z0.000 X46.000 
P112 Z-14.000 X46.000 
S57 P111 P112 
P113 Z-14.000 X0.000 
S58 P112 P113 
rem - furo regionsmat_p. v_corte f: 5.00000E+01 
rem - furo regionsmat_p. a cone f: 2.00000E-01 
rem - region. r mat_p. v_corte : 1.76470E+02 
rem - regionsmat_p. a torte : 3.00000E-01 
rem - regions mat_p. v_corte a: 2.85714E+02 
rem - regionsmat_p. a_corte_a : 3.00000E-01 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool lib : TL1 

rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool model : SCLC_I 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insert inf. insertradius : 8.00000E-01 
rem - regionsmat_p. p_corte : 2.00000E+00 
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rem - regionsmata. p_corte a: 9.00000E-01 
K13P111TS57P112 
TS58 P113 EK 

TOO1 DRIDIOZOXOL7 
SUR 100 
FED T0.2 FO. 2 
RAP Z4.000 X0.000 
DRI Z0.200 Z-13.900 N-5 
GOH 
TOOL 6 ISO CCMM060204 SCLCR T2 ZO XO LO 
RAP P398 
RAP P391 
RAP Z1.000 X0.000 
SUR 82.515 
FED T0.270 F0.130 
rem - passei aqui macropeps - tec data_peps 1 
CLE Z 1.000 X11.000 
RTU ZO X46.000 Z-14.000 X11.000 K13 D2.000 Z0.100 X0.100 Z0.800 X0.800 F0.270 
GOT Z1.000 
FCYK13 
GOH 
rem ie1 
rem - fim 

C. 3 - Component Three Model 

C. 3.1 - Component Three Model 

P-p 
P 
-THREE part identification 

UNDEFINED family 

int 
ii feature identity 
S UNE_I feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
2.60000E+01 x coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 z_coord. of right point 
2.60000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-6.00000E+00 z coord. of left point 

i2 feature identity 
DOWN-CONCAVE-1 feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT CENTER PT way of geom. repr. 
2.60000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-6.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
2.10000E+01 x_coord. of left point 

-1.10000E+01 z coord. of left point 
2.10000E+01 x_coord. of the center point 

-6.00000E+00 z coord. of the center point 

i3 feature identity 
S UNE I feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
2.10000E+01 x_coord. of right point 

-1.10000E+01 z_coord. of right point 
2.10000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-1.60000E+01 z_coord. of left point 

W feature identity 
DOWN_LINE I feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
2.10000E+01 x coord. of right point 
-1.60000E+01 z coord. of right point 
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1.50000E+01 x coord. of left point 
-1.60000E+01 z coord. of left point 

i5 feature identity 
DOWN-RAMP-1 feature type 
ULTIMA position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
1.50000E+01 x_coord. of right point 

-1.60000E+01 z_coord. of right point 
1.10000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-4.10000E+01 z coord. of left point 

ext 
e1 feature identity 
UP_LINE_E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
2.60000E+01 x_coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
3.60000E+01 x_coord. of left point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of left point 

e2 feature identity 
S LINE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
3.60000E+01 x_coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 z_coord. of right point 
3.60000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-1.90000E+01 z coord. of left point 

e3 feature identity 
DOWN CONCAVE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT CENTER_PT way of geom. repr. 
3.60000E+01 x coord. of right point 
-1.90000E+01 z_coord. of right point 
2.30000E+01 x_coord. of left point 
-4.10000E+01 - z_coord. of left point 
4.81153E+01 x coord. of the center point 
-4.10000E+01 z_coord. of the center point 

e4 feature identity 
DOWN_LINE_E feature type 
ULTIMA position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
2.30000E+01 x_coord. of right point 

-4.10000E+01 z_coord. of right point 
1.10000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-4.10000E+01 z coord. of left point 

C. 3.2 - Component Three Model Regarding the Setup Regions 

C. 3.2.1 " First Set-up 

P-p 
teste 

-3 part identification 

ext 
el 
UP_LINE_E 
PRIMEIRA 

feature identity 
feature type 
position 

e2 
SLINEE 
ULTIMA 

feature identity 
feature type 

position 
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int 
ii feature identity 
S_LINE I feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 

12 feature identity 
DOWN_CONCAVE_I feature type 
MEIO position 

i3 feature identity 
S LINE_I feature type 
MEIO position 

i4 
DOWN_LINE_I 
MEIO 

1$ 
DOWN_RAMP 
ULTIMA 

feature identity 
feature type 

position 

feature identity 
feature type 

position 

C. 3.2.2 - Second Set-up 

P-p 
teste 

_3 part identification 

ext 
e4 feature identity 
UP LINE E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 
PT_PT way of geom. repr. 
1.10000E+01 x_coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 z_coord. of right point 
2.30000E+01 x_coord. of left point 
0.00000E+00 z_coord. of left point 

e3 feature identity 
UP_CONCAVE_E feature type 
ULTIMA position 
PT PT_CENTER PT way of geom. repr. 
2.30000E+01 x coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
3.60000E+01 x coord. of left point 
-2.20000E+01 z coord. of left point 
4.81153E+01 x coord. of the center point 
0.00000E+00 z_coord. of the center point 

C. 3.3 - Component Three Model Divided In Machining Regions and With Technical Parameters Defined 

C. 3.3.1 - First Set-up 

P-p 
P 

-THREE UNDEFINED 
NONE 
UNDEFINED 
AL W 
BAR_CILINDRICAL 
3.80000E+01 
0.00000E+00 
4.30000E+01 
3.60000E+01 
1.90000E+01 

CYCLONE 
UNDEFINED 
TL1 

part identification 
family 

codigo 
part mainly shape 

part material 
stock shape 

material raio 
material raio_interno 
material lenght 
component raio 
component lenght 
machine tool to be used 
tool to be used 

library tool to be used 
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CHUCK 
-2 chuck to be used 

UNDEFINED macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 
r_r 

rl region identification 
EXTERNAL region location 
UNDEFINED machine tool to be used 
SCLC_R E tool to be used 
TUR S macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 

et feature identity 
UP LINE 

_E 
feature type 

PRIMEIRA position 

e2 feature identity 
S_LINE_E feature type 
ULTIMA position 

r_i 
r2 region identification 
INTERNAL region location 
UNDEFINED machine tool to be used 
SCLC I tool to be used 

B TUR_S macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 

it feature identity 
S_LINE_I feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 

i2 feature identity 
DOWN CONCAVE_I feature type 

i3 feature identity 
S LINE_I feature type 

i4 feature identity 
DOWN LINE_I feature type 

i5 feature identity 
DOWN_RAMP 1 feature type 
ULTIMA position 

C. 3.3.2 - Second Set-up 

P-p 
PJHREE part identification 
UNDEFINED family 
NONE codigo 
UNDEFINED part mainly shape 
AL 

-W part material 
BAR CILINDRICAL stock shape 
3.80000E+01 material raio 
0.00000E+00 material rain intemo 
4.30000E+01 material lenght 
3.60000E+01 component raio 
2.20000E+01 component lenght 
CYCLONE machine tool to be used 
UNDEFINED tool to be used 
TL1 library tool to be used 
CHUCK_2 chuck to be used 
UNDEFINED macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 
r_r 

r1 region identification 
EXTERNAL region location 
UNDEFINED machine tool to be used 
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SCLC_R' E tool to be used 
FAC S macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 

e4 feature Identity 
UP LINE_E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 

e3 feature identity 
UP CONCAVE_E feature type 
ULTIMA position 

C. 3.4 " Machining Code 
C. 3.4.1 " First Set-up 

MAT AL 
rem this is Aluminium 
rem this is b3a 
PART 1 teste 

_3 WIN Z-240 X-150 Z200 X150 
P390 Z40 X78 
SPI M 2500 
FROM P390 
P399 ZO. 750 X76.000 
P391 P399 88 
P398 P399 11 
S200 V P399 
S199 H P399 
STK BILLET 20.750 D76.000 L43.000 
CHU D76.000 Z-53.000 
P90 ZO X50 
P101 20.000 X52.000 
P102 ZO. 000 X72.000 
S51 P90 P102 
P 103 Z-19.000 X72.000 
S52 P102 P103 
P104 Z-21.000 X72.000 
S53 P103 P104 
rem - region. r matý_p. v_corte : 2.40648E+02 
rem - regionsmat_p. a_corte : 2.20000E-01 
rem - region. r mat_p. v_corte_a : 3.89610E+02 
rem - region. r mat_p. a-corte_a : 2.20000E-01 
rem - region. tee data. ferramenta. tool lib : TL1 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tooL model : SCLC-Fi E 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insert inf. insertradius : 4-00000E-01 
rem - regionsmatý_p. p torte : 2.00000E+00 
rem - region. r mat. p. p torte a: 9.00000E-0 1 
K11 P90 TS51 P102 
TS52 P103 
TS53 P104 EK 

TOO 4 ISO CCMM090404 SCLCR T3 ZO XO 
RAP P398 
RAP P391 
SUR 143.081 
FED T0.270 FO. 130 
rem - passei aqua macro_peps - tec data_peps 1 
rem - passei aqua macro_peps - tec data_peps 3 
CLE Z0.700 X100.700 
RTU K11 D2.000 20.800 X0.800 ZO. 800 X0.800 F0.270 
GOH 
rem e2 
P105 ZO. 000 X52.000 
P106 Z-6.000 X52.000 
S54 P105 P106 
P107 Z-11.000 X42.000 
C31 LP 106 P 107 5.000 
P108 Z-16.000 X42.000 
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S55P107P108 
P109 Z-16.000 X30.000 
S56 P108 P109 
P110 Z-41.000 X22.000 
S57 P109 P110 

rem - furo regions mata. v_corte f: 5.00000E+01 
rem - furo region. r mata. a corte f: 2.00000E-01 
rem - regions matLp. v_corte : 1.76470E+02 
rem - regions mata. a corte : 3.00000E-0 1 
rem - regionsmata. v_corte_a : 2.85714E+02 
rem - regionsmata. a_corte a: 3.00000E-01 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool lib : TL1 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool model : SEJCj 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insert inf. insert radius : 8.00000E-01 
rem - regionsmata. p_corte : 2.00000E+00 
rem - region. r mata. p_corte a: 9.00000E-0 1 
K12 P105 TS54 P106 
AC31 P107 
TS55 P108 
TS56 P109 
TS57 P110 EK 

TOO 7 DRI D10 ZO XO L7 
SUR 100 
FED T0.27 F0.27 
DRI Z0.200 Z-46.000 N5 
GOH 
TOOL 6 ISO CCMM060204 SCLCR T2 ZO XO LO 
RAP P398 
RAP P391 
RAP Z1.000 X10.000 
SUR 134.086 
FED T0.380 F0.380 
rem - passei aqui macro_peps - tec data_peps I 
CLE Z1 X11 
RTU K12 D2.000 Z0.100 X0.100 Z0.800 X0.800 F0.380 
GOT Z 1.000 
GOH 
rem i5 
rem - fim 

C. 3.4.2 - Second Set-up 

MAT AL 
rem this is Aluminium 
rem this is b3b 
PART 1 teste 

_3 WIN Z-240 X-150 Z200 X150 
P390 Z40 X78 
SPI M 2500 
FROM P390 
P399 Z0.750 X76.000 
P391 P399 88 
P398 P399 11 
S200 V P399 
S199 H P399 
STK BILLET Z0.750 D76.000 L43.000 
CHU D76.000 Z-53.000 
P101 Z0.000 X22.000 
P102 Z0.000 X46.000 
S51 P101 P102 
P103 Z-22.000 X72.000 
C31 RP102 P103 25.115 
rem - regionsmatc. v_corte : 240.648E+02 
rem - regionsmatc. a torte : 2.20000E-01 
rem - region. t-matc. v_corte-a : 389.610E+02 
rem - region. r matc. a corte_a : 2.20000E-01 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool lib : TL1 
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rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. toolmodel : SCLC R-E 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insert inf. insert radius : 4.00000E-01 
rem - regionsmat_p. p torte : 2.00000E+00 
rem - region. r mat_p. p_corte_a : 9.00000E-01 
K11 P101 TS51 P102 
TC31 P103 EK 
TOO 4 ISO CCMM090404 SCLCR T3 ZO XO 
RAP P398 
RAP P391 
SUR 143.081 
FED T0.270 FO. 130 
rem - passei aqui macro peps - tec data_peps 1 
rem - passei aqui macro_peps - tec data_peps 3 
CLE Z0.700 X76.700 
RTU K11 D2.000 20.800 X0.800 Z0.800 X0.800 FO 
SUR 180 
FED T0.170 F0.170 
FCY K11 
GOH 
rem e3 
rem - fim 

C. 4 - Component Four 

C. 4.1 - Component Four Model 

P-p 
teste_4 part identification 
UNDEFINED family 
NONE codigo 
ROTATIONAL part mainly shape 
S1020 part material 
BAR CILINDRICAL stock shape 
0.00000E+00 material raio 
0.00000E+00 material raio_interno 
0.00000E+00 material lenght 
0.00000E+00 component raio 
0.00000E+00 component lenght 
UNDEFINED machine tool to be used 
UNDEFINED tool to be used 
UNDEFINED library tool to be used 
UNDEFINED macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 
ext 
I_p 

e1 feature identity 
S LINE E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
0.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
7.00000E+00 x coord. of left point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of left point 

sthr 
e2 feature identity 

i-p 

METRIC THREAD E feature type 
MEIO position 
TRH way of geom. repr. 
7.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
1.00000E+01 Ienght of the thread 

e3 feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
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I-p 

i-p 

ac 

ac 

I-p 

UP 

7.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 
-1.00000E+01 z coord. of right point 
7.00000E+00 x coord. of left point 
-1.60000E+01 z_coord. of left point 

e4 - feature identity 
UP LINE E feature type 
MEID position 
PT PT way of geom, repr. 
7.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 

-1.60000E+01 z coord. of right point 
8.50000E+00 x coord. of left point 

-1.60000E+01 z_coord. of left point 

e5 feature identity 
S LINE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT_PT way of geom. repr. 
8.50000E+00 x coord. of right point 
-1.60000E+01 z coord. of right point 
8.50000E+00 x_coord. of left point 

-2.00000E+011 z_coord. of left point 

e6 feature identity 
UP CONVEX E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT CENTER_PT way of geom. repr. 
8.50000E+00 x_coord. of right point 

-2.00000E+01 zcoord. of right point 
1.20000E+01 x_coord. of left point 

-2.70000E+01 z_coord. of left point 
3.25000E+00 x coord. of the center point 
-2.70000E+01 z_coord. of the center point 

e7 feature identity 
DOWN CONVEX 

-E 
feature type 

MEIO position 
PT PT_CENTER PT way of geom. repr. 
1.20000E+01 x_coord. of right point 

-2.70000E+01 z coord. of right point 
8.50000E+00 x coord. of left point 
-3.40000E+01 z_coord. of left point 
3.25000E+00 x coord. of the center point 
-2.70000E+01 z_coord. of the center point 

eS feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
8.50000E+00 x coord. of right point 

-3.40000E+01 z coord. of right point 
8.50000E+00 x coord. of left point 
-5.40000E+01 z coord. of left point 

e9 feature identity 
UP LINE E feature type 
MEID position 
PT_PT way of geom. repr. 
8.50000E+00 x coord. of right point 
-5.40000E+01 z coord. of right point 
1.20000E+01 x coord. of left point 
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-5.40000E+01 z coord. of left point 

I_P 
e10 feature identity 
S UNE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
1.20000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-5.40000E+01 z coord. of right point 
1.20000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-6.90000E+01 z coord. of left point 

ac 
ell feature identity 
DOWN_CONCAVE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT CENTER PT way of geom. repr. 
1.20000E+01 x_coord. of right point 

-6.90000E+01 z coord. of right point 
9.00000E+00 x coord. of left point 

-7.20000E+01 z coord. of left point 
1.20000E+01 x coord. of the center point 

-7.20000E+01 z_coord. of the center point 

I-p 

i-p 

e12 feature identity 
S LINE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
9.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 
-7.20000E+01 z_coord. of right point 
9.00000E+00 x coord. of left point 
-8.60000E+01 z coord. of left point 

e13 feature identity 
DOWN RAMPE feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
9.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 

-8.60000E+01 z coord. of right point 
6.00000E+00 x coord. of left point 

"1.01000E+02 z_coord. of left point 

s_sg 
e14 feature identity 
SQUARE_SIDED_GROVE_SUR_E feature type 
MEIO position 
S 
-G way of geom. repr. 

6.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 
-1.01000E+02 z coord. of right point 
3.00000E+00 Ienght of the feature 
2.00000E+00 depht of the groove 
0.00000E+00 relief radius of the groove 

Stitt 

e15 feature identity 
METRIC THREAD E feature type 
MEIO position 
TRH way of geom. repr. 
6.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 
-1.04000E+02 z_coord. of right point 
1.10000E+01 lenght of the thread 

i_p . 

e16 feature identity 
S_LINE_E feature type 
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ULTIMA position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
6.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 

-1.15000E+02 z coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 x_coord. of left point 

"1.15000E+02 z coord. of left point 

C. 4.2 - Component Four Model Regarding the Set-up Regions 

C. 4.2.1 - First Set-up 

P-p 
P_FOUR part identification 

ext 
et feature identity 
S UNE_E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 

e2 feature identity 
S_UNE E feature type 

e3 feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 

e4 feature identity 
UP LINE_E feature type 

e5 feature identity 
S_LINE E feature type 

e6 feature identity 
UP CONVEX E feature type 

e7 feature identity 
DOWN_CONVEX E feature type 

e8 feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 

e9 feature identity 
UP_UNEE feature type 

elO feature identity 
S_UNE_E feature type 
ULTIMA - position 

C. 4.2.2 - Second Set-up 

P-p 
F ! 

_FOUR part identification 
UNDEFINED family 

ext 
e16 feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
0.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
6.00000E+00 x coord. of left point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of left point 

e15 feature identity 
S LINE_E feature type 
MEIO position 
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PT PT way of geom. repr. 
6.00000E+00 x_coord. of right point 
0.00000E+00 z coord. of right point 
6.00000E+00 x_coord. of left point 

-1.10000E+01 z coord. of left point 

e14 feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
6.00000E+00 x_coord. of right point 
-1.10000E+01 z coord. of right point 
6.00000E+00 x_coord. of left point 

-1.40000E+01 z coord. of left point 

e13 feature identity 
UP RAMP E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
6.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 

-1.40000E+01 z_coord. of right point 
9.00000E+00 x_coord. of left point 

-2.90000E+01 z coord. of left point 

e12 feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 
MEIO position 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
9.00000E+00 x coord. of right point 
-2.90000E+01 z coord. of right point 
9.00000E+00 x_coord. of left point 
-4.30000E+01 z coord. of left point 

ell feature identity 
UP CONCAVE_E feature type 
ULTIMA 
PT PT CENTER PT 
9.00000E+00 
-4.30000E+01 
120000E+0t 

-4.60000E+01 
1.20000E+01 

-4.30000E+01 

position 
way of geom. repr. 

x coord. of right point 
z_coord. of right point 
x coord. of left point 
z coord. of left point 
x coord. of the center point 
z coord. of the center point 

C. 4.3 - Component Four Model Divided In Machining Regions and With Technical Parameters Defined 

C. 4.3.1 " First Set-up 

P-p 
P 

-FOUR part identification 
UNDEFINED family 
NONE codigo 
UNDEFINED part mainly shape 
S1020 

, part material 
BAR_CILINDRICAL stock shape 
2.50000E+01 material raio 
0.00000E+00 material rain intemo 
1.17000E+02 material lenght 
1.20000E+01 component raio 
6.90000E+01 component lenght 
DSG machine tool to be used 
UNDEFINED tool to be used 
TL1 library tool to be used 
CHUCK 1 chuck to be used 
UNDEFINED macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 
rr 
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rt region identification 
EXTERNAL region location 
UNDEFINED machine tool to be used 
SCLC_R E tool to be used 
P TUR_S macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 

e1 feature identity 
S UNE E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 

e2 feature identity 
DUMMY FEAT E feature type 
MEIO position 

e3 feature identity 
S LINE_E feature type 

e4 feature identity 
UP UNE E feature type 

e5 feature identity 
S UNE_E feature type 

e6 feature identity 
UP CONVEX E feature type 

861 feature identity ( feature generated automatically 
S LINE_E feature type to cover the recess_region which 
MEIO position has been identified R2 ) 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
1.20000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-2.70000E+01 z coord. of right point 
1.20000E+01 x coord. of left point 

-5.40000E+01 z_coord. of left point 

I-p 
e611 feature identity ( feature generated automatically 
S LINE_E feature type extending the external region up 
ULTIMA position to the end of the component) 
PT PT way of geom. repr. 
1.20000E+01 x coord. of right point 

-5.40000E+01 z_coord. of right point 
1.20000E+01 x_coord. of left point 

-6.90000E+01 z_coord. of left point 

r_r_f 
r2 region identification 
EXTERNAL region location 
UNDEFINED machine tool to be used 
SDJC N_E tool to be used 
BU_P S macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 

a_c 
e7 feature identity 
DOWN CONVEX E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 

I_p 
e8 feature identity 
S LINE E feature type 
MEIO position 

I_p 
e9 feature identity 
UP LINE_E feature type 
ULTIMA position 
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C. 4.3.2 - Second Set-up 

P-p 
P JOUR part identification 
UNDEFINED family 
NONE codigo 
UNDEFINED part mainly shape 
S1020 part material 
BAR CILINDRICAL stock shape 
2.50000E+01 material raio 
0.00000E+00 material raio intemo 
1.17000E+02 materiallenght 
1.20000E+01 component raio 
4.60000E+01 component lenght 
DSG machine tool to be used 
UNDEFINED tool to be used 
TL1 library tool to be used 
CHUCK_t chuck to be used 
UNDEFINED macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 
r_r 

rt region identification 
EXTERNAL region location 
UNDEFINED machine tool to be used 
SCLC RE tool to be used 
P TUR S macro used to generated the prog. 
UNDEFINED surface finish of the feature 

e16 feature identity 
S UNE_E feature type 
PRIMEIRA position 

e15 feature identity 
DUMMY FEAT E feature type 

e14 feature identity 
DUMMY FEAT E feature type 

e13 feature identity 
UP RAMP E feature type 

e12 feature identity 
S UNE_E feature type 

eft feature identity 
UP CONCAVE_E feature type 
ULTIMA position 

C. 4.4 - Machining Code 

C. 4.4.1 - First Set-up 

MAT C20 
rem this is 1020 
rem this is boa 
PART 1 test 
WIN Z-240 X-150 Z200 X150 
P390 Z40 X78 
SPI M 4500 
P399 ZO. 750 X50.000 
P391 P399 88 
P398 P399 11 
S200 V P399 
S199 H P399 
STK BILLET Z0.750 050.000 L117.000 
CHU D50.000 Z-127.000 
P 101 Z0.000 X0.000 
P102 Z0.000 X14.000 
S51P101P102 
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P103 Z-10.000 X14.000 
S52 P102 P103 
P104 Z-16.000 X14.000 
S53 P103 P104 
P105 Z-16.000 X17.000 
S54 P104 P105 
P106 Z-20.000 X17.000 
S55 P105 P106 
P107 Z-27.000 X24.000 
C31 LP106 P107 8.750 
P 108 Z-54.000 X24.000 
S56 P107 P108 
P109 Z-69.000 X24.000 
S57 P108 P109 

rem - regionsmat_p. v_corte : 9.29757E+01 
rem - region. r mata. a_corte : 2.20000E-01 
rem - regionsmata. v_corte-a 1.36363E+02 
rem - regionsmata. a torte a: 2.20000E-01 
rem - region. tec data. ferramentatooljib : TLI 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool_model : SCLC_R E 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insert inf. insertradius : 4.00000E-0 1 
rem - regionsmata. p_corte : 2.00000E+00 
rem - regions mat_p. p torte a: 9.00000E-01 
K11 P101 TS51 P102 
TS52 P103 
TS53 P104 
TS54 P105 
TS55 P106 
AC31 P107 
TS56 P108 
TS57 P109 EK 

TOO 4 ISO CCMM090404 SCLCR T3 ZO XO 
RAP P398 
RAP P391 
SUR 63.796 
FED T0.270 F0.130 
rem - passei aqui macroaeps - tec dataaeps 1 
rem - passei aqui macroaeps - tec dataaeps 3 
CLE Z0.700 X50.700 
RTU KI 1 D2.500 20.800 X0.800 Z0.800 X0.800 F0.270 
GOH 
rem e611 
P110 Z-27.000 X24.000 
P111 Z-34.000 X17.000 
C32 LP110 P111 8.750 
P112 Z-54.000 X17.000 
S58P111 P112 
P 113 Z-54.000 X24.000 
S59 P112 P113 
rem - regions mat_p. v_corte : 6.81818E+01 
rem - region. r mat_p. a_corte : 6.00000E-01 
rem - region .r mat_p. v_corte a 1.36363E+02 
rem - regions mat_p. a corte a: 6.00000E-01 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool lib : TL1 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool model : SRDC N_E 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insertinf. insertradjus : 6.00000E+00 
rem - regions mata. p torte : 2.00000E+00 
rem - regions mat_p. p corte_a : 9.00000E-01 
K12 P110 AC32 P111 
TS58 P112 
TS59 P113 EK 
FRO P390 
TOO 2 ISO RCMM060260 SRDCN T9 ZO X0 
RAP P398 
RAP P391 
SUR 52.646 
FED T0.400 F0.400 
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rem - passei aqui macro_peps - tee datapeps 1 
rem - passei aqui macro_peps - tec datajeps 2 
CLE Z-26.800 X24.700 
CUT 0 
RTK K12 D3.0 ZO. 800 X0.800 X0.800 BO 
RAP Z26.800 X24.800 
PRO P110 TK12 P113 
GOH 
rem e9 
TOO 1 THR EXT R0.18 B60 ZO XO 
RAP P398 
RAP P391 
SUR 170 
FED T0.180 F0.61 
RAP Z1.000 X9.000 
THR 2 Z0.000 Z-8.000 X9.062 H974 D0.200 L2.000 80.000 D0.100 M10 R10 FO 
GOH 
P123 Z-70.000 X45.000 
P 124 Z-70.000 X0.000 
S69 P123 P124 
rem - groove region. r matc. p corte a: 1.50000E-01 
rem - groove region. r matc. v_corte : 2.00000E+01 
rem - groove region. r mat_p. a cone : 1.00000E-01 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool lib : TL1 

rem - region. tee data. ferramenta. tool model : CER_G 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insert inf. toolwidth : 3.00000E+00 
TOO5GROEXT3ZOX0 
RAP P398 
RAP P391 
SUR 200 
FED T0.100 F0.150 
RAP Z-50.000 X8.000 
GOT X14.000 
GOH 
rem u 
rem - fim 

C. 4.4.2 " Second Set-up 

MAT C20 
rem this is 1020 
rem this is b4b 
PART 1 test 
WIN Z-240 X-150 Z200 X150 
P390 Z40 X78 
SPI M 4500 
P399 Z0.750 X50.000 
P391 P399 88 
P398 P399 11 
S200 V P399 
S199 H P399 
STK BILLET Z0.750 D50.000 L117.000 
CHU D50.000 Z-127.000 
P 101 Z0.000 X0.000 
P102 20.000 X12.000 
S51 P101 P102 
P103 Z-11.000 X12.000 
S52 P102 P103 
P104 Z-14.000 X12.000 
S53 P103 P104 
P105 Z-29.000 X18.000 
S54 P104 P105 
P106 Z-43.000 X18.000 
S55 P105 P106 
P107 Z-46.000 X24.000 
C31 RP106 P1073.000 
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rem - region. r mata. v_corte : 6.8181 8E+O 1 
rem - region. r mata. a_corte : 2.20000E-01 
rem - regions mata. v_corte a : 1.36363E+02 
rem - regions mata. a_corte_a : 2.20000E-01 
rem - region. tec data. ferramentatool lib : TL1 
rem - region. tec data. ferramentatool model : SCLC RE 
rem - region. tec data. ferramentainsert inf. insertradius : 4.00000E-01 
rem - region. r mata. p torte : 2.00000E+00 
rem - regions mata. p torte a: 9.00000E-01 
K11 P101 TS51 P102 
TS52 P103 
TS53 P104 
TS54 P105 
TS55 P106 
TC31 P107 EK 

TOO 1 ISO CCMM090404 SCLCR T3 ZO XO 
RAP P391 
RAP P398 
SUR 63.796 
FED TO. 270 FO. 270 
rem - passei aqui mac%peps - tec datapeps 1 
rem - passei aqui macrojeps - tec data peps 3 
CLE ZO. 700 X50.700 
RTU K11 D2.500 ZO. 800 X0.800 ZO. 800 X0.800 FO. 270 
GOH 
rem e11 
TOO I THR EXT R0.18 B60 ZO XO 
RAP P398 
RAP P391 
SUR 170 
FED T0.180 F0.61 
RAP Z1.000 X9.000 
THR 2 Z0.000 Z-8.000 X9.062 H974 D0.200 L2.000 80.000 D0.100 M10 R10 FO 
GOH 
P123 Z-70.000 X45.000 
P 124 Z-70.000 X0.000 
S69 P123 P124 
rem - groove regionsmatý_p. p Corte a: 1.50000E-01 
rem - groove regionsmat_p. v_corte : 2.00000E+01 
rem - groove regionsmatý_p. a cone 1.00000E-01 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool lib : TLI 

rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. tool model : CER G 
rem - region. tec data. ferramenta. insert inf. toolwidth : 3.00000E+00 
K13 P123 TS69 P124 ek 
TOO 5 GRO EXT 3 ZO XO 
RAP P398 
RAP P391 
SUR 200 
FED T0.100 F0.150 
RAP Z-7.000 X50.000 
RAP X18.000 
GOT X14.000 
GOT X18.000 
GOH 
rem u 
rem - fim 
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D- Experimental Component Modelling 

D. 1 - Introduction 

This chapter aims to present the modelling activity and data management in the context of 

the present experimental system. To achieve this aim better the chapter was divided into three parts 

related to different related activities (fig. D. 1). The first part presents the user-interface which was 

developed with the aim of improving the modelling activity. In the second part a discussion of the 

data/information management in the experimental system and related applications is presented. 

Finally a geometric data visualization is discussed 

D. 2 - The Experimental User interface 

D. 2.1 - Introduction 

Although not aiming at the development of a full product modeller it was necessary to 

address the user interface problem considering the amount of data necessary to be Imputted in 

a modelling activity. The number of errors is proportionally small in a user friendly environment. 

D. 2.2 - User Interface 

The current user interface was written using Suntooltool [musci89] and it Is operational In 

a Sun workstation. It is based in a series of "icons" and "pull down menus". The approach adopted 

provide the user with a "graphical environment" for the modelling of the component. The figure 

D. 2 a/x provides an overlook of the user interface graphical characteristics related to the different 

options/alternatives of the menu offer to the user when modelling a component. 

Each of the groups of information can be selected and opens a different set of alternatives. 

This approach allows the existence of a few numbers of initial alternative selections avoiding 

confusions and unnecessary information. 

D. 2.3 - Editing Facilities 

The present data file structure allows the editing of the different product model information 
(part-data, region data, feature data) at different stages of the modelling/processing activity. 
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MODELLING 

USER 
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INTERFACE E:: * WITH VISUALIZATION 

FEATURES 

PROCESSING 

APPLICATIONS 
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DATA 
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DATA STOREDGE 

' fixing MANAGEMENT DATA 
' planning RETRIEVE 

FIG. 12.1 EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCT DATA MODELLING 
LUT ' ITA 
CAPES 
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After different stages of the design/manufacturing process in the experimental system there 

is the possibility to store the information for the future or further processing as well as editing. 

The editing facility is done under the same front end as the used during the modelling of 

the component. 

D. 3 - Data Management in the Experimental System 

D. 3.1 - Introduction 

As already discussed in previous chapters, particularly 3 and 4, the volume of data and 

information handled in a design/manufacturing activity is considerable large. If the integration of 

design/manufacturing under a product modelling theory is also considered one realizes the 

importance of the necessity of a precise, rapid and correct management/handling of the data for 

the success of the task . 

For the present research work two different alternatives are possible: an ISS [mcKay88], 

[shaw89], [be1190] related approach or an independent approach. 

D. 3.2 - The ISS Alternative 

The present research work was developed in parallel to the GMP-3 project [be1186], [belI901 

and one of the principles elements of the product modelling environment was the Structure-Editor 

[mcKay86], [mcKay89] which provides the user with an excellent tool for development, man- 

agement/manipulation of data/knowledge related structures. 

Initially an experimental structure [varva88] was developed based on the features knowl- 

edge representation. The modelling of components was possible and a form of geometric 

modelling was also developed. However after those initial developments an independent 

alternative was pursued. 

The ISS research work provides an excellent product modelling environment and it 

possible at this stage to develope the existing structure which was developed based on the 

features presented in this, work therefore incorporating the benefits and characteristics similar 

to the ones presented by [corri9O. a], [Iee9O], [young9l] who used the ISS structure as base for 

the product data model. 
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D. 3.3 - The Present Data Management Structure 

. 
Although not in the scope of the current research work, the development of a data man- 

agement system became necessary to allow an efficient management/handling of the data related 

to a product modelled component. The task was facilitated by the structured knowledge 

representation related to the features/region/parts. 

A set of packages has been written to allow a data/knowledge management/handling 

providing the user with a reliable and efficient but simple data base structure [varva9l]. The user 

is able at different stages of the process to edit and/or save its data. 

Appendix C brings a view of a series of modelled components allowing an more complete 

visualization of different examples. A point to be highlighted in the present data handling/ma- 

nagement structure is the ability to re-build the links between the different regions 

mother->daughter->sister. 

D. 4 - Geometric Visualization 

D. 4.1 - Introduction 

Nowadays CAD systems play an important role in most design departments, and as dis- 

cussed in chapter 3, they have gone through a considerable evolution in particular regarding the 

tools available for geometric modelling and geometric data management. Also it Is important to 

highlight the development for a common geometric data representation IGES and PDES/STEP 

[smith86], [smith87], [shah90], [hoft90] allowing a greater Interchange by a standardization of 

data format. However, as has also been discussed the CAD system, by inheritance, has difficulty 

with handling, other data than geometric ones in an integrated form. It is, therefore, Important to 

extend further the CAD systems capabilities by their integration into a product model system. 

D. 4.2 - Geometric Data Representation 

A considerable number of research works [wang87], [dixon88], [shah9O], [sahay90] have 

addressed the topic of feature/geometric modelling relation particularly in the case of 

"form-features". An important contribution was presented by Li [li88] where an IGES compatible 

file is generated based into geometric information stored in a component model defined by using 

a pre-defined set of form-features. Since the form features presented by LI are similar to the 
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geometric element used to represent the present features as defined in this work, and that the 

geometric knowledge associated to the features allows a similar processing activity (generation 

of IGES compatible output), it was not considered a priority to continue this research point. 

However, there was the need for development of a geometric modeller integration which 

would allow the visualization of the modelled component. 

D. 4.3 - Component Visualization 

As presented in chapter 8 the features knowledge based structure allows the representation 

of the geometric information related to the features (geometric representation fig. 8.7 ale ) and, 

therefore, to the component. This information can be used at any stage to generate a model 

visualization. 

The visualization could be achieved by interfacing with different commercial CAD packages 

using IGES or a particular standard interface. However, for particular reasons it has been chosen 

to interface with an "in_house" product D 
. -view 

[dunni89]. It is a B_rep geometry modeller with 

a wire frame or optional colour shade modelling output figure D. 3 a/b. 

A particular package has been developed for the extraction of the geometric data from the 

product model and generation of a file compatible with D_view. This package could be further 

expanded to provide an IGES compatible output. 

D. 4.4 - General Considerations 

The three packages described above achieve their goal which was to provide an efficient 

and reliable data input, data management and geometric visualization. They are essential parts 

during the experimental system and are an initial clear advantage related to the feature_based 

structure. 

As the feature based structure provides a base for a rational and efficient handling of 

data/knowledge related to the component, the packages were simple and efficient allowing also 

a considerable degree of expansion/enhancement without compatibility problems. 
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